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SUMMARY REPORT, 1921, PART E 
IRON-:BEARING ROCKS OF :BELCHER ISLANDS, HUDSON BAY 

fly G . . i. Y01tng 

CHAPTER I 

ISIRODrCTIOtN 

Purpose and Character of the Report 

Thi.s report presents information obtained from an examination of a l'rc
camln·ian "iron-formation" occurring on Belcher i~landsi, Hudson bay. Th·.~ 
field work was done during: the summer of 1021 in an interval of about four 
weeks, too short a period of time t.o permit of invcstig:ttlng more than the enstern 
part of the islands. The first part of the report contains an account of the 
general geology of the islands together with a detailed description of the iron
formation and has 'been prepared for readers familiar with the principles of 
geology. The concluding section of the report real~ with the possible ecoporn;r 
value of the iron-bearing horizon and is written in the hope that the discussion 
mny be 6erviceahle to readers interested in iron ore occurrences but perh:iµs 
uu,ersed i 11 g-colngy. 

Location and Area 

Helcl1e1· islands· lie off the eastern coast of Hudson ·bay, 70 milPs due north 
of rape Jones, which marks the division between Hudson bay and James bay. 
Thei1· southern extremity is 55 miles west-northwest of the mouth of Great 
Whale Tivcr, the nearest locality on the mainland. The is1and group is ·70 
miles long, north and sou th, and about 45 miles broad, but much of the :irra 
is occupied •by water. The <'.hief islands are se11arated by broad seaways and :1r8 

either narrow, or where broader, are deeply penetrated by bays and inlets. A 
large part of the main island of the grcup is oo.::upied by a lake reputed to be 
40 miles long. 

Transportation 

Belcher islands may be re11ched in winter over the ice or in summer by 
boat. The Hudson's Bay Company and Revillun Freres maintain power-driven 
vessels on J arnes bay. These boats make one or more trips a year from Moose 
Far.tory north along the enst coast of Hudson ba5-, but normally these vessels 
are not available for transportation to the islands. Small sailiu.~ craft may be 
hired or pm chased from these fur-trading companies, bl1 t it is questionable if 
crews to man them could be pr-0cured on James or Hudson bay. At present, 
1921, two small decked-in 11ower boats belonging to the Belcher's Islands Iron 
Mines, Limited, are the only otlwr available craft kno1'7n to the writer. Boats 
of size and sea-going qualities sufficient for the trip to the islands con be t.iki::n 
with little troub1e'to James bay from the Canadi,rn Government railway cross
ing of the Pagwa12huan brnnr·h 0f Alban~' river. AdvnntHge Ehould be t~ken nf 

445'92-1:); 
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high water conditions in the spring of the year; when there is for a short time 
ample water from the railway to the bay for the transport, without portages, of 
small cruising power boats. From the mouth of Albany rive1-, the usual route 
is across James ·bay via Charlton island and northerly along the east coast to 
the north end of Long island, north of cape Jones. From there a com-ee about 
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Figure 1. Index map showing location oe Belcher islands, Hudson bay. 

20 degrees west of true north will reach the southeast part of the islands. The 
period of navigation for small craft varie.:; from season to season. A3 a general 
rule, about the middle of June is reasonably early for starting from Albany 
river. The return trip may be ;made in October or a little later. 

N aviga ti on to and from Belcher island~ by large ocean-going vessels should 
not be attended with any great difficulty if the uncharted region north and north-
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east of the islands is avoided. The approach m other directions is free of 
islands or shoal.:;. At many placee. on the islands secure harbours for the larges t 
vessels are available and, should mining operations ever be carried out, dockinp; 
faciliti es reasonnhly close to the mines could be provided without much diffi
culty. On the other hand a careful charting of the seaways seems to be a pre
l iminary and imperative necess ity, since in several of the sounds isolnted reefs 
were noted barely awash at low tide, and the clusters of small islands bordering; 
the mai11 group t'uggest that shonl reefs may be present there also. 

Previous Accounts 

Bekhcr islands hnn.! long bePn known to form the so11 thernmost group oi 
a chain of i:olands ly ing off the e<1!:t c:oas t of Hudsou bay and extending north
wards for several hundred miles. Thuugh inhabited by E~kimos, who each winter 
cross the ice to trade at the Hudson's Bay Company's po5 t.~. and al though nbo'U t 
the middle of the last century an offrcial of this company vis ited the is Lind;;, yet 
in ~pite of these facts the position, extC'nt, and general <'lrnrac ter of Belcher islands 
were nnt.il re:::ently ~onjecturi!l. ~fodern maps represented them as forrnles-s 
clust.ers of dots. In 1914, 1915, ·and 1916 the islands were visited by R. J. 
Flaherty, then engAgcd in exploxatory work on behalf of Sil' 'Villi nm Mac
kenzi e, and in 1918 Flaherty publishecl a map and an account of the islands i11 
which he drew attention to the po~sililc value of t he iron-bearing strata.1 

E. S. Moore, in 1916, visited the isLmds in the intcrrsts of Sir Will iam 
)<fnckenzie n11cl lnter published several accounts dealing with the gener:il geolo.!!~· 
an<l the nature and possible economic valne of the iron-fc.rmation.2 :Mr. :Moore' 
has des~ribed the islands as being formed of a thick u~~0mbfage of sedimentary 
strata. intruded by diabnse sills. resting on a mass of basalt and diabase and 
capped hy flows of basalt. H e named the sedim&ntary group the Belcher 
series and concluded that it is of Prec:ambrian ngc. It was foun<l to be folded 
intA.l long, brond, pitching anti clinf'~ nnd syn<'lines. The uppermost member of 
t.l1e srdirnentury series, which he named the Keepalloo (Kipnlu) formation, wns 
determined to be an iron-formnrion, with a variable thickness of sn·:.-.ral hunJr.:rl 
feel, that f'\·erywhere lies immediatr·ly beneath the basnlt flows. Tl1is iron-forma-
1ion "consists of jasper, chert, hematite, magneti te, sid C'r ite, and green grnnules 
regarded as the iron silicate, green a lite" and Moore suggested thn t "algrn nnd 
iron bacteria have been responsible for the precipita tion of colloid11! sili c,1, 
hematite, and iron sili15ate in g:ranular form, in ~ome pliice;; ::i s a direct 
precipitate in others as a r eplacement of calcite gTanules b~· 
the iron componnds." 

Regardin~ the possible economic importance of tl1c iron-forma tion, h0 
wrote t.hat "the wide distribution of the iron-formation and its locat.ion on h ill
sides and on the flanks of synclines combine to prod11ce con cl i tions so favourabl e 
for the concentration of ore-bodies that it is surprising that important bodiei:: 
clo not occm· The gr.-.ntcr pint of ihe formation is, however, very Jenn 
siliceous materi al [::incl] 1Yl1ilc there are bands of low-grade ore in t he 
iron-formation the great bulk is lean and sili r.eous [and l 

>I•'laherty, R. J., "The Belcher Islands of Hudson Bay; 'l'hei r Discovery and Explora
tion," Geog. Review, vol. 6. No. 6, pp. 433-458, 1918. 

2Moore, E. S .• "The Iron-formation on Belcher Islands. Hudson Bay, with Spec ial 
neference to Its Origin and Its Associated Algal Limestone," Jour. of Geo!., Yo!. 2 1., 
J>p. 112-438, 1918. 

" Iron-formation on Belcher Islands, Hudson B ay, with Special Reference to Jts 
Origin and Its Associated Algal Limeston e," Bull. o f the Geol. Soc. of Am., vol. 29, p. 90 
(abstract only), 1918. 

"Iron Deposits on the Belcher I sla nds, Hudson Bay," Mon thly Bull. of the Can. M in . 
Inst., No. 82, Feb., 1919, pp. 196-206, 1919. 

"Ore Deposits of Arctic Canada," Eng. and Min. Jour., vol. llO, pp. 3n6-400, 1920. 
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along the st-rike these band.:; of ore finger out into the j3sper." ~fr. 1·fuore has 
distinctly stated that considering the character of the iron-fornrntinn and th0 

climatic conditions and geographical position of the islands, the iron-fonn>lti(>Jt 
i' not of present economic rnlue. 

0th er partic·s th:rn those rcprcscn tcd by Messrs. Flaherty and Moore became 
interested in the poS<iibilities of the iron-formation. Expeditions were sent to 
the region, and the staking of claims commenced in the year 1916. As a result 
of these operatioru;, t\\"cnty-tl\·o claims h11ve been located and leases for them 
gTanted under the pl'-Ovisions of the regulations governing iron-ore locations in 
territoriet> subject to the direct jurisdiciion of the Federal Government. Twenty 
of the ~]aims are of srtuare outline, each enclosing approximately 16-0 acres. 
Two claims are each less than 25 acres in extent. These claims are controlled 
b,\· the Belcher's Islandi; Iron Mines, Limited, Toronto. This company has 
twic-c sent engineers to the islands to report on the value of their claims. One 
of these, Mr. Dwight E. Woodbridge, has expressed the view that "extensive 
areas were found in the formation where there bad been sufficient concentration 
of ore to present faces up to ;25 feet in thickness of an average iron content of 
better than 52 per cen1 natura l iron. But not enough coromer·cial ore was 
disdoaed by my examination to permit a recommendation that the development 
of mine<>, the construction -0£ ships, docks, ond a railway wel'e warranted with
out further and considcrflble definite knowleclge [although] it wa<> 
rcil,011t1bl.v safe to assume the actu1d presence of commercinl ore in mineable 
thicknesses up to a tonnage not far from a million tons.m Mr. Woodbr idge ha.s 
stated as his opinion that the existence of commercial tonnages of i ron ore 
tl.-·1;e11rl<'d on, firstly, wheth<"'r struct.ural nnd other conditio11~ were such ns to 
permit of ore-bodies forming if the nece~sary sol vents could act, and, se.Gon<lly, 
whether the iron-hearing ro~k.5 now CO\'Cred by clinhflse sheets were ever 
"o:ro~c<l to atmospheric action for a sufficient period to permit con
Lentration to proceed adequately to m:ikc ore." He gavr: reasons for his belief, 
firstly, tl1at .strnctural l'Onditions were such DS to favour 1he co!lcentration of the 
iron in ore-bodies, and, secondly, that the overlying lavas were mu ch yonng·er 
tklli tl1c ir0n-forrnation and, therC'forc, tli,1t the iron-bearing stra ta had remained 
un•:o\·ered fo r a long :period dnring whil'h conditions favoured concentrntion of 
the iron content. 

General Character of Belcher Islands 

The general outlin e nnd sizf' of the Belcher group 11re indicated in Figure 2. 
Th; c;ketch, l'ompiled b~· members 0f the variou.:; private e~peditions sent to the 
islands, is sufficiently nccllrnte for gen-era! purposes, although it is erroneous in 
111,1n~· respects br.>th as regards major and minor features. Shapes and relntive 
dimensions are all subject to rev.ision. Many smaller isli!nds and other minor 
fr,1(ures are not indicated nn d, -0n the fl!her hand, major features shown in the 
sk<'tch may be non-ex is tent or wrongly loca ted . 

From the -east side of Belcher islands, a number of islands are visible, some 
quite small, others se•Pra 1 miles in length, and i t is reported that if a coUl';;e i~ 

frllowed eastward frnm the northern part of the i,sJands to the mainland, land 
i;; in sight at all timrs. A number of s.mall islands lie along the south and west 
sides of the Belcher gToup, but to seaward beyond these, both to the Sl)uth and 
\ ... e.,t, is open water free 0f islands. Northward, at varying inten'nl s, groups of 
i>lnnds extend for s~verl'l] hundred miles. 

iwoodbrldge, D. E., "Iron-ore Deposits on Belcher Islands," Eng. and Min. Jour .. 
vol. 112, pp. 251-254, 1921. 
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The islands of the Belcher group are in general elongated north and south. 
Thi'ir outline and relief are, in the main, <lirectly dependent upo·n the geological 
structure and character of the r;trata. The mea.:.·ures lie in broad folds that 
strike north and sou th. Erosion has been mo&t vigorous along the arche6 of 
these folds, where it has removed a once continuous cover of basaltic sheets and 
produced long depressions that form long arm.s of the sea or valleys. One of 
these is partly occupied by the 40-mile long lake on :Flaherty island. The limbs 
of the fold,;, still capped by -the basnlt sheets, form long, steep-siclecl ridg1'~. The 

Figure 2. :Sketch map of Belcher islands, Hudson ·bay. 

syndinal portions, still preserving the capping of diabase, either underlie sounds 
or form steep-sided, broken uplands. There is a general southerly dip of th'e 
strata which has resulted in a ,gradual decline from north to oouth in the ]1eigh ts 
of the elevated portions which probably nowhere reach 400 feet above sea-level 
and in general are less than 300 feet high. 

The main low-lying areas are variable in character, because of variationd 
in the geological structure and the ch,nacter -0£ tbe bedrock, the local presence 
of diabase sills, and, along the anticlinal axes, the existence of large bodies of 
diabase. Thus the valleys show nearly level areas where the strata underneath arc 
approximately horizontal; or long, rolling ridges corresponding to gentle folds in 
the measures; or occasional abruptly rising hills due to structural features or to 



the presence of a protective covering of locally dev·eloped sills of diabase; and, 
lastly, broader, more irregular ridges formed of diabase masses occurring along 
the anticlinal axes. Occasion11l comparatively narrow vnlleys croS€ the main 
ridges and join one major low-lying nrh1 with another. These cross-valleys are 
prominent local features which may be in pilrt due to glacial action. 

'The main upland areas formed of the capping diabase sheets rise steeply, 
and in pbces precipitously. On top their surface i.s in general level .but broken 
by step-like risoo and drops from the surface of one ;;heet to another. They are 
almost bare of soil. Talus material occurs along the steeper slopes; the lower 
part of these slopes, the .side~ of the minc·r ridges a.:nd bills, and the floor;; of 
the depressione are mostly largely mantled with moss-covered sandy deposits. 
The islands are bare of trees. Alder;; grow only in open dumps of .small, stunted 
individual.s imd the plant life ~n general is sub-arctic in character. 

The physical feat.mes of the main islands Jying east of Omarolluk sound 
(Figure 2) follow a simple genera J plan. These islands are traversed from north 
to south ·by an anticlinal axis whose coursP. is marked by a low-lying area. In 
the south th'e continuation of the anticlinal nxis j3 marked by a channel between 
two long, <0lcnder islando tipped by islets. Eacl1 island is composed of sheets of 
diaba<Se dipping away from the interYening channel ,and rising steeply from the 
sea to a comparntively level top who.se general elevation 1ncrease6 northward. 
This same structure is co,ntinued northward on Innetalling island, but there the 
m1ticlinal pMtion soon emerges from the sea and forms a long ,·:i lley a lrnlf mile 
or less broad, but ,widening M the north end. The floor of the Yalley wbPre it 
is narrow i6 heavily drift covered. Yorthward where the Ya 1ley broadens, its 
character is more variable and at the north encl of the island it is partly occupied 
b.v 2bruptl.v ri.;;iui.:; rocky ridges. The Mntinuous, hounding diabase ridges are 
only from a t;uarter of a mile to somen-hnt o,·er one mile wide. 

The above general structure continues northward into Tubm1k island, bw 
there the western diabase wall is confined to n line of fringing islands which 
extend northward for a few mile~ on]\. On the ea;;t side, the comparativeb· 
narrow dinhm;e ridge continurt', ;o far as known, for the whole length of the 
island, but is broken through by several cross-depressions, two of which m·e hays 
of the sea. West of the ens tern diabase ridge rises a second hut lower line of 
broken ridges iboundcd on th'e we~t by a rolling area in part swampy and only 
a few feet above sea-le\'el. Still farther "·0st, in the south of the isliind, a lorn!". 
hrond ridge niarks the position of a lnrgc body of diaba;;e disposed along t110 
anticli:::ial axis. The western side of this ridge slopes gradually se11ward to th2 
low shores which are there Lordered b:v the already-mentioned line of islands 
th'1t represent the partly submerged, nc·rthern part of the west diabase ridge. 

Omarolluk sound, lying west of the above-described island group, is pre
sumably a sy11clinal arc:i doubtless floorPd by the diaba.se sheets which reappear 
on the west side and there form a peninGula about 40 miles Jong and for the 
most pa.rt ·k<;s than ·half a mile wide. 1'his peninsula, a part ()f Flaherty island, 
i;; continued southward by a long, m1rrow, low island which trends to the east 
of south so as partly to cut off Omarolluk sound on tbe i=;outh. 

The above-mentioned pC'ninsula and the island continuing- it to the south 
separate Omarolluk sound from IGpalu inlet, l:ving to the west. Kipaln inlet 
lies along an anticlinnl nxis; it is about 50 miles long by 2 to 3 miles broad. 
open at the south end but closed at the north by a narrow strip of land forming 
part of the northea;;t coast of Flaherty island. On both sides rii>e steep-sided 
ridges that gradually increase in elevation from south to north. These ridge<; 
are formed of diabase sheets that dip away on either side from the water, with 
here and there small promontories and ishnds ()f the underlying strata. The 
ridges are brohen, are crossed at infrequent intervals by low, narrow Yalleys, 
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:111d at the north end near1y coa1esce so n<> almost to encircle the inlet. Toward.cs 
the north, the diabase ddges are bordel'cd by more continuous low-lying areas 
and there, towards the centre of the inlet, ridgBs of diabase rise as i.;1ands along 
the axial portions. 

The ridge bordering Kipalu inlet on the west marlrn the position of a 
syncline, Gnd the diabase sheets composing this upland are for the most part 
11pproximately flat lying. , The summit of the ridge is broken by minor depres
sions, though tending to be fiat. The width varies from ha1f a mile or lc.>s to 
5 or 6 mile".3 in the north, where it forms part of the northeast Na"t of Flaherty 
island. 

West of this synclinal ridge lies the valley of Kasegalik lake. The lake 
stands about 25 feet above sea-level and L; reputed to be 40 miles Jong and in 
places 5 to 10 miles broad. The ,·n \l c~- in which it lies continues northward. 
beyond the he,1<l of the lake to a bay on the north shore of Flnhert.y it'l:md. This 
general valley marks an anticline. It~ eastern side is formc<l bs the steep]~· 
r)sing edges of the diabase ridges sepurnting the lake from Kipaln inlet. On the 
west, the country, as viewed from a clistunce, rises in a series of long, broad 
ridges wl1ich perhnps occt1p.v the wr.> tern pnrt of Fluherty island. 

445£2-2 



CHAPTER II 

GENERAL GEOLOGY 

General Statement 

The strata .of the eastern part of Belcher islands are a series of little 
altered sedimentary rocks capped iby sheet-like bodies of diab11 se; in places, 
appearing t.o rest on a ;basir. igneous mas~ and at various horizons they are 
cut by sills and dykes of d iabase. AH these rocks are presumably Precam
brian. The sediments are un<lonhtedly of the snme age as those fo rming the 
islands which ·intennittently fringe tl1e east coast of Hud;;on bay from cape 
Jones north to Portland promontory, a distance in a straight line of 300 mi•les. 
These l 0<:diments may be equivalent to the Animikie of the Lake Superior region. 

Tl1e strnta are disposed in ·broad, p:nillll'l folds running north and south. 
In the east Rn :flnticlinal ax·ii:; extrn1l,; throu;:rh the line of islands that com
mence5 in the north with Tukarak, a rclutiYely large island, and ends with 
the small isbnds 65 miles t o the soutli. Omarolluk sound, wl1ic-h separates this 
group of islands from Flaherty island, the main island to the west, marks a 
syncl inal axis. Kipalu inl<'t, n·0~t of this, lies along an auticlinal axis whose 
eastern limb forms -r1 long. narrow peninsula and the long: islond south of it 
which, combined, divide th!" in l<'t from 10marolluk sound. The ridge bordering 
Kipalu inlet on the west is pnrt of a synclinal form and the basin of Kasegalik 
lake, still farther w0st, .marks the po;;ition of a succeed ing antidine. Very 
little information Tegincling the western part of the i:;lnnds is arnilable, but 
what is known confirms the nssumption tll:lt th r. same general stn1ctures 11nd 
measures c-0ntinue over that cliEtrict. 

Stratigraphical Section 

A geologica l section across the c11 st limb of tl1e anticline on Tulrnrak island 
was carefully measured i!long a ~eneral line about 6 miles long extending west
erly from a point south of L::lddie harhour. The measurements commenced at 
the top of t he sedimentary ser ies, continned -to its bno0c, and "·ere made by Tun
lling a stadia travcrso and carefully ob,erving varialions in angle of dip. The 
strata arc for the most p;1rt well exposed fl long the line of ·sect.ion imd in general 
dip eae.tward at m1g·les which, commcn1.: ing in the eost, diruini!'>h from 35 degrees 
to 12 degrees and ·then, townrdt5 il1e west, increase to 25 degree<;. Structural 
complex ities encountered on the line of scc:tion, ancl tbe constantly varying 
angle of dip, detract from thP v;ilne to be attached t.o the ca\culn Jed thickness, 
but it is confidently believed thn t the thirkne%rr:; f!Ssigned t-0 the different hori
zons are relatively correct ancl that. th0 t.rtnl r·:1kulnt0d thicknes.; is not for from 
the actual thickn ess. E. S. :\foorc' mrnrnrl'i! a se<'tion, presumnb\;'\'- in the snm0 

general vicinit.v, 1and found the sediments -to be 9,079· feet. tl1 ick. The total 
found by the writer is 1l es~ thnn thil', a: i ;:. indi<'a t.ed in the following smnnrnr~· 
<;,tatement in whi<::h the hori zons are arran!!'<'d in des::>ending or1ler. 

Feet 
Diabase sheets 
1. Iron-formation.. . . . . . . . . . . 365 
2. Quart zites with zones of siliceous lim~st"''' ' 1,717 
1. Shale~ and slate~. main!~· red 723 
4. Limestones, variously colour ed . . . . . . 2.6S6 
5. Quartzites, with subordinate amounts or limestone a.nd sh~!e 1.646 
6. Slatefi and sandy or tul'faceous bed•. ~tc . . 705 
Diabase mass 

Total sediments 7,872 
---~ ------ - - ------ - - - - - --

I Moore, E . S., " The Iron- format Ion on Belcher Islands," Jour, o e Geo I., Yol. 26, Ill>. 
412-438. 191S. 
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The division of the 1:iedimentary £eries into six m embers is arbitrary save 
in the case of the iron-formation, which alone is sharply divided from the 
underlying strata. Each of the other members grades upwards into the succeed
ing· division by interbedding or by gradual changes in lithological characte1·s. 
No evid€nce WRs found anywhere of -a break in the sequence; all the strata 
appear to belong to one continuous series, for which Moore has proposed the 
name Belcher series. 

Description of Strata 

LOWER DIABASE 

The lowest member of the g;em•ral gC'ological ser'fion i·s a mnsi; of diabase 
prominently displayed towards the wc:;t side of Tulrnrak island. It outcrops 
there with in place.s a width of over a mile and extends from the south shone <Jf 
the i10lands for perhaps 10 miles nort1Hvord. This ip:neou ~ assemblage or:cnrs 
alo1i.g t.he axis of the major anticline of this part of the ishmck It is fl anked 
on both sides by the Belcher series which, because of the northward pitch of 
the fold, passes over and around the northern terminat ion of the igneous body. 
Southward from Tukarak island, the m~in fold pitches in the opposite direction, 
i.e., to the son t-h, · ond ·the ba.;ic, i;,; ncous group is not represented in t1rn t 
directi on. 

Along the course of the next maj 01· anti,·linnl to the we~t, tol\·;Hds the head 
of E:ipaln inlet, there is a large i-hrnrl which is chiefly occupied by di ;1bnsi!' 
rocks bordered -on the ea.st side by lower members of the Belcher seriPs. T he 
igneo11s mass and the sediments thus appear to possess the same mutual rela
tions as on Tulrnrak island, but in both phccs the exposures near the contact nre 
poor and it. therefore, may not be affi rmed that. the igneous rock is older than 
the -0 \·crlyi11g- sediments. Moore found the same d ifficulty in <?tttempting to 
decide upon the relative age of this igneons mnss.1 

The diabnee mass on Tukarnk ieland, so for as seen, is composed of rnth• ·r 
fine-grained rocks, not sheared nor otherwise materially altcrnd'. They do not. 
apparently, pos.>ess ellipsoiclnl structnrcs nor is there clcur evidence of a sl10rtcd 
form. Approaching the horizon ::irbitrnrily chosen as the top of this mrmlJer, 
the rock becomes somewhat finer in g rain, irnrl ::it SC\'ernl exposures is nmyp:tla
loidul. The diahase on the hirge island in Kipi1 lu inld is coarser grain<"d and is 
characterized· by small irregular arens :md streaks that are pale1·, more coars•'ly 
crystalline, and more lnrg-cly formed of felds1rnr. Prominent partings in the rock 
mass dil"ide it into layers 10, 15, and more feet in thickn ess, and seem to conform 
in attitude with the strncturc of t11e bordering s~limen ts. North of this island. 
a ~nrnller mass of similar ro•0k o~cm.,; alone: the course of the same nnti clinal 
axis and in tl1is case the sheeted nppea rance is even more prominent and regular, 
and certain zones 11re characterized by wPll-cleveloped el1ipsoidal s tructurA such 
ns is commonly supposed to be charnr: tcristi c of fl.ow;;. 

D1vrs10N No. 6 

On Tukarak island, nenr t.hc line of section, the s t rata immediately suc
ceeding the diabnse mass are very poo1·ly exposed and the lowest clivi,:;ion, No. 6 
of the measured section, outcrops at only three ·horizons in a total thickness <Jf 
705 feet. The lowest horizon is just above the base of the sedimentary series 
nnd is composed of dark, dull reddish, well-bed<led a rg ill itcs and impure lime
stones. The argillites are faintly banded. They are interleaved with the l ime
stone and ·also cccur within it as thin, discontinuous layers and fragment-like, 

lOp. cit., p. 418. 
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small bodies arranged pArallel with one Another. The limestone shows, generally, 
a greenish tinge 'irregularly developed, is of medium grain, semi-crystaHine, and 
canies numerous round quartz grains. 

About 160 feet higher in the series are exposures of diabase grading into 
amygda loidal diabase and overlain by a dark grey, faintly greenisli, fine-grained, 
coropnct rode of very uniform character, though faintly showing a bonding 
marhd by variations in shade!; of colour. At the outcrop of the third and 
uppermost horizon the beds are dark red ar.gillitffi banded in various tones. 
These lie 180 feet below the bast' of the next succeeding division, No. 5. 

DIVISION No. 5 

Division No. 5 has a thickne.oc of 1,646 feet and is fairly well nxpo,;cd along 
the line of section. The stratum chosen as. the bnse of this diviaion i5 a 
purplish red limc~tone, finely crystalline and traversed by layert1 and streak:; of 
deepet• red, dense nrgillite. About 10 feet of the limestone is exposed. It i:; 
succeeded upwards after a short, exposureless interval, by compad, purple or 
red nrp:illites, which aTC interbedded with ot:her rocks. As the seriet; is ascended, 
the argiHites gradually decrease in volume ·until they are represented by only 
occasional zones 5 or 10 feet thick. 

The greater part of the strata in this 1,600-foot ·interval are quartzitic. They 
vary rnpidly .in le-'ttllre from bed to bed and alternate with very fine-g1,aiuecl. 
bed;;i which are presumably compo3ed largely ·of qua1·tz but in .many cases have 
a general resembhnce to flrgillites. The coarser typ€6 occasionally hold quartz 
grnins as large as an eip:hth of an in1:h acrnss . Th0 bed-5 are a dark greenitih 
g-rey on fresh s11rfaces chflngi np; to pale grey or p3le yellowish on weathered 
faces. The distinctly sanely types 3re mainly of small, cl06e-£et, glassy quartz 
grains and the individual beds mostly lack signs of bedding. The finer-grained, 
nlmost dense varieties in some <-ases are massive also, but in other instanceB they 
show regnfa1·ly alternating •lines and thin laytws of different shade;; of green 
and g·rey. Occasional beds of pale grey, 1·usty-weathering car'bonate occur with 
the quartzi tic measures in t.he lowet· part of the division . The.>e are much more 
abnndant in the upper 500 feet, where also the siliceous beds are as a rule 
paler than below, ·in some cases pinkish or cream coloured, and in some instances 
carrying a considerable amount. of carbonate. 

The carbonate beds occur .most abundantly in the upper part of the di\-ision 
nnd vary in colour from •ery pale grey to dark grey. They seem to r,rng-e from 
nearly pure carbo1rnte to hig-hly 6i·liceous pbnses. All are very fine grained, 
usually almost dense. The purer varieti es are finely crystalline and on weathered 
Btnfaces have a pronounced yellow or deep cream colour. For the most part tl1e 
\!nrbonate i·ocks effervesce feebly and are presumabl:v magnesi;m and in pm·t, 
perhaps, iron-rich. On vreathercd surface;; some of them show very fine, regular 
banding, wheren6 others are very rongl1, deeply and irregularly r ecessed, appar
ently becau~e of the presence of thin, di scontinuous la,yers of le&> re$istant 
ma t.erials. 

DrvrsroN No. 4 

The carbonat,e bed> in thP. upper part of Division No. 5 mark a tra1wt1on 
to the strata of Division No. 4, which through a th ickncss of 2,686 feet arc 
largely carbonates. The lower beds of the diviBion weather brownish yellow i!nd 
very pale yellow; but fre;;h surfaces vary from pale to dark grey ann appear 
dense or vcr.v £ne grnined. Occnsional liiyers are pink, white faintly tinged 
pink, -or nearly pure white on fresh surface:;. There are some shaly -beds towards 
the base of the division, whose weathered surfacE.'6 are frequently a deeper 
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brown and ;yellow. The individual ca.rbonate beds vary from 1 to 10 feet in 
thicknei:;s and often are banded. Tbe varying s·hades and tints change from 
layer to layer, though su1Jcessive zones are largely of one genernl colour. Such 
beds continue through a thickness of 950 feet, though near the top there appear 
a few beds of pink .carbonate and several thinly banded grey and gref'nish zones, 
with streaks, dashe.s, and lines of nearly black chert marking the bedding planes 
in se,·eral layers. These beds, nearly 1,000 feet thick, ha 1·e been referred to n,; 
carbonates rather than limestones, since the brownish weathering so character
istic of most of them and the further fact that most if not all these rocks do not 
effen·esce very freely in cold acid, indicate they are not pure limestones but. 
possibly, magnesium-iron-carbonates. 

lvfany layers in the 950 feet of strn ta above <le&.2ribed, especially in the 
upper part, contain forms to which :Moore has directed attention and which he 
regarded as being due to alg:oe.1 These bodies tend to show elliptical cross-sections 
"·hich in the simpler forms exposed 'by weathering are marked by an outer, 
relati,·ely broad; raised zone of closely crowded, concentric. but discontinu-0us 
dark lines. The central part of the form is usually depressed and frequently 
free of any prominent signs of .structure. On fresh fractures, the structure is 
no longer represented ·by con1Jent.ric lines but by a difference in colour or tex
ture of t.he whole form. Commonly the .material 0f the form and· of the con
taining rock is carbonate. Occasionally the form is represented by dark clH'rt 
and then the concentric onion-like structure of the TI"hole is clearly i!pparcnt. 
These bodies are usually close-set, but n-0t touching- one another. Their out
lines are spheroidal but irregular. In some cases tw-0 or more individuals. are 
enclosed by an outer mesh to produce one composite form. In individual beds 
there is a tendency for the forms to be of one general size and this in different. 
beds ranges from an inch or less to above a foot in diameter. A tendency for 
the forms to be abundant in one bed and ;1bscnt. from a succeeding bed is char
acte.i:i.stic. 

Ovcrl;ying the above meawrcs occur;; nearly 1,000 feet of purplish nn<I 
pinkish weathering limeston~, presumably rnagnesian, pale and dark pink 
on fresh surfaces. The limestone is £nely crystalline and is traversed by thin 
bands and fragmentary layers of deeper red colour, \'Pry dense, apparently 
argiHaeeous. This argillaceous material stands -out in relief on weathered su r
faces and frequently is so disposed as t-0 give an irregular, mesh-like structure. 

The remaining· overlying 600 feet of Division No. 4 consists of limestones, 
presumably magnes·ian, white to dark grey wl1en fresh, but generally weathPring 
in varying tints of yellow to brown. 000asional zones are deep red -0n the c;ur
face and pale pink where umveathcred. The rocks are banded, the bands 'l'nry
ing in 'l':idth from 12lmost paper thin up to several inches or even feet. The 
alternating layers differ in colour and texture and owing to their varying powers 
of resistance, alternate byers are frequently recessed. In places t.hr, banding is 
very regular, in others the more resistant layers are fragmentary or so irregular 
in shilpe imd distribution as to form a mesh-like shucture. 

The strata of Division No. 4 occupy much of Tukarak island and form a 
wide band extending northward, prubably through tlie whole length of the island. 
They form the islands between Tulrnrak and Innetalling if'lands arnl are present 
on the north shore {)f Inneta.Jling island, but owing to the southward pitch of 
the anticline that brings them to the s-urface, they disappear southward on this 
island beneath the succeeding formations. The strata of this division arr 
broadly ex'j)osed on the large island in the noi:th part of Kipa·lu inlet, already 
referred to as situated on the course -0f the next major ·anticline t0 the west. 
Equirnlent strata are exposed on the west side of Kasegalik lnke; they pxt0nc 
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northward for a considerable but unknown distance and 11ere again outcrop 
along the course of a major anticline. 

D1vrsroN No. 3 

Overlying the calcareous rocks of Division No. 4: are 723 feet of slate; wit.h 
irregular streaks and sma.Jl lenses of pale weathering limestone distributed 
through a few feet at the bai;e. The bulk -0£ the str.ata are red slates with 
narrow, pale grey layers, in places closely spaced, in others widely separated. 
The \'""d slates are in part rich in carbonate. Towards the top, the red strata 
are i11terbanded with green or wit·h zones of dark grey whi<!h themselves in some 
e;;1ses are finely and regularly banded. The upper part of the division consists 
of dull greenir;h and reddish slates with thin inte1·beds of ye1lowish weathering 
quartzitic sand;;tc·nes. 

This slaty division extends 5-0uthward along the east ·limb of the antidine 
on Tukarak island, and occurs on islands to the south and on the north shore of 
Innetalling island, where by reason of the southward pitch of 1:he anticline the 
horizon dis<lppears beneath succeeding members of the ·geological series. The 
red slates with the underlying and overlying divisions doubtless continue north
ward on the west limb of the ·anticline and apparently partly occupy a series of 
islands that fringe the it-es t shore of Tukarak island. 

The red slates outcrop on the east limb of the next main anticline to the 
we~t in Kipalu inlet. There they are confined mainly to a 'limited area on the 
mllinland, since for most of their extent they lie beneath the sea. The same 
horizon is presumably again repeated on the anticline of the valley of Kasegalik 
Juke, but that <listrict is !wavily drift covered· and void of exposures in the 
parts where the strata migh t be expected to occur. 

DIVISION N 0. 2 

The strata of Divif.ion No. 2, for a thickness of 500 feet above the inter
banded red and green slates, are hlrgcly quartzite> an<l dull greenish slates. 
The quartzitcs vary from pale coloured rocks which are fine, even-gr·ained aggre
gates of rounded quartz grains, to dark coloured., nearly black varieties in which 
the minute quartz grains Rre sc-attered irregularly through an argilla.ceous base 
or in which the <1u,irtz is ,ig-g:rcgated in thin layers thut alternate with equaHy 
t l1in argillaccuus layers. 

Above th is lc-wer horizon the strata for a thickness of over 700 feet consist 
of two thick zones of siliceous Jimcst,one separated by a i·e!ilti1•ely narrow zone 
of quarlzi tes. The <::1lcnreous rocks moot1y weather with a yellow or brownish 
tinge, sunictimes f:iint, sometimes very deep. Rarely the rocks are pinkish. 
On fresh surfaces the strata -vary from white to dark grey. In composition they 
rA.n~·c from nearly pure, £nely crystalline carbonates, to qu1ntzites with an 
,1bundant carbonate m:itrix. Tlic fin<'r-graineil v:iricti CB frequently present a 
narrow banding- d·ue to variations from l8yer to Ja,,·cr in the proportions of the 
siliecous m:1tter. 

Above this calcareous horizon, the rest of the division for a thickness of 
430 £,•et to the base of the iron-formation consists of quartzitcs with occasional 
thin ln.vers of very siliceous l imestone"<. The quartzites on fresh surfaces vary 
in colc-ur from nearly white to dark grey. -On wN1thered surfo.ce;; they are 
mostly yellow or pink, apparently as the result of the decomposition of a car
b01111te whif'h i-s inrnriably present, thou.g·h usually ·in very small amounts . Some 
zones are dnrk e1· and finer gra ined than the hulk of the strata, hu·t, snve for 
the carbonate:, the ro1·ks seem almOtSt entirely composed of minute, rounded, 
close-set elastic quartz g:rains . -Slig•ht variafrrns in the size of the grain3 char-
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acterize different layers. In gener.al the rocks are massive and the individual 
zones ,:;tructureless, but at variou,:; horizons bedding is very apparent., especially 
in the case 0£ the darker-coloured rnrieties. 

The above-described quartzitic division with its intcrbedded carbonate zone, 
everywhere directly underliee the iron-formation. The upper, near},)• pure 
quartzitic member always has much the same .general character and thickness, 
but the number and thicknesse.:; of the calcareous bands in the lower part of 
the division appear to vary from pbce to place, although Tema-ining fairly con
stant over considerable areas. 

This division outcrops on the et1st side of Tukarak island, striking north 
and south, and doubtless also occurcs on the west side of the iisland on the west 
limb of the anticline. The strata of this horizon extend southward ·into Inne
taHing islund, outcropping in the central valley southward to where this valley 
narrows and· becomes floored with drift. On hoth sides of Kipalu inlet, on the 
opposing limbs of the next anti1·line to th€ west, the quartzitic horizon is 
exposed at interval.6 on projecting points, ancl on islands, and in the north it 
outcrops nearly continuously for 8 mtles. In all probability the quartzite occurs 
along the next anticline t-0 the west, in Kasegal"ik Lake valley, but the parts of 
this district seen, and in which the quartzite might be expected to occur, are 
drift -.::overed without rock outcrops. 

D1vrs10:-; ~o. I " i1w.\-FOll.MATroN" 

The "iron-formation," or "Ko·C'palloo" formation as :Moore named it, abruptly 
Bucceeds the underlying quartzite. The strata of the two <livisions are not in ter
bedded, nor are any grudationa l or intermediate forms present. Th€ iron
forma ti on along the general I ine of section has a . thfokness of 365 feet, iSi a 
bedded formation, and at certain horizons at leas-t, carries some undoubted 
elastic rnate1'.ial. It varies in thickness somewhat from district t-0 ·district and 
is variable in its general characters, though the order of succession is, in its 
broad outline5, everywhere much the same. A full description of the iron
formation and its distribution is g:iven in the suNecding chapters. 

EFFUSIVES 

The top of the iron-formation wherever seen is followed by a thick sill of 
diabase. Above this ·sill in most places is a layer a few feet thick of black, 
carbonaceous shales, that is presumably a part of the iron-forma tion separated 
from the main body by the intervening sill. Above occur sheets of di·aba;;e, pre
sumahly flows, which form the uppermost strata exposed on the i-slands. These 
effusive.;;, so far as seen, are of dark, fine-grained diabnsc or basalt, not amygda
loidal but generally with an ellip.;oidal structure for the most part so well 
developed that vertical faces of the basalt usua•lly appear as if composed of 
closely set, spheroidal forms of w.idely varying sizes. In various in<stances, how
ever, the l-0wer part of a sheet here and there lacks the ellipsoidal stl'udure. In 
such cases, in vertical sections, the non-ellipsoidal portion was seen to extend 
from 1:he ·base upwar-ds to varying heights and t<> merge laterally and vertica·lly 
into the ellipsoidal mass. The basalt, presumably of effusive origin, apparently 
occurs in a series of £ows of rnrying thickness, in some places restin i:: direct l.v 
on one another, in other places· parted by thin layers .of dark sl1al€ or limestone. 
In one section at least twelve sheets of basalt are present in a thicknet's of 200 
feet. These basalt sheets form the summit of the stratigraphical column and 
their upper limit is an erosion surface representing an unknown, tleistroyed 
thickness. Their original volume may ha,•e been much greater than the grea test 
thiclmes;. seen, nnmely 200 feet. 
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The effusi\·es and the immediately nndedying sill now outcrop tl\'E'l' much 
of the eastern part of the isfands. They occur along the east side of Tukarak 
iFland and on a series of narrow islands fringing the west shore. They con
tinue southward as narrow ridges on both sides of Innetalling island and form 
all tbe islands south of this. The effusives occupy t'he greater part of the long 
peninsula and the long island sout.h of it that separate 'Omarolluk sound from 
K:ipalu in let. The same rocks form nearly the whole of the ridge separating 
Kipalu inlet from the valley of Kasegalik lake and extending northward to 
the northcnst shore of F1£herty island. How extensively the basalt may be 
developed over the western part of the islands is •unknown, but since diabase is 
reported to form the southern shores <>f that part of the island group, it is prob
able that the effusive& are largely developed, though northward it is probable 
that the un<lerl,Ying strnta outcrop. 

lNTHUSIYES 

As already stated the ma in part of the iron-formation is, so far as known, 
everywhere directb• succeeded hy a sheet-like body of diabase. This is variable 
in thickness, perhaps ranging between 5() feet ·and 100 feet. The rock is a normal, 
olivine-free diabase, of medium, even grain save at its uwer and <lower surfaces 
where it is fine grnined. The Bheet is characterized by partings giving a columnar 
structur~. Ellipsoidal, vesicular, and flow structures were nowhere seen. The 
lower contad in general conforms to the bedding planes of the underlying iron
formation, but in detail this apparent -conformity is found to be £ctitious. T'ho 
contact plane locaHy rises and falls. In places it sinks 2(} feet or more in an 
hoTizontal distance of 100 feet .and occasionally the plane of contact truncates 
the dark <Sluty rocks of the underlying iron-formation. In several instances 
tongue-like projections of the sheet were seen following bedding planes in the 
iron-formation, splitting off layers <;everal hundred yards long and a few feet 
thick. 

At its top, this universal Bheet ii' either followed· by a few feet of dark, 
argillaceous shales separnt.ing tl1e diabase from the overlying ellipsoidal bf!salt. 
or else the effusive basalt rPsts dir<Xtly on the diabase sheet. The overlying
thin, shaly parting though not C'1Jnt.inuo11~ j,o very 'Pet-sisrent nnd-!Hl along the 
east side of Kipalu inlet-may be seen to extrnd for miles with scarcely a 
break. 

The cro,scntt.ing cl1m·acter .of the lower boundary of the diabase Bhcet, its 
columnar habit. and the lack (lf vfsicular, eHipsoidal, or other structures c·har
ricteristic of surfo"c:; flows indicate that thr rock .mass is a sill which has intruded 
the strnta at or just beneJith the bn<Se of the basalt flows. Other diabf!se sills, 
but none '"omparable with this in e..xtent, occur in the iron-formation and under
lying members of the Belcher series. Thick s-ills rneflsuring 50 feet or more, as 
well as much thinner ones, were seen in the iron-formation on Tnlrnrak and 
Innetallin.c: island·s. Examples of sills in lower mcmbNs of the Belcher series 
were seen on Tukarak island, along- the ~l1ores (lf Kipalu inlet, :rnd at the head 
of Kaseg·alik lake. 

The si·lls w11ich occur below the top of the iron-formation, unlike the upper
most si11, appear at different horizons in different sections and none were seen 
more than a few miles long while most of ih"e.m extend for on]~' a few hundred 
vards. Somr nrr, as mentioned, 50 feet thick. or more; others nre less than 15 
feet t11iC"k. Each sill tends to occur at a constant horizon throng·hout its length. 
but possibly, as noted in various jnstances, the sills may in most L'flSOS !>'ass from 
one horizon to another either very gradually or in a series of small. abrupt, step
like jumps. J,ooal complexities in the struct11rc of tne containing ~trata. such as 
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abrupt reversals in the directicn {)f the dip, small corrugations, etc., were noted in 
various places in the immediate vicinity of the sills, and perhilps some casual con
nexion exists between these structural features and the intrusion of the s.ills. 

Be.Bides the sills there are less regular-shaped bodies of diabase. On the 
west side of Kipalu inlet for example there is in the iron-formation, c:ose to 
the water's edge, a vertical body of diabase that outcrops at intervals for several 
hundred yards. In part its ·boundetrier; are quite irregular, tbe mass th inning 
and thickening and sending out tongue-like extcueions along the strike. It is 
possible this mass is 1ocated along a fault plane, for the bordering rocks are in 
part lo~ally di.sturbed. 

As already stated, it is not impc-se.ible that tile large bodies of diabase 
situated on the anticlinal axes that respectively travensc Tukarak island and 
Kipalu inlet, are intrusives. If they are, they may be of the sume general age 
as the widely occurring sills. 

Geolog·ical Structure 
The geological structure of the eastern pa rt of Belcher islands is that of 

1l. series of broad folds trending approximately north and south, whose pC>bitions 
are indicated by the major physical features of the .island -group. In tbe east 
an -anticlinal axis passe3 from north to south through Tukarak, Innetalling, 
and the islands beyond. On TukaraJ, island the anticline plunges to the north. 
To the south of Tukarak island it plunges gently southward so that graduallJ 
,tll bnt the dfusive rocks sink bel<>w sea-level. In the sou th, the .axial part of 
the fold is represented on1]y ·by a Jong, narrow seaway between two slender 
islands of eifusive rocks which dip gently away from the intervening channel. 

Omarolluk sound·, bound·ing the above islands on the west, is prei:;umably o 
syncii.J.al basin. Its western limb appeArs on the Jong peninsula of the east side 
of Flaherty isiland and the long island ceontinuing this peninsula southward. 
Towards the south, the jslands 'bounding 'Omarolluk sound converge and thus 
3eem to indicate that the main synclinal form plunges no1·thward. 

West of the Omarolluk Sound syncline, an ant.icline traverses Kipa1u inlet. 
!'his anticlina•l axis from a point near the head of the inlet plunges-like that 
south of Tukai·ak island'-gently southward; northward, the plunge is in the oppo
site direction, is more marked, and the effusive rocks at •the top of the st.rati
graphical column close in and almost encircle ,the head of the inlet. 

A third major anticline traverse.> Kasegalik Lake vaHey, the synclinal form 
between this and the Kipalu Inlet anticline being represented by the inter
vening ridge of effusives. The general structure of the western anticline and 
of the western part of the islands is. unknown but in all probability, is the same as 
in the east, and possibly ends with a syncline traversing the outermost main 
island. 

The strata of the major folds are affecte<l everywhere by minor folds of the 
nature of open domes and basins elongated .parallel to the .C<Jurses of the main 
folds. Lo~ally the strata exhibit still smaller folds, .in some cai>es descending in 
size to open corrugations mei1suring a. few feet or yards from crest to cre:;t. 

The measures appear to be singularly free from faulting. A major fault 
or zone of faulting may follow the axis of the anticline of Kipalu inlet, for .th0 
space at the head of the inlet now oceupied either by drift or water seems almoM 
too Jjmited to permit the strata to bend round from the east and west limb of 
the anticline without rupiure. Some evidence of an east -west fault is afforded 
by exposures ·in the narrow valley which extends \vestward from nf'ar the ·head 

. 0£ Kipalu inlet to a. bay on Kasegalik lake. At this locality, along the uorth 

. side of the lar~ely drift-covered valley floor, are several exposures of corrugated 
and highly disturbed strata. These mny mark a fault zone, but if they do, thL· 
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net diflen~ntial movement must be small, judging from the relative po&itions of 
the strata north and south of this limited zone of disturbance. .A.s aheady 
stated, local irregularities-in some instances very pronoun~ed in character
occur near some of the d iaba~e in trusions. Thes-e irregularitiffi do not extend 
far from the j.gneous b0dy. 

Consequent upon the geologjcal structures affecting the strata, the various 
horizons outcrop in bands running north and south and gradually s inking in 
both directions beneath sea-level. Along thei1· oourses the bn.ncls locaHy rise 
and fall through the operation of the minor fold6. For the same reason the 
outcrops of the bands that tr<lverse relatively level districts may foll ow curving 
courses or be repeated in closed forms to one side of the main band. In genera'!, 
the strnt.a in the axial areas have Domparatively low angles of dip, whereas 011_ 

the lin•.bs of the folds high angles of dip up to vert ical are common. · 

Correlation 

The upper part of tbe Belcher series, at> bns b€en pointed out by Jlfoore,1 is 
almost certainly the equivalent of the upper part of a group of strata that occur 
at intervals on t he islands bnrderillg the east coast of Hudson bay from cape 
Jones north to Portland prnmont ory and in placas, as around Ri cl1mond gulf, 
()utcrop on the mainland itself._ The strata in question have been nnmed by 
Leith,2 the Nastap<lka group. To an underlying series, the same author has 
gfren the name Richmond group3 -since he supposed the lower group was uncon
formnble beneath the upper. Low• has given many details i·egardiug these groups of 
strata which he believed formed one conformable .aSBemblage wh~se middle 
member is that which Leith called N astapoka. In t11e following table are given 
in dPS'~ending order, C'ondcnsed statements of various sections ns measured by 
Low, togeth<'t" with two sections measured -by the present writer, one on Long 
isfand, imd one on Belcher island6. In the table, the section's are .arranged rn 
order fr0m north to south: 

No. 1, north end of Loni". island, north of cape Jones on en<t roo1't Hudson b ay . 
No. 2, l\Ianitounik islands, 55 miles northeast of Lllnf! islunrl . 
No. 3, Little Whale river, 8,) miles nort.h of l\Jn.nitounik sertilln. 
No. 4, Richmon<l l(ulf, south Kh'>re of, 12 miles nort,h of Li ttle Whn,lc river, 
'i'\o. 5, Richmond f!ulf. south •ht>re of. en,~t. of abovE' .. 
No. B, Bclanl!;er isbnd, opposite Richmond gulf. 
No. 7, Belcher islands. 

Thickne,~ses in Fert 

Lor!llity No. 2 3 4 5 6 7 

-------------------------- - ---------------

Iron-formation ... 
Quartzitcs, etc .. 
Slates ....... . . . 
Limestones .. 
Qunrtzites (mainly). 
Slates, et<: .. 
Limestones . . 
(Unconformity) 
Arkose. 

IOp. cit., p. 415. 

340 
GO 

l.'iO 

.. . . . 

82 
778 118 

3~4 
150 

. .. . 210 

175 

2.55 36" 
14.5 239 294 l, 147 

723 
158 230 70 2,68fi 

1.646 
705 

. . . . .. ... 

2Leith, C. K .. "An Algonlcian Basin in Hudson Bay-A Comparison w ith the L>i.ke
Superlor Basin," Econ. Geo!., vol. 5, pp. 227-246. 1910. 

B"nichmon<? G?·o1tp". Since a division of the Ordovic ian has long been known by this 
name, it Is here suggested that the Precambrian formation in question might be renamed" 
the Richmond Gui! group. 

1Low, A. P .. "'Report on an Exploration of the East Coast of Hudson Bay, etc., etc.," 
Geo!: Surv., Can., Pub. N o. 778, 1902. 

"'Report on the Geology and Physical Character of th e Nasl:ipoka I s lands, Hudson, 
Bay," Geo!. Surv., Can .. Pub. No. 819, 1903. 
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In the case of Section No. 3, at Little Whale river, the arkose at the base 
belongs to Leith's Richmond group which, according to Low, is 2,000 feet or 
more thick in some sections on Richmond gulf. The overlying strata of section 3 
and their equivalents 1n the other sections, together with the iron-formation , 
constitute the Nastapoka grnup. The variations from section to section, in the 
thicknesses of the different members, are in part <lue to the fact that, ex..::ept in 
the case of section No. 7, the lowermost members are not access ible for measure
ment and the same condition bolds with respect to the uppermoc;t members oJ 
some of the sections. There is, however, a real variation in thickness from 
place to place and, in the case of the section on Belcher islands, the mem:bers 
below the iron-formation are much thicker than elsewhere. The validity of the 
correlation of at least the upper part of the Bckher series with the N astapoka 
group rests on the general similarity of the rock succesision, on the geological 
structure which indicates that the strata have all passed throug·h a common 
history since their formation, and on the lithological characters of the individual 
members. The equivalence of the fower part of the Belche1· series wi th the 
lower part of the N astapoka group as developed at Little Whale river (.;;ection 
No. 3) is open to doubt. It may be that the lower 5,000 feet of strata on :Bel
cher islands represent some part. of the time interval indicated· by the un..::on· 
formity at the base of the Nastapoka series, or it may even be that sedimentation 
in the Belcher Islands district was continuous from Richmond Gulf group timr: 
into and through N aiStapoka time. 

As regards the correlation ·of the N astapoka series and, therefore, also of 
the Belcher series, with the formations of the Lake Superior region, it doe6 not 
yet seem possible to 2dcl anything of value to the s tf!t cmcnt o[ Leith, name]s, 

"while, therefore, ·a satisfactory correbtion, in the natUTe of the case, 
is impossible, one familiar with Lake Superior geology is tempted to regard the 
Nastapoka series us of Animikean age."1 

lOp. cit., p. 216. 

44592-3} 
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CHAPTER III 

THE IRON-FORMATION 

The iron-formation i.s the upp1'rmo,;t sedimentary member of the Belcher 
series and every11·here rests on a thiek quartzite member from w.hich it is sharply 
divided. Upwards it i.s bounded by a series of basaltic flows, but for conveni
ence the upper limit is taken -as being marked by tbe base -0f a thick diabase 
sill intruded al-ong, or very dose to, the c-ontact of the basaltic flows and the 
und€rlying iron-formation. The sediments and oved;yiug flows lie in a series 
of parallel long folds the arches of which have been partly eroded. The iron
formation, ont:e continuous over the whole district, is now confined to certain 
areas where it is largely concealed by the overlying volcanic rocks. It appears 
at the surface only along the edges of the.se areas in -long, narrow bands out
crcpping on the sides ur at the foot -0f steep slopes smm-0unted by the diaba~e 
sill and the ba-saltic rocks. 

The po;;ition, extent, and attitude of the vari-0us bands of the iron-formation 
are detailed in ·Chapter IV. !The outcropping bands form four areas, which 
in ortlc:- from west to east may be named: (1) the Kasegalik Lake area, (2) the 
Kipalu Inlet area, (3) the Innetalling Island area, and ( 4) the Tukarak Island 
area. 

Stratigraphical Succession and Character 

KASEGALIIl LAKE AREA 

The Knsegalik Lake area is situated in the northeast part of Flaherty 
island. It indudes the sou them part, 5 miktl long, of a band of the iron
formation that outcrops along or close to the east shore of the lake; a second 
band 2 miles long that outcrops ll miles to the east along the west .shore of th'" 
h'ead of Kipalu inlet; and £nally a third ·band-like area extending east and 
west along the sides of a cro.ss valley and connecting t.he first-mentioned tw-0 
band-s. These several 'band-like outcrops occur, respectively, along the west nnd 
east sides and across the middle of the fiat synclin~1l form lying !between the 
anticlines of Kipalu inlet and Kasegalik lake. 

In this area the wh-0le thicknC'ss of the iron-formation is nowhere exposed. 
The lower part on the Ki pal u Inlet sidB lies !below sea-level, and on the Kase
galik Lake side, it is everywhere drift covered. The greatest exp-0sed thicknes-s 
is 220 feet. This represents, presumably, not more than the upper two-thirds of 
the formation, for in the .-0ther areas the total thicknCM ranges from 320 feet 
to more than 400 feet. The strata are divisible into two members and the divi
sion is s-0 clearly indicated at many placeiS, and is so persistent as to justify 
assuming that it marks a natural 'plane of division occurring throughout the 
area at a single definite horizon, although, from place to place, the overlying 
strata vary somewhat in thickness. For convenience in describing the strata, 
the measures below and above tl1is dividing plane will be referred to, respect
iYely, as the Lower Division and the Upper Division. 

Lower Divisi-0n 

The Lower Divisi-0n, on the Ripahi Inlet side, is exposed to a depth of 100 
feet below its summit; on the Knsegalik Lake side only the upper 50 feet any
wb'ere outcrop. 'The lowermost 5{) feet of STtrata from the lowest exposed beds 
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up to o.u horizon 50 feet below the summit of the Lower Division are fine-grained, 
in part dense rocks that break readily along slate-like partings spaced parallel 
to the bedding at interv~ls 0£ several in'3hes or •less. The stratn for the most 
part weather dark, dull red or brownish red. On fresh fractures they are a pro
nounced red, brownish red, -0r purplish red, with interbedded dark g rey and 
black layers formiu.g zones 1 to 7 feet thi ck. At the top and bottom of tbe <lark
coloured zones, tbe dark grey or blade and the red· strata are thinly interbeddcd 
and, ·usm11ly, if not always, each of the dark-coloured layers grades· qu iclc>ly 
upwards into the succeeding red<lish layer. 

The individual dark layers vary in thickness from several inches to mud:i 
less. They are for the most part unbanded and! very dense, ·but some sho\'v 
distinct bedding indicated by lines and very narrow bands of black and different 
shades of grey. M·any of the d11rk grey layers weather brownish, ·but tlie black 
beds do not change colour on weathering. Cald acid causes no perceptible effer
vescence, but frequently the beds on weathered surfaces are minutely pitt.ed 
along narrow zones, presumably because .of the removal of a carbonate. The 
rocks re8ist a knife or are scratched with difficulty. The harder varieties have 
a splintery or sem~-conchoidal fracture. One specimen examined in thin se.o
tion under the mi-croscope was found to ·be composed of very fine-gra ined 
material so turbid as to appear dark grey by transmit ted light and in part, at 
least, seeming·ly aggregated in faintly ind-i('.i\ted oval areas •varying widely in 
size but averaging about 0·~·5 mm. in diameter. In addition there appear 
minute, wisp-like black opaque streaks, perhaps of magnetite, arranged roughly 
parallel with one another and with the longer axes of tbe vaguely discern ible 
oval ureas, giving a foliated or bedd ed appearance which is further emphasized 
by varilltions from band to hand in the density of the turbidity of the genera1 
section. The material composing the ovoid bodies is exceedingly fine grained 
and not determinable, but wns judged to be largely silica and carbonate. 

An example of the softer vnrietieio of the dark rocks, examined in thi n 
section, Appeared as a very finely .granular mass of a oomewhat turbid t"nbonat.e. 
The carbonate varie-s somewhat in coarsenE':is from lny<'r to layer and is abund
m1tly accompanied by minute shreds of a green-in part yellowish-p,reen
mineral, these shreds being mrn<' plentiful in occasional very thin layers than 
elsewhere. A. Yery few minute, perhaps elastic, grains of quurt.z are also pr<'Scnt. 
The green roinernl may possibly be an iron-b<'aring- compound ·analogou,; to 
greenalite in composition. The ca1'bonate is presumably ferruginol1s Dlso, a 
13ample of the rock il!'sa:ying 13 ·2 per cent metallic iron. 

The more abundant red rocks fonn la~'ers, some of which are unhanded, 
but most of which show ·a. ver7' distinct banding due to minute variations in 
texture and colour in h:rndis· varying in width from scvera,l inches to a crnnll 
frnction of an inch. The ndjoining layers ,grade into one another. Snme of 
the red laye1·s are d~msc, rnodcratel_y soft, and 10-0k argi llaceous, but mMt have 
a granular aspect, though so fine that the individual p;rains a re not di scern ible 
even with the aid of a powerfu \ lens. None of the more normal red rocks of 
this pnrt -0f the sectic·n in the Kasegalik Lake area. were examined in thin ><ec
tion, but it is pre1rnmecl that tl1ey are of the same @:eneral nature as examples 
from the Lower Division in ot.her areas. These proved to be composed lnrgely 
of very fine-gTained silica or cnrborn1t0 usually ro3F-ked by a great nbundance 
of dust-like red and black matter pre5umably hematite (perhapo hydrous) and 
magnetite. 

In both t.he red, and the dark p;rey and black str::1ta are occ11siona1 distinc
tive lnyers llp to an inch in thicknr.:;s that pinch and swell along the strike or 
end to reappe11r. after a sl1ort internl'l, along the same horizon. In some 
instances, instead of distinct lasers, a series of flatten ed lenticular bodies up kl 



3 inches in length occur in narrow zones. The material of these irregular layers 
nnd Jent icular bodies is dark red or purple, has n finely granular texture though 
the individual grains are not discernible to the unaided eye, and seems responsible 
foy the momentary bri.sk effervescence freq.uenfiy producible by applying ncid 
to unwcatherc<l surfaces. With a lens, minute red, grey, and blal:!k granules 
are visible. In some instances relatfrely large cleavage faces up to an eighth of 
an inch in breadl'l1 of a red carbonate may be seen enclosing the minute rounded 
forms. On weat.hcre<l surfaces the material is frequently minutely pitted, due, 
seemingly, to the removal of very finely divi<led carbonate. Materia'l apparently 
similar to that of the dii3tinct layers al&:> occurs disoeminatcd thrnugh zones 
somct.irnes so thin as to ::tppear as lines rat.her than bands. In the case of ihe 
dark strata, tbi1:; finely divided matter is in places sufficiently abundant to give 
a reddish tint 10 the rock. 

A thin section of one of these purple layers occurring in the dark grey 
beds proved to be an f)ggregate of turbid, reddish stained, rounded grains of 
carbonate averaging abont 0-5 mm. in diameter, accompanied by opaque, red 
hematite grains of siroibr outline and size and a few grains of magnetite. The 
rock is a fcrrnginou·s carbonate containing by chemical an!l'lyt>i-s 12-8 per cent 
met.tllic iron. A thin section of one of the very similar-looking layers in the 
red 3trata appeared under the micro~ope as -a rather even, fine-grained aggn~gnte 
of clear carbonate in irregularly oval grains averaging 1 mm. in diameter, of 
turbid 1rnd reddish-stained carbonate, of opaque red matel'ial presumably hema
tite, and of map;neti te. Lar.ge formless gm ins of carbonate alw compose irregular 
bands, which are appnrent1y of seoondary origin, since they revea1l remnnnts of 
the rounded outlines of the normal grains. The very abundant hematite also 
seems to be secondary; it occurs as films surrounding the magnetite grains, and 
all gradations are present from nearly ])Ure carbonate grains with only -a few 
specks of 1·cd to grains completely opaque red. Po.ssibly the ~arbonate was 
orig·inally ferruginou·s, but has since been partly trnnsformed to non-ferruginous 
carbonate, ·and tbe iron oxide has been set free. 

In the red and dark grey strata are occ;isiona1 thin layers, in some instance,:; 
several inches thick, of very dark, faintly greenish, cherty-looking material 
having a semi.-conchoidal fracture and in a general way resembling some of the 
harder, <lark byers. To the unaided eye, the material appears dense, but with 
a lens very minn te granules are visible, some reddish, othel'6 greyish or bhick 
and 11ot so dearly distinguishalYle as the red form.o. Minute grains of grey
brown carbonate occur here and thorn 1n irregular aggregates. Under the mil:!ro
scope, t lie rock appears composed of an exceedingly fine-grained, almost crypto
crystalline, colourless ba.se presumably of silica, crowded with very small, o\•oid 
bodies, averaging 0-5 mm. in diameter. A few of these bodies are of magne
tite or of a green mineral, perhaps ~rcenalite. Most of them are 'Of Gi·lica so 
:fino grained ns to appear almost dense, and they vary from such as are c1ear 
and colourless, ;;ave for a turbid, yellowi~h margin, to others wholly yellowish 
or faintly greenish, somewhat turbid looking, ilnd appearin.?; red stained in 
reflected light. Many green, shred 01· lath-like bodie..s are present, perhaps of 
greenal ite, and many similarly shaped individuals· are opaque and are 1·ed in 
ref\1,cted light. Carbonate is present in single formless grains and a.ggrep;ntes 
of the same and seems younger than the other constiluents and probably is of 
secondary origin. 

On the Kipalu Inlet side f;tl'flta such .as fonn the lower 50 feet of the sec
tion continue upwards, but in a thickness of about 10 feet their general <'harnctcr 
gTaduallv chan~es to that of a ;;econ<l ph~se 40 feeG thick that continues to thl'I 
summit of the Lower Division. On the Kasegalik Lake side this -second phase 
is 50 feet thick nnd no lower strata nrc there exposed. In the upper phase the 
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-strata are more massive and lack the easy, slate-like parting. The bulk of the 
measures arc coru;picuously banded, ·have a finely granular texture, -and are very 
fern1ginous, containing much magnetite as well as hematite, and assaying at 
vari-ous h-0rizons for <thickneSGes of 10 to 15 'feet, 35 per cent to 45 per cent 
metallic iron. The general cdlour is red, in places very dark because 0£ the 
abundance of magnetite. Black or faintly greenish ·black zones several feet in 
thickness occur at <li:ffierent horizons in different sections. The true black layers 
are largely composed· of finely granular and ·crystalline magnetite which !ll"ives 
the rock a faint sheen. The faintly green beds are ·poorer in magnetite. The 
assemblage is also characterized by a great abun<lan12e of the .cherty-]ooking 
material previom;ly described ns (lCCUrring very sparingly in the underlying 
beds. In pla_ces this cherty-looking rock occupies as much as 20 per cent of the 
section. 

The genern1 colour of the urper phase of the LowP-r Division is, as stated, 
a deep reel verging on purp1('. B e<ls up to several inches in rthickness hnve a 
uniform colour, but these alternate with others as thick which arc 12haracterized 
by dark, very iiarrow streaks spaced at varying intervals or so grouped as to 
resemble a single, nearly black layer. Examined with a Jens, the red layers are 
seen to be formed of close-set, minute grains mostly red, but in many cases 
blnck nnd ·t.hen composed of magneti t.e. The same structure holds in tl1e case 
of the dark-coloured streaks and bands, but in them th e black magnetite grairu; 
predominate. 

Other beds which occur with those just described are purple, more compact, 
less granU'1ar in appearance, have an irregular fractu re in some ~llSf'S verginp: 
on conclwidal in clrnracter, and possess a slight1y vitreous lustre. Such rocks, 
when clooely examined with a lens, ·are seen nl.;o to be composed of red, grey, 
imd black gn1i ns. Other beds, which form lay-ers in some 12ases several feet 
thick, are very dark and faintly lustrous from the great abundance of magnetite 
which in some examples occurs very largely in minute octahedra. Occ11sioml 
thin lay·ers are of a brighter red than the average, are very :fine grained, and 
have nn arg-illaceous appearance. Some layers are very dark, slightly ,greenish, 
carry abundant grains of magnetite, but Jack the reddish and .grey .grains. 

The finely granular, banded red and purple beds when examined in thin sc0-
tion lmder the microecope prE'sent evidence ·of ~iaving once ·been composed of 
minute ·bodies closely set in a matrix. In every instance two general types of 
bodies are indicated, one hereafter referred to as being granules, tending to have 
rounded or elliptical outlines and the other to have elongated, lath-like or more 
irregular shred-like shapes. 

The grnnules in some thin Bcrtion::; are predominantly of silica, in some 
cases microcrystalliile, in other slides cr\ptocryi;talline. In some .cases, these 
granules are irregular mixtures of fi nely .gr;rnuhr silica nnd minute specks of a 
bril1font1y polarizing mineral which, possibly, is calcite. In one instance the 
colourless granules were almost wholly calcite. The colourless granul es contain 
in varying pl'Oportions in different sect ions, irnd in different bands in a single 
section, opaque, diust-1ike material. In some cases, this mineral is red 
by re-fleeted light and considered to bP •bem>i tite; ·in other 12ases it is black by 
re'fl.ected light and either dul1 or with a metfi"1lic lustre, nnd· is pre.>umably 
magnetite. ' · " 

In every section may be nbserved what appear to be all p:rndations from a 
clear, colourless granule to fl pcrfortl:v opaque one, either red, <lull black, or 
black with a metallic lustre. This phenomenon apparently indicn.k..s that t he 
granules have been subjectrd to a procc;;s of replacement lby iron oxide. 



The elongated, frequently shred-like for!llii are in part comp.oiled of a green 
mineral whose colour varies from gra6s green through yellowish green to greenish 
yellow or brown, one tint of ·colour being usually characteristic of each section, 
as th-0ugh the variati-0ns in colour might be of secondary origin. The mineral 
als-0 forms rounded or plate-like individuals. These show no p1eoclnoi6m or 
ab6orption of colour, but the elongated forms usuailly do, though frequently only 
faintly S-O. No decided -cleavage is apparent, but the elongated individuals in 
some cases vaguely show a parting or appear as though bent. Between crossed 
n.i(){)]s the mineral in some cases shows low interferen-ce colours, in other cases 
coloul"6 -0f a ·high order. The mineral is presumably greenali te or some ana<logous 
ferrous silicate. In many cases it forms a small part of the otherwise colourless 
grauules irnd in such in6tances seems present as minute specks 'Or as a mere film. 

In different thin sections, as in the case of the rounded granules, all grada
tions 1nay be observed from a homogeneous individual of the green mineral to 
one that is perfectly opaque and either red or .black by reflected light. Pre
sumably the green mineral ·also has been subjected to a process of replacement 
by iron oxi<les. 

In some irn;tances the unaltered and variously repla.ced granules and indi
viduals of green mineral are set in a colourless ground of silica, either finely 
granular or showing radiating and sheaf-like structures. In most cases the 
ground is composed of magnetite or of magnetite an<l hematite. The hematite 
when sparingly present is irregularly <lisposed; when abundant it occurs in 
minute, elongated patches. In the 1base of iron ox'ide -are also clearly visible, 
by reason of a difference in texture, etc., rounded or oval bodies of magnetite 
and more irregwlar forms of lustreless black, iron oxide, '.Presumably represent
ing replacements of the green mineral. Much 'Of this formless ground may 
represent replaced granules, but some part, at least, is a replacement of the 
matrix in which the granules once were set. 

J3anding is indicated in all thin secti-0ns by variations in proportions of 
the different constituents, by, .in nearly every case, a parallelism -0f the elongated 
green forms, and, less gencrnlly, by a parallelism of the longer axes of the c:olour
less granules. The granules show much variation in size not -0nly from section 
to section but witl1in individual se.::tions. Occasional individuals are four or 
more times larger than the next average size, and in each section many are con
siderably 13rnallcr than the averagr. This average size varies from section ito 
section between 1 mm. and 3 mm. in diameter. The outlines of the forms are 
variable, but in general tend tD ·be round or elliptica<l and are never angulnr. 

An example -0f the red, dense, argillaceous-look1ng rock which forms occa
sional thin beds, when examined jn thin section, proved to be solidly opaque, 
and composed chiefly of hematite, but with considerable magnetite in dust-like 
particles and ,m,tll grain~. The hematite has a strenked ·look and appears as 
thoug·h it might be in small aggregates, some oval in outline, but the bulk quite 
irregular in shape. 

The more compad, less distinctly granulnr beds that ·have ·a faintly vitreous 
lustre were found when examined ruicrcscopically to have a co'1ourlcss base of 
silica. In one instance thii> ff[lpeared flS a fine-grained mosaic of quartz in part 
distinctly arranged in .gramrlar layers about rather widely spaced granules. 
These are small, of rather even size, And tend to be elliptical in outline. A 
majority of them show some magnetite .and many are solid magnetite or mag
netite with u partial narrow rim of hematite. Other-s contain near their centre 
a minute grain or two of quartz, or a small centrally disposed area of compara
tively coarse, quartz mosaic. Gradations occur to forms in which magnetite 
composes only a border Dr partial border around a quartz mosaic, and some 
granules are a'lmost entirely of silica either comparatively coarse or so dense 
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as to appear structureless. In some granules there .are a few shreds of a grase 
green or a yellowish, micaceous looking mineral and some granules are almost 
entirely of such material. 

.Another example of one of these dark bands still denser and more si•liceous 
looking than the preceding, when e."\'.amined in thin section, was found to consiet 
largely of silica varying in grain from microcrystalline to very finely granular, 
the different textures being so <lispased ·as to faintly indicate the presence of 
small close-set granules for th'e most part oval in outline. Through the section 
a·bundant magnetite occurs in formless, small grains and dust-like particles 
lacking any special structural features. The green mineral is also abundantly 
present in smaH shapele.._<:t> grains and larger aggregates of the same. Calcite is 
conunon in small and larger grains and aggregates of .the same and some of the 
individuals have rhombohedral outlines. 

Examples of <lark, nearly black rock var.ieties so rich in ma.gnetite as t:i 
have -a distinct lustre, in thin section appeared composed in about equal amounts 
of magnetite and the un<letermined green mineral which presents elongated 
forms seldom rag.g;ed, lying parallel to one another. The magnetite for the 
mOllt part is in formless ag-gregates of apparently both irre,,o-ular and crystal
line grains, the latter presenting rectangular boundar.ies to the adjoining areas 
of green mineral. A small amount of ·carbonate is present and a few granules 
of cryptocrystalline silica. 

In a thin section of another example the rock proved to ·have the same 
general mineralogical composition, but the individuals of the green mineral do 
not show ·any common orientat~on and the relative proportions of magnetite and 
the green mineral vary from pla-ce to place in the thin section. A thin section 
of a magnetite-rich, dark variety having a faint purplish tinge was found to be 
composed of a continuous matrix of magnetite with small va.gue areas and 
stainings of bematite. This matrix holds isolated granU'les .and what appeared 
like remnants of granules of the green mineral; also dull black, opaque, shred.
like patches which are presumably magnetite pseudomorpbs after the green 
mineral. A thin section of a nearly black, fainNy greenish type not so rich in 
magnetite as commonly was the ~ase, proved to be largely composed of the green 
mineral holding much magnetite in formless grains and small granular aggre
gates, and a few elliptica•l granules of calcite. 

In the upper part -0f the Lower Division and occurring upwards in increas
ing amount are irregular layers and thin zones -0£ dense, d·ark, faintly greenish, 
or reddish, or reddish mottled g.reen, chert-like looking material such as has 
been described as occurring at wide iintervals in the lower beds. In t1ie upper
most horizons, this chert-like material is very abundant; in places it composes 
2·0 per ·cent of the section. The materia•l •has a semi-vitreous lustre, a semi
conchoidal fracture, and, unless it is very closely examined·, ·appears dense and 
structureless. Examined with a lens, it may ·be seen to be composed of minute 
granules, mainly red but with many of grey and black shades. In some instances 
the individual grains are close set, in others more widely dispersed through a 
dense matrix. A thin section of a purple mottled type, und.er the microscope 
was seen to 'be compose<l predominantly of very fine-grained silica. The si).ica 
varies slightly in gr.ain from one small area to another, making it apparent that 
the rock is essentially composed -0£ close-set granules of such material. Opaque, 
dust-like material, in places black, in others re<l, frequently outlines the granules 
or occurs in v.arying amoun1s within the granules. In some instances small 
granules- or elongated forms were seen tD be composed solely of the opaque 
matter which undoubtedly is both magnetite and hematite. A smaH amount of 
the usual green minera1 is present in very small individuals and larger shreds. 
Some turbid carbonate also occurs in aggregates of irregular outlines. 

44592-4 
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In the zone extending downwards for some 30 feet from the t-0p of the 
Lower Horiz-on, this "-cherty" material, though always conspicuous, varies in 
amount from section to section. The 1oca'1ly decreased amounts may in part 
be compensated by an increase in material intermediate in character between 
the chert-like matter and the normal ferruginous strata, but this point was not 
determined. The boundaries of the "cherty" layers appear sharp, but dose 
inspection shows that at top and bottom they grade into the adjacent strata. 
Along; the strike a layer may be continuous for many yards or only for a few 
feet. Fr.equen t]y the ]ayers are not continuous, but OOillSist of a series of 
elongated lens-s·haped bodies appearing along a definite horizon or within a 
narrow zone. In various instances a relatively thick layer may •be seen to give 
way to a number -of separate irregular bodies lying in material like the normal 
strata, but so disposed as to appear like remnants of a former exterusion of the 
solid layer. The boundaries of the smaller masses of chert-like material appear 
in sections as smooth curves, but the masses are frequently embaye<l and of 
fantastic outlines. In some instances centrally d~sposed portions of the masses 
are of the same composition as the surrounding strata. It iS' noticea!ble 
where this chert-like rnaterja} is most abundant that the partings marking tbe 
bedding in the enclosing ferrug inous strata are arubed, hummocked, curved, 
and otherwise l)Onfusedly irregular in their mode of development. 

Upper Division 

The strata of the Upper Division of the iron-formation are well exposed in 
many places along Ripalu inlet. Tbe upper portions are aJ.50 exposed on the 
Eiclcs of the {)TOSS valley and the bay on Kasegalik lake. On the slopes facing 
Kascgalik }aim to the north and south of the hay, the stra:ta are not so well 
exposed, but outcrops are sufficiently numerous to sh-ow that the Upper Division 
everywhere possesses the same genernl characters and is divisible into three 
members. 

The lowest member abl'ltptly succeeds the ferruginous strata at the top of 
the Lower Division, and has a thickness of 50 feet. At the base, for several feet 
in thickness, the beds are very dark green and dense of grain. The lowermost 
layers have dose-;;et, slate-like partings wliose s"Urfaces have -a faint sheen due 
to a multitude of minute, shining specks which, under a lens, appear tabular. 
Thf'sc beds are moderately soft. The succeeding layers me harder, break with 
an irrrgular frocture, and the abundant, glistening, minute scale-like material 
is no longer oriented parallel to the bedding planes. A thin section of the lower, 
soft~r s trata showed a bedded rock mainly formed of a very fine-grained, turbid, 
greenish aggregate canyiug innumerable small elastic grains of quartz and feld
spar. Different layers vary in -the proportions of tbe :elastic material, and s-ome 
thin layers are clear green, with larger elastic grains and with tbe green mineral 
in distinct grains of a grass-green colour. But by far the greater part of the 
section appeared as a fine-grained, coniused, greenish aggregate with many 
slende<·. apparently cleaved, green, pleochroic individuals resembling the ordinary 
green mineral nnd so arranged as to give a distinctly foliated appearance. Pos
sibly much of the turbid base is a carbonate and many minute l'llastic grains 
may enter into its composition. No iron oirides were detected. The upper 
compact beds, in thin section, resemble th" above, but the abundant elastic 
grains are much larg·cr and are distinctly composed of quartz and orthoclase 
and plagiodase feldspar. A few grains of magnetite were visible and it is 
probable that much of the dust-like matter causing the turbidity of the green 
matrix is :nrngnetite. 

Fpwards in the rock section the massive dark strata rever t to the more 
sfaty form and gradually assume a dark reddish or rcddi.:;h-purple colour. The 
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minute, shining-, scale-like particles are always abundant and, nppnrently, 
11ccording as these scales are or are not oriented parallel to <ine another, the 
rocks -have or have not a slate-like parting. Still higher the rocks assume a pro
nounced reddish colour with thin, -CO'loured layers marki n~ the bedding. Towards 
the top, the beds .again !become a d11rk, faintly greenis-h grey; they vary from 
shaly to slaty to compact, ai·e mostly quite soft, very rlense, and -look not unlik(l 
true argillaeeous strata. 

The middle member 0£ the Upper Division seems to have a thiclrnc;;s of 
between 25 and 30 feet, but decreasing rapidly at the north end of the exposure> 
on IGpa]u inlet an<l perhaps there disappearing altogether. On the shol'e of 
Kasegalik lake, towards the south end of the outcrops, the strata also seemed 
to beoome thinner. This member on the whole weathers greyish with yellowish 
and brownish tin.ges and the strata. lack regulllr bedding and are blocky in 
character. 

The lowest part of the member is a •Compact, dark grey nearly black rock, 
very £ne grained to chert-like in t exture. The coarser parts have a granular 
look, are rough to the touch, and wi th the aid of a lens may be seen to be eom
posed of IIOun<lcd forms, mostly dark grey but in some cases red. In thin sec
tion, the rock appeared as a mosaic 0£ minute quartz g rains of fairly unifo rm 
size with close-set, rounded, elliptical and irregularly shaped bodies perh'aT', 
a-~·eraging 6 mm. in diameter. These ·bodies· are compo.sed in var,y ing propor
tions of quartz grains like those of the general base, magnetite and the \1sual 
green mineral with a small amount of carbonate. I n some instance;; these 
bodies -0r granules are distinguishable -0nly through the presence of a narrow 
rim of t-he green mineral, with or without magnetite. I n other cnses these two 
minerals in varying proportions lie between some or most of the gra ins of quartz 
within the granule, ond examples show grnc!Rtions from granules such as thece 
to others c-0mposed almost solely of -magnetite or, more commonly, of the green 
mineral with varying amouuts of m::iguetite. On the ot.her ·hand, there are 
areas in which the -0utline ()f the granule i8 only partly indica·teu. T he general 
appearance is that of a rock once formed of close-set g-r anule&, of whose original 
characters perhaps only their sh::ipes are preserved 1mrl even these in many case,; 
only p:ll'tly. A thin section of the lower beds from another locality resembles 
the abo1·e in various ways, but the am-0unt of the g-reen miner~\! and magnet ite 
is considerably ·Jess, ond the quartz grnins of the granules are mu ch lnrger tl1 an 
those of the base. 

The strata. of the middle rn rn1ber shove it-s lowermost layers are iinel.v 
granular and blackish grey or, in some places, pinkish. Some por tion s carry 
much i:-;nkish carbonate in minute grains and granulnr aggregates. T he rock 
frequently hc.Jds much magnetite in minute grains and narrow streaks ; Icn t icular
like layers are dark greyish black due to the local abundan ce of finely dissem;
nated magnetite. On close inspection, t.he rock is seen t-0 be composed of 1::lose-

. set pale and dark greenish, black and red grains. The rocks wea ther a dirty 
brown, nre rough to the touch, and vary considerabl,y in g rain in apparently an 
inegul ar fashion. Such rncks compose the bulk of t his member. ln thin sec
tions these are on th~ whole similar to the rocka just described , but in one 
instance the obundant magnetite occurs wholly in smaH polygonal crys ta1 forms, 
diroerninn tecl and grouped in large and small aggregates. In another ins ta nee, 
the green mineral is frequently bounded by hemntite, or stained red'Clish, and the 
relat ions so expressed appear to indicate ihat the h ematite was derived from tbe 
green mineral. This conception , seemingly, is substan ti nted in the Ci!!'<~ of 
another thin section in which the granul es are clearly indicated by the differen ce 
in grain of the quartz mosaic composing respectively the grnnules and the ·'base 
and are further differentiated by the presence of abunJ:m t m;ignctite and hema-
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tite, in some instances the whole granule being iron oxide. No green mineral iR 
present, but the magnetite and hematite are arranged with respect to one anothe~· 
as the magnetite and green mineral are in other sections. 

Towards the top of the middle member, the grain of the rncks booomes more 
variable. Fine-grained, irregular bands or layers occur with others that are 
much -coa1-ser and that in one instnn~e proved ·to ·be composed of large granules 
averaging 8 mm. in diameter. The granules are Ftained yellowi6'h, composed of 
ooarscly granular quartz, and lie in a relatively fine-grained quartz mooaic. 

In the strata of the middle member are occasional layers from a mere film 
to several inches thick, most of which weather a deep ochreous yellow or brown 
to depths a6 great as half an inch, where the weathering abruptly ceases. Su-ch 
layers are dark greenish .grey on fresh surfaces. In general appearance they 
rffiemble the main rock body, but in thin section they appear ns a stru~tureless, 
even-grained, granular mass of ·carbonate, green mineral, and quartz perhaps -0£ 
elastic origin. Some of these thin layers are dark .green and appear den6e; 
when -closely examined, ·however, the material may oo seen to be composed of 
close-set. pale greenish granules separated from one another 'by very th'in, imper
fect black rims. In th in section, the rock seemed composed -0£ c1ooe-set, uni
formly large g ranulss of exceedingly fine-grained silica with varying flmounts 
of a green mineral in minute specks so small as to be almost dust-like. Some of 
the granules contain scarcely any of the green substance, some are largely com
p06ed d it, and others are intermediate in this respect. There are nlso a few 
rhomb6, some large, of calcite that appear to have developed without regard t-0 
the structure -0£ tbe rock. The matrix :in which the granules lie is a quartz 
mo,aic 13Jip:htly coarser than that of the granules and! present in onlv small 
amounts, many of the granules touching one nn-0ther. Other thin layers are 
~ompact, dark gre.v, faintly purpJis.h, siliceous looking, imd dense. I n thin 
section one nf thc6e proved to be an exceedingly fine-grained agp:rep:a te of turbid 
cnrbonate and green mineral. 

In the upper 3 feet of the middle member -occur dark, fainuly greeni sh 
intorbccLs whi~h are in part thinly shaly, in part slaty, in pa1i hard mnss ivc but 
nrgillaceous-li·ke strata. -These interbeds are 1 to 3 inches thick. The interven· 
ing beds expand and contra<!t in thickness along the strike. 

The highest rncmher of the Upper Division appeurs to vary in thickne6S 
between 30 and &O foet, but for the mo.st P>ll't ·is about 40 feet thick and it may 
be that evt>rywhere this is approximately the true th icknes6. It is formed mainly 
0£ dark, slaty strata, either faintly green or very <lark grey, an<l for the most 
]>art weathers reddish or brownish. The meaimres are in part thinly bedded, 
rather soft, in part more compact, and in part, hard, brittle, inclining to be 
mnssive. The hig-her beds -show a marked narrow b,rnding in varying sha<les of 
dark grey. They are fairly hard and dense, but with indications of a granular 
texture. Characteristicall.v the brownish or red wea thering extends inwards for 
o'.lne-eighth to one-quarter of an inch, ending abrup tly along even planes. In 
thin section one such variety appeared as a dense turbid mass with nnnow. 
opaque, black zones and st.reaks. Much of the matter is exceedingly fine
grained caflbonate but tbe remaincl.cr is too fine grained for closer identification. 

In this upper dark member t.l1crn is usually present one-perhaps in some 
places several-layers of structureless material such as composes th'e middle 
member. A foyer from 3 feet to 7 feet in thickness is continuous in the area 
frontin~ on the shore of R~palu inlet .and may be the equivalent of layers of 
the same charac ter 6een on the K ase.zalik Lake side. 

At one place, on the south ,.j.de of the bay in Kasegalik lake, a 6-inch bed 
(Jf dense, grey limestone occurs hi~h up on the uppermost member and may be 
seen to persist along the strike for 100 yards. 
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]{]PALU INLET AREA 

On the east side of Kipalu inlet, the iron-formation forms a narrow 
band that extends nearly due south from the north end of the tidal basin 
at the head of the inlet, .to where the formation sinks below sea-level. 0-ver 
the whole distance the band maintains a nearly ·uniform width -of about 350 
feet and lies on the west slope of the diabase capped ri<lge beneath which the 
iron-formation dips. The boundaries of the band for the greater part of the 
distance are dosely defined by outcrops of the overlying dark diabase and of the 
underlying pale quartzite, but, on the whole, the iron-formation itself is poorly 
exposed. The total thickness of the formation appears to vary from 320 feet to 
360 feet or perhaps even a greater amount. 

Southern Section 

Towards the south of the 10-mile stretch, the general section seems to be 
somewhat as follows·, though as it is based on ~nelations of partial secti ons and 
isolated outcrops distributed over a length of several m iles, the results are sub
ject to revision. 

The l<lwffit outcropping strata occur about 40 feet above the base of the 
formation. They consist <lf thinly-bedded, red, slaty, dense rocks wi th dark 
greyish layers, and closely resemble the already described, l<iwest exposed rocks 
on the west side of the inlet. Such beds extend upwards for 26 feet to an horizon 
66 fe;oJ; &bove the base 0£ the formation. The next 26 feet is composed of a 
bank of granular rock such as forms the midd le member of tbe Ppper D ivis ion 
in the Kasegal ik Lake .area. In this 26-foot bank, seam& and lenses of red, 
dense, cherty-Jike mate1·ial are htrgcly developed . The material is no•t trne 
chert, but is composed of minute g r.rnulcs set in a dense base and in mnjor 
characters corresponds with the chert-like matter so largely developed in the 
upper part of the Lower Division to t he west. 

From the top 0£ thif! bank for 160 feet, up to an horizon 252 fee t above the 
base, the strata so far as they are exposed are mainly red but are accompanied 
by thin, dark grey !beds mostly confined to zones of va rying thicknesses. All 
the strata possess slate-1ike partings. They are very largely dense rocks, bandeJ 
in different tints, and with layers of different degrees of £neneS€. T he coarser 
layers have a granular aspect, bu.t the individual grains cannot be detected even 
with the aid of a lens. A thin sootion of -one -0f the coarser varieties consists 
of a base of opaque, dense, red, :hematitic material minutely flecked and s treaked 
black. Small oval areas of what appear to be turbid carbonate ocour through 
this ba;;e, lying with -their longer axes prirallcl and more numerous in certain 
minute bands than elsewhere. T.he arrangement of the granules p:ives 11 banded 
structure which is fui:ther emphasized by minute bands holding abundant 
minute elastic grains of quartz, 01·th<lclase, microcline, and plngioclase feldspar. 
An occasional oval area of carbonate occurs in these narrow bands rich in elastic 
material and the elastic g rains occur t hroughout the sec tion. A thin sect ion of 
a second example of these rocks when examined microscopically showed the 
same dense, opaque, red base, but the clash.; grains are only sparingly present 
and the Cflrbonate is more abundant. 

In these predominantly red beds, in some places if not everywhere, are two 
horizons, one 185 feet and tbe <lther 205 feet above the base of the format.ion, at 
which for thicknesses of 10 feet to 20 feet, the strata nre highly fern1g-incus 
and in general appearnnce are quit e similar to, -and apparent1y almost identical 
with, the ferru.ginous strata at :the summit of the Lower Division in the Kasc
g-alik Lake area. As in that area the fcnu!';in ous beds are interleaved with 
many thin, irregular layers analogous to the chert-like l8yers of the we-stern 
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area. Some of the fenllginous beds, for a thickne&-s of several feet, are more 
purely hematite than is usual and are soft, and friable enougli to soil the hand;;. 

The ilbundant, irregular layers referred to in the above are bright red and 
in part are comparatively coarse, being comp-osed of rounded and shapeles<; 
forms which are red, grey, and black and in some instances au eighth 
of an inch in length. A thin sect ion of this type showed variously shaped 
granules of widely varying sizes \}rowded -together, the inte1-spaccs being -Occu
pied by a finely granular quartz mosaic. Some of the granules nre wholly of 
very finely granu Jar silica, otl1ers are similar but oha~·e a partial or complete rim 
of red or blnck, and frequent examples s·how all grudati-0ns between forms such 
as these and o thers who1ly stained red, or composed almost en tire},)' of mag
netite with a :thin border and small, irregular, intern>ll areas of hematite. 

The predominantly reddish, nne-grained strata with the several ferruginous 
zones and, low down, tbe bank of grey, grnnular rock, extend upwards from the 
base of the formation for a thickne.>s of 252 fee t. Except that they lack a 
ferruginous member at the top, these strata correspond iu position and charac
ters to the L-0wer Division of the formation in the Kasegalik area, whose nearest 
outcrops are 4 miles to the west. They are succeeded upwards by a group of 
strata correspond1ing to the Upper Division of the Kasegalik Lake area and, like 
it, composed of three mem'bers. These three members, howeve1', seem to be 
variable in thickness and in places have a combined thickness of not more than 
70 feet. 

The lowest of the three is about, 25 feet thick in most localities, but in 
places is, perhaps, much thinner . It is composed of dark, sbaly and s1aty beds, 
dark greenish on fresh, unweathered surfaces. 

The middle member at one place is 21 feet thick and presumably is every
where of about this thid:net>6.. It is of poorly bedded, irregularly banded, 
"blocky" strata such as compose the equivalent horizon in the Kasegnlik Lake 
area. The rocks weather yellowish, brownish, and reddish, and are granular and 
rough to the touch. Fre::rh surfaces vary from light to dark grey to almos~ 
black. Some i rregu lrir layers are very largely composed of magnetite, others 
are red and J1ematitic. One spE-\}imen, in thin ,;ectiou, was foun-d to consist of 
a mosnic of granular quartz varying in .grain irregularly from spot to spot and 
holding arens of mngnelite, irregular in outline, iu part frayed or wisp-like. .A 
red staining wos slightly developed. No features were noticed indicntive of the 
former presence of the usual granules. A second specimen showed a rock com
posed of linge granules crowded together in a quartz mosaic. The grnnulCG were 
~f finer i<rained silica with varyirvg· proportions of magnetite, which in many 
fostances merely outlined the individunl granules. · 

Th<> uppermost member in some places at least is 24 feet thick and is com
posed of dark, g-resish and black, slate-like strata with, in the lower part, some 
red-weathering byers. The ·beds for a few feet at the top are very dark, in part 
t.hinly ·banded in .different . .shades -Of grey, and are hard, splintery, dense, almost 
chert-like. Other beds are softer, unhanded, l1nd nearly black; thc.Y effervesce 
freely with ·acid and weather brownish in a sharply defined shallow outer zone. 
Some of these softer rocks ·carry small ellip;oidnl bodies up to one-half inch in 
length of dark, derue, chert-like material. In thin section an example of the 
harder, banded ty11e appeared a& an exceedingly fine-grained rock composed 
·mainly of silica but with much carbonate for the most part assembled in small 
irregular areas. The amount -0£ carbonate varies in such a manner as t-0 cause 
a marked banding. Occasional small va.gue areas of the silica seem disting-uiBhed 
bv texture from the nei:zhbouring mattei-, but there wns no certain indication 
()f the former presence of granules. 



The softer, unhanded rocks as represented by one thin section appeared as 
a :fine-grained, almost dense, turbid mass with tiny frayed and "t>isp-like areas 
of black. Both in ordinary light and with cros3ed nicols, the section seemed to 
be largely formed of very small, oval aggregates presumably of finely divide'.l 
silica and carbom1te. 

Northern Section 

Towards the north end of the 10-milc Kipalu Inlet band of iron-fonuntion 
after a long, for the most part, ver,y imperfectly exposed interval, outcrops 
become more numerous, but only a partial, imperfect section .can be recon
structed. The total thickness of the strata is ffbout 320 feet. T·he greater part 
is of red, banded, slaty strata with, as in the south, a band of the grey, com
pact, blocky rock.:; in the lower part, but perhaps not everywhere at the same 
horizon. The upper part, as before, io composed of dark grey and blA<'k beds with, 
in places at least, a layer of the grey, granular rock, thus repeating the three
fold divic>ion of the Upper Division. 

The outcrops of ·the lower part of the formation consiGt of relatively soft, 
.almost dense, reddish, in part argillaceous-looking banded strata with some layers 
less dense almost grnnular in appearance. 111 one IocAlity, at ·horizons between 
4·0 and 85 feet above the base of the formation, are exposures of "11ch beds that 
weather dark purplis·h. They are aecompanied by thin, nearly hlnck interbed~ 
very dense on fresh surfa~es but weathC'ring yellowish and roodish. In these 
strata arc irregular layers 1 to 2 inches thick and still more inef.!'ll1ar la~·crs 
that swell in plrrces to a thicknu-:s of 1 foot, of bright red colour and poose,;,,,ing 
a sp1intery or semi-concboidlll fracture. The rock in th(tse lsyers consi:;ts of a 
bright red, dense matrix: c·rowclrd with elongated, irrc.~nhn, darker coloured 
forms varying from min11tc specks up to others 0-03 inchec in len.~·th. These 
forms have mostly minutely wavy irregular out.lines and Ee with their longer 
ax·es parallel wi,th one another. In thin s~t·ion this rock appeared to be mainly 
of matter, bright red in reAected light, containing small irregular areas of mag
netite and innume.rable, elongated, mostly wisp-like arcns ·of \)olourlcss, very 
fine-grained silica. Most of the red material is opaque, but in part was seen 
to be a red staining on silica. 

The thicker layers of t.he above-described material in many places have n 
central part that includes irregular bodies of a darker, duller red colour formed 
chiefly of clcse-Bet, grey and black granules of uniform size. In thin section 
such a rock was seen to be composed of vaguely indicated, comparatively large' 
granules of very fine silica stained reddish and doseb' packed together in n 
coarser quartz matrix. .A. few of the forms are outlined with magnetite. Thi> 
more definitely granular material also fo1·ms homogeneous layers and layers 
which along the strike grade into the more brilliantly red rock. The relations are 
such as to suggest that the brighter red variety has- been derived from the more 
normal granule-'bearing type. 

'The banded red strata with the numerous irre,,,rrular red layers, are succeeded 
at 85 feet -above the base of the formation by a 15-foot bank of the block~·. 
irregularly banded, granular rock type. It is grey and greenish -in colour. 
weathers reddish and yellowish, and varies irregularly in g·rain and corupo;;ition. 
Many thin, irregulAr layers of the red "cherty-looking" material are al~o 

present. A relatively coarse rock crowded with magnetite octnhedra occurs in 
irregular streaks and bands up to 1 foot in breadth; it has ir.regular curvio•!' 
boundaries and in many parts h'olds irregular fragment-like masses of the more 
normal strata, as if the coarser phases were in some way replacing the cfincr. Ir. 
thin sections the coarser type appenrs as composed of large granules, stainecl 
reddish nnd formed of very fine silica with -varying amounts of dust-like 01· more 
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definitely granular .magnetite. The magnetite in some cases is uniformly distri
buted through the granules or is aggregated towards the centres or about thtl 
borders; and there are a]! gradations to granules of solid magnetite. The matrix 
is a comparatively coarse mosaic of quartz. Much calcite is present, partly in 
sharp rhomlbs, partly in large irregular areas, in both cases appearing to have 
replaced th'e other rock constituents. 

Upwards in the formation, red strata predominate for over 100 feet. At 
one or more horizons in this interval the beds are highly ferruginous and 
resemble those oC\'.!urring at the summit of the 1.-0wer Division in the Kasegalik 
Lake area. At some horizons in these red strata occur zones of ·very dark, nearly 
black r-0cks in part thinly banded and interleaved with pale films and thin 
layers -0f pale grey, fine-grained carbonate. The dark beds have an outer 
ochreous brown or yellow weathered zone. An example of one c·f these rocks in 
thin section was found to be composed of innumerable small, dastic grains of 
quartz, -0rthoclasc, microcliue, and plagioclase lying in a very finely granular 
base -of turbid carbonate and still finer particles of the quartz and feldspars. 
Large, formless areas of carbonate that appear to be secondary were present. A 
few ·sma1! grains and shreds of a pleochroic green mineral were n-0ted. The 
total t'rickness of the Lower Division is estimated to be 260 feet, much of which 
is only pool'ly e:s:posed or n-ot at all as in the case of the uppermost part.. 

The U ppcr Division perhaps not over 60 feet thick is as usual composed 
'1hiefly of dark strata, nnd there is evidence of the existence of a band of the 
grey, grnuular, blocky rocks. 

INNETALLrno JSL.\ND AREA 

.At the north end of Innetalling island, 20 miles south of the south end ot 
Kipalu Inlet area, there is a nanow valley which extends southward through 
the middle of the island. This valley broadens out at its north end and is in part 
occupied by a bay of the 6ea at whose head is a tidal lnke. The iron·formation 
outcrops on either side of the valley in two narrow bands, 2 miles ap,nt in the 
north -but converging southward as the valley norr-0ws, so that 3} miles to the 
south they are only a quarter of a mile apnrt. These two bands, repTesenting 
the opposing limbs of an anticline, outcrop at the foot of, and· for varying heights 
on, the slopes of dia:base-capped ridg<'s. Only the upper parts of the iron-forma
tion are exposed in the western band, the lower parts ·being drift covered or 
beneath water-level. Even the upper parts are much concealed by drift. In the 
eastern band, owing to minor folds, the formation rises an<l falls, so that in 
places the base lies above sea-level, in other places the top descends beneath 
the water. Considerable secti-ons are drift covered, but in general the upper 
parts are well exposed. The t-0tal thickness of the formation apparently i6 at 
least 450 feet and may be slight.ly greater. As in the Kasegalik Lake area, the 
strata are divisible into two groups the lower of which is terminated by a 
forrug-inous horizon, and the6e groups respectively oorrespond in genel'lll ebar
acters to the Lower Divi1;ion and Upper Division of the before-mentioned western 
area. 

Lower Division 

Tbe lowermost beds -0f the iron-formation are elq)Osed only along the eastern. 
band and at only two localities. They abruptly succeed the un·derlying pale
coloured quartzitcs. The quart7.ite and iron-formation are not interbedded, nor· 
are there any signs of gradation of one type into the other. The lower beds for 
a thickness of 25 feet are mainly dark purplish Ted, hard, an<l fine grained. They 
vary from dense to -finely granular in general appearance, but the individual 
grains are not distinguis-hnble. The rocks are banded, the . banding being: 
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expre.Bed by variations m colour and in grain and by the presence of dark 
greenish-grey layers. The bands in part are thin, varying from the thickness 
of a film only up to one-half inch; in part they are broad, and indude zones 
several feet in thickness largely of dark grey to black strata. .Adjoining layers 
grade into one another. In thin sectioll6, one example banded red and purple 
was seen to consist of minute bands all very fine grained, oome nearly col-Ourless, 
others largely opaque and red by reflected light as though largely ()f hematite. 
Miagnetite in detached· minute grains and dust-like forms is about equally 
abundant throug·bout. Very small, angular clnstic grains of quartz and feld
spar (orthoclase, microeline, and plagioclnse) occur in all layers but are most 
abundant in the clear portions, and in the -case of some ininute layers largely 
constitute them. The base of the clearer layers is crypt.ocryst.alline. It possibly 
is silica and apparently the same material occurs throughout. Some layers con
tain 50 per cent of very finely granular carbonate; other layers are characterized 
by very small formle,;s grains of a :pleocbroic green mineral; and some layers, as 
alreads stated, are largely opaque red by reflected light. Possibly this opaque 
mineral is not pure hematite but 11 dtIBt-like aggregation in the dense 'ba-se. Cal
cite in small -rhomb6 occnrs in all the layers. 

In some localities at least, at on horizon about 3{) feet above the base of the 
iron-formation, there is a 4-foot bed of the granular, unhanded, blocky rock 
type, of a dark red colour and comparatively coarsely grained. Examined with 
a lens the rock may ·be seen to .cousist of irregular red bodies apparently set in 
a grey matrix:. In a ·thin section, a part was found to be compo,:;ed of large 
granules most of which are partly or wholly turbid and, where turbid, red 
stained. These are closely set in a fine-grained quartz mosaic and are composed 
of granular silica, largely ve1·y fine grained but in many instances with a coarser
grnined central part. Lnrge rhombs of carbonate lie indifferently in both tlie 
granules and the matrix, and there are &mall patches of a strongly pleochroie 
mineral arranged in radial and sheaf-like aggregates. 

A part of the se-.::tion contains <lnly angular remnants ·of the granules and 
of such portions of ca.rbonate rhombs as lie within or project into the granules. 
The rest of tl1is part -0f the section is a granular aggregate or mo~a1-:; of quartz 
varying inegularly in grain 1but always relatively coarse. This part of the sec
tion s~ems undoubtedly to have once possessed the granules of the normal rock 
and rnpresents vaguely outlined areas that are macroscopically visible in hand 
specimens. These arnas have a chert.y appearance, th'eir .borders are frayed, and 
they appear to merge into the normal rock. 

In this zone and in the adjoining strata, are thin layers and detached 
lenses of bright red material, cherty-looking ·but in reality composed of minute 
granules in a dense siJi..::eous matrix such as has -ulreacly :\iecn de~cribed in other 
areas. Above <this zone, the st.rata for several feet -are <lark purple. They ·have 
a splintery fracture and are almost dense in grain, but give indications of a 
granular texture ;1md exhibit many minute grains with a metallic lustre. In 
thin section the rock appears as a fine-grained aggregate of colourless and opaq<ue 
grains. The -opaque ones are mainly red by reflected light, but mnny are of 
ma~etite. Occasional larger grains are distinctly oval in outline and t b 
whole appears.as .a close-set aggregate of granules barely n•craging 0·5 mm. 
in diameter. The -colourless granules are largely exceedingly dense and, pre
sumably, ·composed of silica. In many instan13es minute green shreds and 
scales, and dust-like and '1arger grains of red or ·black iron oxide are also present. 
T,he green mineral also forms elongated individuals. The bulk of the iron 
oxide'; gives indications of occurring in rounded areas corresponding in size and 
outline t.o the -colourless granules, ·but possibly the iron oxides in part represent 
what may ·have ·been the ma1rix in which the granules lay. 
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Upward.s the Gtrata become m-0re thinly bedded and in the horizons between 
50 feet and 80 feet above the base they are banded in different shades of dark 
purple and brighter red. The red ]ayers are relafo•ely s-0ft and fine grained and 
are t.hemselves banded. In thin section, <this type was foun<l to be prominently 
banded, opaque laJ'ers al tern a ting with others that appear on the whole to be 
transparent hut ine actually heavily charged with dust-like opaque m aterial 
tha·t gives a dark purplish cast to t.11e whole in reflected light. The relatively 
tra11sparent bands seemed to be formed of minute, irregular, elongated bodies 
l,ying with their longer .ax&; parallel. These bodies or aggrega:tes are possibly 
exceeding:y fine-grained silica. They carry <!ountless minute forms possibly of 
the green mineral. Occasional larger, clear, oval bodies cf the same material 
characterize some layer,;. The opaque layers by reflected light seem t:!ornposed 
largely of hematite, but with abundant magnetite, the two minerals being in 
:rninut,\ inegular, frayed aggregates with their longer axes parallel to one another 
and to the banding, thus producing a pattern like th at exhibited by the .rela
tively c1e:.ll" bands. 

In this zone are thin, brigh t red, irregular layers of the so-called cherty 
rock composed of minute ellipsoidal and sharply-rectangular ·bodies, some 0·03 
inches in length, set in a dark, dense base. In thin section, the rock was seen 
to be <>cmposed of rounded, ovoid, and inegular forms of widely varying sizes 
~ct in a clenr colourless ma trix of silica, the silica ·being oot.h .granular and in 
radia ting an<l sheaf-like aggregates. Most cf the granules are -opaque <>r nearly 
s·o and in reflected light appear wholly red er red wi·th a partial or complete 
rim of magnetite and small, irregular spots of magnetite. A few smaller granules 
are wholly of magnetite. Other examples show all gradations from wholly 
opaque granules to nearly wholly colourless tra11sparent grunules t:!Omposed of 
fine-grnined 'Silica stained red . Carbonate is present in a few small grains in 
the mAtrix and, also, in several area'S, rus assemblage:; e>f larger, plnrte-like forms 
that lie indiffercn tly in the matrix and in the granules. lu some instances, the 
carbonate is charged with slender, green rods. 

In the red cherty-lcoking rock are occasional s·treaks, small lenticular 
patches, and as noted in one iru;tance, thin layers, of very dense, hard, <lark 
1·ccldish, banded material. This in ·thin section closely reoembles t he banded, 
dense, red types forming the main rock mass. The two rock types, that is, t.he 
bright red, somewhat cberty-looking material which OCfurs in thin discontinuous 
hiyers and tbe ordinary banded measures, apparently grade into one another 
along their mutual ·boundaries. In <l·etail these boundaries are minutely irregular 
with individual granules projecting from one type of rock into the other, and 
the whole boundary is a series of embayments and finger-like projections of cne 
rock in the other. The individual brightly l'.!oloured, relatively coarse layers may 
extend for yards ·hut always end. The number of such layere, in the general 
zone, varies from place to place, and individually they range in thickness from 
~ to 6 inches. 

Still higher in the seotion, in t he zone between 60 and 70 f-eet above the 
base, the strata are ;banded. They are c-hicfl,y purple and red, but with some 
zones of black and with layers of the bright red, granular material witb the 
scmi-conchoidal fracture and slightly vitreous aspect. The black \eyers are very 
dense; in part they have a shale-Eke p11rting, in part •they are more massive, 
very dark grey and <lense, "though a lens reveals minute, red oodies. The rock 
has a banded appearance due to the anangcment olong parallel planes of lenticu
lnr bfod{ bodies 0.05 to 0.01 inches long. The6e show shining faces, and effer
vesce in acid . · This dark rock in thin secticn was found to be composed of 
a matrix of magnetite holding close~et, colourless grains often ovoid in outline, 
mainly of carbonate, but which in one band-like area were of microcrysta1l:ne 
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silica. In another ·band-like area, the magnetite was m great excccs. The 
rounded grains of carbonate in part extinguish simultaneously over brgc areas 
as though each grain were part of a larger bod'Y. 

The a&;ociated red strata are :banded in shades of dark purple. The alter
nating bands vary in width from a mere film up to one-quarter of an inch and 
in part have a '3triped appearance due to the presence of dark ~treaks rich in 
iron oxide. The alternate ·bands vary in texture from dense to minutely 
granular and are composed of red granules. for the most part just distinguish
able with a lens, set in a darker matrix. The rock also carries small glistening 
faces of carbonate. A specimen -0f a coarser variety was seen in thin section 
to be composed largely of iron oxide and transparent granules averaging about 
1 mm. in diameter. 'The granules are of very finely granular silica, mostly 
red stained, and holding variable amounts of dust-like iron -oxi<le. In part.:; of 
the section, the iron -0xide, 12hiefly magnetite, is so abundant that it appears 
like a matrix holding the colourless grains-. In other places, the magnetite 
grains are more widely spaced and have the size and shape of the granules. A 
slight amount of green mineral is present in some of the granules. 

The red, finely granular, slightly vitreous-looking material present in these 
red and black-zoned strata forms highly irregular lenses and strips. Some are 
several feet long, brilliant red, and compo,;ed of minute ellipsoidal and· occa
sional sharply rectangular, red granules varying in size up to 0-03 inches and 
closely set .in a dark, dense base tba t con tairu; carbon a tc. The borders of some 
of these layers are banded red and faintly reddish, almost •black. 'The 
layers have wavy outlines, individual layers swelling, thinning, and ter
minating. The dark parts seem to be of the same materials as the .Jightcr 
coloured parts but are much richer in iron oxide. A sample of a red part of 
one layer examined in thin section was found to ·be composed of granules, set 
in a colourless matrix of silica, th:at in part exhibits radiating and sheaf-like 
forms. The granules are mainly elliptical and vary greatly in size; mo£t are 
opaque and wholly red in reflected light or with dust-like grains and aggre
gates either distri·buted through the granules or forming a partial rim. Some 
granules, red stained, are transparent and composed of exceedingly fine-grained 
silica. Individuals are present affording all gradations between granules 
wholly dense -and others wholly clear save for included dust-like matter. Car
bonate occurs in various areas, in rhombs and irregular grains developed with
out regard to the general structure. 'One exceptionally large granule was com
posed of about one hundred small granules set in a granular carbonate matri.". 

Red-weathering strata, in part dark grey or black where unweathcred and 
in general resembling the measures of the lower 70 feet, extend upwards in the 
section. Their total thickness is -certainly 125 feet and may be as much as 
175 feet, if, as- is probable, the iron-formation everywhere in this rather limited 
area in the north part of Innetalling island ·has a uniform total <thickness of 
450 feet. Unfortunately in the few places where the whole iron-formation lies 
above sea-level ·and the position of the base is dearly indicated, the middle 
part of the formation is concealed and it is not :possible directly to determine 
the thickness -0f the lower member. Tihe highly ferruginous zone at the top 
of the Lower Horizon is exposed in various parts of the northern sections 180 
feet ·below the top of the formation; it is 200 £cot below the top in the sou them 
::;ections. Ass-urning that the total thickness of the iron-formation remains con
stant ut about .450 feet and that the top of the ferruginous zone ma1·ks e~·er_y
where an equi\'alent l1orizon, then, as displayed along the outcrop of the 
western band in the north, the lower, fine-grained, chiefly red strata have a 
thickneos of 175 feet and extL'nd upwards to an horizon 9() feet belmv the top 
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of the Lower Division. They ·are there succeeded by a 15-foot zone of strata 
banded purple and dark reddish, nearly black, which are finely granular and 
rich in iron oxides. This zone resembles the upper ferruginous horizon, but 
has a lower content :of il"On. Above this zone for a thickness of 50 feet, the 
strata aoi shown in several sectioll6 in the northern part -of the western °band 
are chiefly red with 1ayers and zones of dark grey. The red beds are in ipart 
forruginous with occasional beds of a high iron content. These measures in. 
character are interme.dia te between the overlying ferruginous zone and the 
denser, less ferruginous beds of the lower part of the formation. 

Towards the north end of the west band, a well-defined ferruginous zone 
commences .it an 1horizon ast;umed to be about 240 feet above the base and 
extends upwards for 27 feet to the top of the Lower Division. The strata in 
this zone are markedly banded and this appearance is emphasized by the pre· 
sence of mu~h of the red, somewhat cherty-looking material in flattened lenses 
ananged as though they were portions of disrupte.d or partly replaced, thin, 
irregular -layers that swelled and pinched in thicknesses from one foot to less 
than an incn. In plaees such material is more abundant than in others. On 
the whole it is estimated to occupy at least 10 pe1· cent of the total volume. 
The assooiated ferruginous strata are in part black, being a fine-grained aggre· 
gate of minute granules of magnetite and red-coloured material. The individual 
layers are mainly massive and unhanded. Some are so ricli in magnetite that 
the granules are no longer apparent. Layera are present exhibiting charncters 
ranging from those of the dark, magnetite-rich beds to others which are red, 
low in magnetite, and very dearly ex·hibit the granular texture. Zones are 
present, also, which include layers of very dense, almost argilla-ceous-looking 
materii>l, other dark greenish layers, and still others finely granular in texture 
approximating· in characl'"r the "blocky" type. 

The highly ferruginous zone at the top of the Lower Division is traceable 
southward along the western band for about 4 miles until it sinks below the 
waters of the tidal lakP-, nnd it is visible at intervals along the course of the 
eastern band. In places the re'.ations holding between the ferruginou,; strata 
and the interrupted, thin, red, irregular, somewhat chert-like laye1·s, seem tc 
indicate that these layers at one time were continuous, but since have been 
partly i:eplaced. At one exposure wl1at appears miginally to have been a 6-inch 
layer of the l'ed rock is now represented by lal'ger and smaller bodies of various 
shapes, but so disposed as to clearly define what seems to have been the two 
bounding planes of a uniformly thick and presumably solid la~'er. The frag· 
ment-like remains of this once continuous layer are now embedded in finely 
grrrnular f.erruginous rock minutely streaked and lined in black. This lining 
is parallel to the bedding in the main body of the rock, but in the frngmentary 
lrrycr it conforms to the curving, irregular outlines of the fragments, and where 
the granular ferrnii:inous matter crosses the b>md in narrow strip-like arE'as 
tlie lining· is parallel to the sides of these strips. Depending on the direction 
of the strips, it may even follow planes at right angles to the normal bedding 
planes. Considering that tbe ferruginous countl·y rock is composed so largely of 
granules and that these presumably received their outlines when the rocks first 
formed, it seems probable that the replacement of the red, somewhat vitreous 
layers, if such a replacement has happened, took pla~e while the strata were 
still formin~ and prior to their final consolidation. 

Upp er Division 

Wherever the top of the ferruginous member at the summit of the Lower 
Division is exposed it is sharply terminated and is succeeded by dark, slaty 
beds, in part hard and splintery. A few feet up, these become reddish and ~n 
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some places at least, at; an horizon 35 feet above the base there is a zone con
taining many irregular layers of the red, somewhat chert-like rock and a few 
beds of the grey, granular, irregularly bedded type. 

The slaty strata are succeeded upwards by a band of th€ grey, granular 
rock variety. The base of this band was nowhere seen, but its summit i-s visible 
in mally places at an horizon 9-0 to 95 feet above the base of the Upper Divii;ion. 
The greatest exposed thickne3s -0f this band is 35 feet. The rock composing it 
is dark grey and varies in grain. The individual grains, when large enough 
lo be distinguished by the aid of a lens, are reddish, grey or black. Occasion
ally they nm rounded, but most seem irregular of outline. Small grains of 
carbonate are present, the amount varying from spot to spot. There are some 
very dark irregular Gtreaks and areas due to the abundance of finely granular 
magnetite. .At some 1-0calities the mass bolds many partings of nearly black, 
dense, slaty mate1·ial. In some exposures the whole bank is interleaved with 
irregular, discontinnolhl layers, lenses, and streaks of the brilliant red, chert
like material. This red material is composed of small red granules, many with 
a dark centre -0£ magnetite, close1y set in a paler matrix. In thin section, the 
lar.ge, close-set granules were seen to be composed of very finely but distinctly 
crystalline silica, stained reddish, and, in s·ome cases, with groups of small 
magnetite grains generally <>entrally disposed. The granules are turbid, varying 
in this resped from faintly turbid to almost opaque. The turbidity is appar
ently the cause of the red colour. The sparsely developed matrix is a rather 
coarse quartz mosaic. 

The relations of this red material to the normal rock a1·e intricate. In 
general the red layers are sharply outlined, but in places their boundaries are 
embayed and narrow projections of the red seem at their extremities to '.be repre
sented by small detached masses, the outermost of which in size are only minute 
grains. One layer of the red material several inches thick was o'bserved into which 
the grey, granular rock projected as a narrow, ;:traight, vein-like :body an eight.h 
of an inch wide; towards the middle of the red layer this vein expanded intn 
a body -0£ irregulnr outline, one-half inch in diamc;ter and with numc1·ou6 red 
granules throughout. In some parts of the rock moss, the red material instead 
of forming numerous definite layers is represented only by small, frregnlar 
bodies not systematically arranged. The phenomena thus referred to seem to 
indicate that the Yed material •has suffered replacement by the grey. 

The hrmk of grey, gTanulnr rock is o;uccecded upwards by a 2ione varying 
in thickness, in different sections, between 5 feet and 10 feet and consisting 
of dark, dense strata, in part slaty-like, in part hard and splintc-ry. The::;e be<l<i 
charactt>tistically weather a dark brown in a sharply defined outer zone. At one 
locality th:s weathered zone holds many layers, etc,, of the red, somewhat 
chert-like material and beds of th'e dark strata fire crowd-ed with minute octahedrn 
and specks of magnetite. 

The dark horizon is srn::ceeded upwards by 30 feet of 1-he grey, gnrnula1· 
rock type not <listinctly -bedded and holding numerous streaks of rusty and 
dark brown weathering matter. The main rock is a very dark grey, with a 
sheen due to the -great quan:ti ty of minute specks -0f magnetite. These J ie in a 
-findy granular, crystnlline gr-ound free from carbonate. The strata are hard, 
massive, and not distinctly bedded, but parting in irregular layers. An example 
of this rock in thin section appears as a granulllr mass of magnetite and 
quartz. The quartz -0ccurs in interlocking· grains, varying in size but perhaps 
averaging 1 mm. The magnetite is less abundant and the individual grnins 
mostly possess clean-cut crystal •boundaries. In addition to these constituents 
there !lrt> large and smal~ felted ag·gregates of a green mineral in thin plat€s. 
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At the locality that shows abundant red, ~herly-looking material in the 
underlying slaty zone, this blocky layer carries much of the same cherty
looking matter and the upper part of the bank bas interbedded leaves and thin 
layers of dark strata resembling that of the next overlying horizon. 

The grey granu Jar bank just deiscribed is overlain by 20 feet of dense, 
dark stnitn. In several localities, the uppermost beds are unhanded and con
tnin a carbonate. They .have an outer, weathered, deep brown to almost black 
zone, whereas the fresh interior is a deep chocolate brown, very £ne grained, 
nnd full of minute, brightly shining :flakes irregularly disposed. Below this 
lnycr the strata are of purple, compact rock, in part almost dense, in part with 
a suggestion of granularity. They are ferruginous and in S-Ome ca-ses display 
tiny specks of magnetite and minute red granules. A spedme·n of the upper 
dark beds, in thin section shows specks and small grains, S-Ome with c1·ysta1 
boundaries, of magnetite uniformly scattered through a turbi<l base -apparent1y 
very largely formed of £nely granular carbonate carrying innumerable thin 
plates uf a green mineral. Individuals of this green mineral, according to the 
direetion in which they are cut, appear either as r agged £lms or acicular forms. 

These fine-grained •beds are overlain by a band of the grey, granular rock 
type that forms the uppermost horizon of the iron-formation. It varies in 
thickness from 25 feet in the north to 50 feet in the sonth. The rock weathers 
reddish, but is dark greenish grey on fresh surfaces and is streaked, parted, 
and recessed by rusty-weathering material which in places· perhaps equal in 
volume the more normal strata. Much of the rock weathers with ii pitted sur
face due to the presence of grains and small aggregates, up to -0 ·25 inc11es or 
more in diameter, of this same rusty-weathering mntter. The latter occurs in 
long sr.rips, in places in bands or highly fr-regular, elongated lenticular bodies. 

Tha normal rock on fresh surfaces is almost black, :flecked with white, and 
possesses an irreg:11lar, semi-conchoidal fracture. With the aid of a ~ens it is. 
possible to distiu~;uish innumerable pale coloured, faintly greenish gran;i..1les 
set in a darker matrix. In thin section the rock appears composed- of very fine-
grained but distinctly granular silica nrrang-ed in a coarse net-work whose
meshcs a.re oval, nnd irregular areas of comparatively coarse, slightly reddishr 
quartz mosaic containing a few shreds· or wisps of green mineral. No iron 
ox·idc is visible. Presumably the oval and irregular areas represent large 
gTanules. A number of rhombs of calcite with pronounced zonal structure 
lia1·e <lc1·cloped wi ll1 ou t respect to the general structure of the rock. 

Thn ma rkcdly rus ty-wea t.hering mn terial, so abundant in the strata, is, on 
fresh o;nrfaces, pale grey, /crystall ine, of medium grain, and bas a faint vitreous 
lustre. In thin section it appears as n. finely grnnula1-, interl~king aggregnte 
of carbonate with occasional small grains of quartz and countless needle-1ike 
forms of a mineral ro;:cmbling i; illiman-ite. 

;\t one loca lity where, as already noted, the underlying strata are some
whnt nhnorroal and contnin much of the red, somewhat -0hert-1ike material, 
the uppermost horiz.on al~o .:;hows a development somewhat out of the ordinary. 
The lower part consists of irregular massive byers of rusty-weathering, very 
dark greyish rock minutely fl ecked with white. It is very dense, 11lmost cherty, 
in appearnnce and bears g-rains and irregular aggregates up to one-half inch 
in dinmcter of dove-brown, finely crystalline carbonate. In thin sootion, this 
rock variety appears composed chiefly of silica, in part very finely granular, 
in part in smnll irregulnr aren.s, relatively coarse grained. Pcssibly the finer
~rained. matter represent$ large granules whose boundaries are not distinguish
nble. A o:mall amount of turbid carbonate is presen t. pnrtly in inegulnr, partly 
in crystal forms. 

The upper part of this stratum j;.: in pnrt of rock like that of the lower 
part, and in part is denser. duller-looking, and l!ic:ks the arr-ns of carbonate. 
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TUliARAK ISLAND AREA 

On Tukarak island the eastern band of the iron-formation is for the most 
part drift CDvered, but at two localities outcrops are more numerous and ·it is 
evident that <the general eXJ)ression of the formation is different from that of 
the already described areas. 

At one lo'Jality, one mile south of Laddie harbour, the formation is 36fi 
feet thick. The lower part, 245 feet thick, is only partly exp-0sed and so far aB 

seen is composed of very fine-grained strata, chiefly banded purple and dark 
grey or black. Towards the base there are more thinly banded measures of 
red, green, and dark grey colours and with zones in which are numerous 
irregular layers of the red, somewhat chert-like material. 

These banded rocks are succeeded upwards by about 15 feet of dense, 
black, slate-like strata with a tliin, outer, brown-weathered zone. Above this 
for 3{) feet in the rock section, the dark, dense rocks are interbedded with 
ferruginous layers which upwards increase in thidrness and frequency and 
:finaHy for a thicknetis of 10 feet between horizons 290 foet and 300 feet above 
the 'base of the formation, the strata are all ferruginous. Above this, through 
an interval of 65 feet to the top of the iron-formation, the strata are wholly 
concealed. 

The ferruginous rocks are banded dark red·, purple, and nearly black. 
Individual layers are :finely granular, not l\.lnlike a fine, even-g-rained sand
stone; they are compact, unhanded, and have a sheen due to abundant, minute, 
scaly particles of brilliant lustre. The variations in colour are largely due to 
the variations from layer to layer in the amount present of finely granular 
magnetite. In thin section t.he rock is seen to be an even-grained aggregate 
chiefly of c1ear grains of quartz, orthoclase, microcline, and plagioclase feldspar, 
and of shapeless aggregates of hematite and magnetite which with a green 
mineral flct as a matrix in which the colourless gmins lie embedded. The grains 
of quartz and feldspar apparently are of cbstic origin and are rounded or 
irregularly rectangular of outline. Most of them bave narrow borders 0£ the 
green mineral which seems to be penetrating the quartz and feldspar grains 
and in some cases follows cracks across them. A complete series of ex11mples 
exist, from clear grains having the narrowest of green rims to others composed 
nearly entirely of t.he green mineral. It seems reasonably certain that tlie 
green mineral has partly replaced the quartz and feldspar. 

Six miles north of the noove-described localit.Y or 4 mile.:; north of J.ncldie 
harbour, the iron-formation is partly exposed and has a thickness of 370 feet. 
The lowermOBt strata for a thid:ness of 35 feet are eoncealed. .Above this for 
70 feet to an horizon 105 feet above the base of the formation, the strata 
possess a marked banding. To near the top of the 70-foot interval the measures 
occur in thin beds and h1s·e1·1:1 an inch or less thick and variously r,oloured bla\!k, 
grey, dark and Jig-ht. rerlrlish purple, and green. The strata are all fine grained 
and slate-1ike. One variety in thin layers of an eighth of an inch and less is 
chiefly dark greenish, but partly blade and pale grey. The different layers 
are not CDntinuous .. many of them ·being very short, lens-like. The whole is 
very fine grained nnd hard. In thin section the rock is seen to be composed of 
dose-set grains of qn:wtz, orthoclase, microcline, and plagioclase; abundant car
bonate in minute g-rains and larg-er irregulnr forms appears to be replacing the 
quartz and feldspar. In addition there is considerable magnetite and u small 
amount of green mineral. The rock is ·banded, the banding bein..g made evident 
by the concentration of the magnetite along narow zones. The rock is essen
tially a elastic. 

Above these fine-grained banded strata, for a thiclmess of 10 feet up to 
an horizon 115 feet above the base of the formation, rhe strata ::ire almost 
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dense and purple. They include ferrugi.nous layers and also many irregular 
layers of dark coloured, somewhat cherty-looking material. Above thi9 zone, 
through a thickness of 15 feet up to the 130-foot ·horizon, the rock is chiefly 
of the bright red, chert-like matter which forms irregular layers and lenticular 
masses as thick as 6 inches. These occur in bright red, dense yet faintly 
granular, slaty beds containing much hematite. 

Upwards in the section for '75 feet to the 205-foot horizon, the strata are 
very fine grained, banded :in various s1rndes of purple, with thin £lms and 
bands of grey £nely granular mate1·ial. Along their parting plane.;; the rocks 
mostly exhibit a faint sheen due to albundant, brightly reflecting, presumably 
scaly forms. 

The reddish, purple and grey-banded strata are overlain by dense, compact, 
black strata carrying, irreg;ularly arranged, minute scaly forms and weather
ing to form an outer 'brown ;zone. Upwards for nearly 50 feet the 
stmta are poorly exposed, but in this interval there is one exposure of beds of 
black, faintly purple-tinged rocks which are very dense and moderately Boft. 
They are grey lined in thin zones and have slate-like partings possessing u 
faint sheen from the abundance of minute scaly forms. 

Between horizons 2!30 feet and 305 feet above the base of the formation, 
the measures are banded in 1·eddish, purplish, and pmplish-grey shades. In 
the lower part of thie. 55-foot interval the alternate bands are very narrow and 
some of these are largely of finely granular, grey material, presumably of 
elastic grains, forming short overlapping loyers. Upwards the grey bands 
decrease in amount, the rocks gradually assume a more prominent granular 
nppearance, and towards the top many Jnycrs are highly ferrugiuous. 

The succeeding strata for a thickness of 35 feet to an horizon 34-0 feet 
above the base, so far as .they are ~xposed, are highly fenuginous and largely 
dark n~ddish. They have irregular fractures, feel rough, and look minutely 
granular. Fresh surfaces hnve a faint S'heen. Ex'>1mined with a lens the rocks 
have the appearnnce of a £ne, even-grained sandstone. Some of the bed.s are 
less ferruginous than others, are banded in lighter colours, and are denser and 
more argillaceous in general appearance. All the layers or bands vary in 
thickness along the strike. 

A thin section of on" of the M<1rser phases show.:; the rock 'to be an aggre
gate of rounded and irrec;u lar grain"' of quartz, orthodase, microc1ine, and 
plagioclase feldspar, specks and irregular gn1ins of iron oxide, and aggregates 
of grH:n minera1. The iron oxide appears as a mo.trix holding the colourless 
quartz and feldspar individuals, but though the iron oxide in part may play 
the part of a host, yet by reflected light this material appears in part a6 
rounded aggregates corresponding in shape and size to the colourless grains. 
There are also examples which show a complete gradation from quartz or feld
spar grains encircled with a very narrow rim of hematite to -other grain-like 
forms either ·solely of 'hematite or with a small, remnant-like coi·e of quartz 
or feldspar. Apparently the iron oxide has in part replaced the elastic grains. 
Magnetite o~urs aS' grains bordered by hematite, ·but most of the dark oxide 
occurs dust-like as small specks and small formless grains irregulnrly distri
buted through the hematite. The green mineral forms individuals in shape 
and Bize like those of quartz and feldspar, but occurs partly in irregular aggre
gates, and these t.ogether with the more regularly outlined forms are either -a 
felted mass or un assemblage of bladed forms. 

Above the exposures of ferruginous strata, the rocks are concealed for a 
thickness of 20 feet up to an horizon 360 feet above the base or 10 feet below 
the top of the formation, where a thickness of 5 feet of the grey granular type 
is exposed. Upwards the stratu are concealed to the top of the formution. The 



grey variety in thin section is seen to consist of faintly yellowish, in pare 
turbid granules lying in a clear, quartz mosaic. The clearer granules are 
composed of :finely granular silica, in many cases wi t.h a relatively coarse
grained central part. The turbid granules in pa1·t owe their turbidity te> dust
like magnetite, ·but mainly to turbid carbonate which in the aggregn te is very 
a'bundant. "The carbonate grains for the most part are small rhombs with an occa
sional one much larger tlian usual. Some of the granulei are who1ly carbonatcl 
and the same mineral also <Jccurs in the mah·ix. A few shreds of green min
eral are present. 

Origin 

CONDJTI01\'S OF DEPOSITION' 

The iron-formation, as the previous descriptions indicate, is a bedded for
mation, varying in thiclmese, so far as known, between 300 feet and 450 feet 
and exhibiting no evidence of ·having been subjected to either cont;wt or reg ion;il 
metam0rphism. A large part of the formation is composed of dense, red, some
what slate-like strata made up of very finely granular quartz and carbonate. 
T>hese constituents are in varying proportions in different beds and bands and 
are accompanied ·by a small amount of minute elastic grains of quartz and 
feldspar. The red colour. i6 due to dust-like licmntite frequently Go abundant 
as to obscure the other rock constituents. These dense red types in places 
grade into finely granular, rerl, purple, and black, richly forrugin ous rocks 
which in additfon to hematite and m;1gnetite are largely composed of finely 
granular quartz that in part forms the matrix of the rocks and in part form~ 
distinct rounded aggregates or 11~ranu l es. A tJ1ird rock type icS dark grey or 
black, usually slate-like, banded, and dense. This type commonly carries con
siderable fine-grnined, detrital quartz and feldspar and is couiposcd of ferrn
ginous cai·bonatc and finely divided 4uartz in various proportions. A fourth 
rock type, unlike the preceding variet ies, is not distinctly bcdclcn nor banded, 
is grey of colour, finely granular, and compo.;ed chiefly of vl'1·.\· fin<'-.QTnincd 
quartz that occurs in minute granules and as a matrix around these forms. A 
fifth rock type is highly ferruginous, bedded and banded, resembles fine, even
grnined sandstones, and is chiefly composed of minute elastic quartz and feld
spar grains ].ying in a ·base of granulii.1· hero a ti te and magnetite. A t=:ixth rock 
t.ype is ~rreenish, purple or red, possesses a slightly vi treous lustre and a semi
conchoidal fractme. It superficially resembles chert or jnsper, but is ~om
posed of minute granules, largely of quartz. srt in a de11Se. siliceous matrix. 
These jai;pery and chert-like rocks do not form homogeneous zones, h t1 t occur 
as irregular discontinuous layers in the f.erruginous horizom1 anrl, in place~, in 
zones of the eompact, grey, granule-bearing type. 

A striking feature of the formation is its banded or bedded charadrr. T he 
individunl bnnds vary from mere films to essentially homogcn0ous zones 20 or 
more feet thick, ·but the great hnlk of the layers range in thickness from a 
small fraction of an inch to several inches. The individua·l layers differ from 
one another in colour and texture and these differences seem to correspond to 
a still wider range in mineral and, presumAbly, ultimate composition. Some 
sixty thin sections were examined under the microscope and the results of this 
examination seem to indicate that only by a mim1te examination of the strata 
layer by layer, could a prc·pcr conception be obtained of the number, kinds, and 
relative prnportions of the different rock varieties present. Independent of the 
exact mineralogical chnracters of the individual layers, one important general 
feature v;as plainly evident by macroscopic examination in the :field, namely, 
that each individual layer usually grades into one or both of the bounding la:vers. 
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In some cases this passage is gradual throug·h a con<0iclerable proportion 0£ the 
thickness of the layers, whereas in other instances the change is a-lmost abrupt. 

An analogous feature on a larger scale is also characteristic 0£ the lower 
part of the formation where throug·hout the several hundl'ed. feet of strata com
posing what has been termed the Lower Division, the general character varies 
from zone to zone. Successive zones merge into one another as a result of the 
interbedding of different rock varieties and of slow changes in the lithological 
characters of the individua'1 layers accompanied by gradual changes in the rela
tive proportions of the numbers and sizes of the various rock varieties. In the 
Upper Division, on the other hand, the strata of each zone are lithologically 
clistin~t. The rocks of one zone do not grade into tho&e of adjoining zonea. 
Their ccntacts are '.lbrupt, though in some instances at the junction of the 
zones the con trnsting rocks are in terbecl<led. 

The zonal distribution of the strata is indicated in the folowing tabular 
statement. In the case of the zones described in this table as being composed. 
of '~red and grey, dense" rocks, the red and the grey measures, respectively, 
form distine:t zones which in general grade into one another by interbedding. 

Lithological units Thickness in feet 

Grey, gmnule-bearing:. 
Dark, dense ...... . . . 
Grey·, ~rn.nu le--ben.ri ng. 
Dt\rk, dense .. ... 
Grey. g:rnnule-hen.ring 
Dark nnd red, dense ..... 

2 

40 24. 
25 21 

50 25 

Fm·rug:inous, granule-bearing .... . . . ... . .50 . .. . . .... . 
Red and grey, dense ... , .... 
Ferrnginous, gnl.nulc-bcaring .... 
Red and grey, dense ..... 
Ferruginous, granule-bearing .. 
Rlld and grey, dense .. 
Grey, granule-benring... . .. . 
Red and grey, dense ............ . 

50 

Locality N"o. I. Kasegalik Lake area ; low,;r strata not exposed . 
Locality. No. 2. Kipnlu Inlet area, south end. 

·15 
JO 
rn 
10 
80 
26 
66 

Loc:ility Nn. 3. Innetnlling Island area. 
Loc:i.lity No. 4. Tukarnk island area, northern section; lower pnrt only. 

25 to 50 
20 
30 
5 

4.5 
50 

30 
liO 
J.5 

130 

10 
30 

4 

· · ··· · ···· . .. ....... 

. . ... .. ... 

.......... 

25 

' . . ' . . . . . . 
105 

Microscopic examination indicates in unmistakable fashion that all the 
strata have been subjected to processes of alteration, but these '.Processes seem 
to have consisted in the main of the replacement of one -mineral by another 
without completely obliterating the original rock textures and structure£. The 
rocks examined are with scarcely an exception, either fine-grained, banded, 
but otherwis'e formless aggregates frequently carrying elastic grains, or 
else they present definite evidence of having been composed of minute granules 
lying in a distinct matrix. Several thin sections showed that siliceous rocks of 
the granule-.bearing type hadi been partly transformed into a finely granular 
quartz aggregate bearin?; only remnants -0f the granules. Other thin sections 
showed 1earbonate to have replaced original constituents and to have partly 
destroyed the original textures and structures; but this destruction was never 
complete. It does not seem probable that many, if any, of the carbonate-rich 
layers originated in this fashion, for the secondary carbonate always appeared 
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to be mineralogically distinct from the more abundant rock-forming variety. 
Single thin sections and suites of thin sections afforded examp1es of long series 
that seemed to indicate all staged in the replacement of one mineral by another, 
but no examp1es were observed of the transformation of rock varieties bearing 
elastic grains into dense, structureless rooks or into granule-bearing types. 
Neither, ex1Jept partly in two instances, were granule-bearing strata observed to 
graduate into structureless rocks. The absence of any such examples is con
sidered ample proof that no wholesale tnmsformation of the strata h as taken 
place and that the present textures and structures are original. The fnct tJ iat 
different rock varieties form definite zones traceable fo r long distances and in 
some cases of remarkably uniform thicknesses, is also evidence that ou the <I 
whole the ·present rock structures and textmcs are origi nal. 

The iron-formation is indicated to be of sedimentary origin by tl1e bedded 
nature of the whole formation, the zonal g rouping of beds of allied ·lithological 
characters, the uniform manner in which individual zones extend for miles 
al<mg the strike, the banded character of most of the zones and the accompany
ing varia tioru:; in mineralogical and textural features fr om layer to layer, the 
natures of the apparently original textures and struct.ures exhibited by the dif
ferent rock varieties and by the presence of elastic grains of quartz and varions 
kinds of feldspar. Except the elastic quartz and feld~par grains, no ma terial of 
clearly dctritfl l origin was no lcd. but it e;cems poss ible that some of the fine
grain<ld beds may hold £nely com.minuted argillaceous matter. No t uffaceous 
material was anywhere recognized nor was there any indication of tbe former 
e.'l:isteµce of imy such materials. A·ll observed ·charncters agree in indicating 
that except for the relatively unimportant dastic ma tter, the iron-formation is 
of the nature of a precipitate produced under changing conditions. T he nature 
and source ,of the original solutions and of the ngen te of precipitation, wh ether 
organic or inorg·ani c, are not directly indicated. 

Some of the general conditions governing the manner of deposition of t he 
iron-formation may be deduced by considering the na ture of the preceding 
and succeeding formati.ons. Underlying the iron-formation is a very thick 
assemblage of impure limestones, fine-grained mostly l:lalcareous sandstones, 
and mud rocks. T hey give evidence of having formed in standing water, and 
it is reasonable to believe that the basin was at least sufficiently ex tensive to 
indude the areas of similar strata distributed at inter vals for a length of 300 
miles along the east coast of Hudson bay. The wa te r3 of this bas in may have 
been fresh, but no evidence supporting such a conception was collected ; it 
seems more probable that the waters were marine. 

Tho formation immediately underlying the iron-formation is essentially 
a clean, even, and fine-grained quartz sand with a variable amount of carbonate 
that in part forms relatively wide bands in. the quartzite. The contact of the 
quartzite with the overlying iron-fo rmation is sha rp. 'There is no evidence of 
nn u nconformity, no interbedding of the two clnsses of materi als, on d abso
lutely no signs of any grading of one into the other. The nature of the l:lon
tact and the cliaracter of the two formations seem to indicate that deposition 
of the quartz s:md was succeeded by a coru:;iderable interval of non-deposition 
during which the sand wa;; reworked, shifted, and spread out by ti(fol or other 
currents. Deposition of materials may have proceeded continuously in other 
parts of the basin, but in this area in order to explain the abl'upt succession 
of tw-0 such unlike formatiollcS, it seems necessary either to pos tulate an inter
vening period of non-deposit ion or to suppose that the precipitation of the 
thick iron-formation (300 to 450 feet) was abruptly commen~ed and was so 
rapidly accomplished that only a very small amount -0f elastic mat€rial was 
included· in it. It seems probable that the area wa.s continn0usly submerged 
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while the iron-formation was being deposited, for the overlying basalts have 
a prominent ellipsoid1rl structure such ns is not inconsistent with a belief that 
these :flows were submarine. Furthermore, the strata of the iron-formation 
nowhere afforded s.ny evidence of even a temporary emergence during their 
deposition. Interleaved with the basalt flows are thin, discontinuous layers 
of black, carbonaceous, S'hale-like strata, in all probability truly argillaceous. 
Their presen\!e corroborates the general conception that the iron-formation 
wa-s deposited in a basin, probably marine, during an interval when litt.le or 
no coarsely clastie material was laid down, but when some Brgillnceoue matter 
may have been deposited along with the iron-formation. The interval was 
apparently ·closed by the outpouring of basaltic flows accompanied by the 
deposition of dark muds. 

The available direct evidence as given above seems to justify the eonclu
sion that the iron-formation is primarily a sediment precipitated in an exten
sive marine basin, that precipitation was accomplished in some unknown way 
and that it took place under changing conditions. These conclusions are in part 
based on observations which indicat.e that certain rock textures and structures 
are original features which have 1been preserved despite the fact that various 
mineralogical substitutions may since ·have taken place. The nature of thet>e 
mineralogical changes and their probable date are matters of prime importance 
in connexion not only with a discussion of the mode of origin of the iron
formation, but also in connexion with uny discussion of the possible existence 
of iron ore deposits of economic importance. 

PARAGNEISSES 

The mineralogical constancy of the individual lithological zones compos
ing the iron-formation is striking and significant. T·he iron-formation was 
examined over a considerable length of outcrop in four separate areas and in 
a single partial section in a fifth area. These areas are distributed within a 
district '!O miles long by 20 miles broad. Ex·cept in the northe11·st part of this 
area of 800 square miles, th'e iron-formation ie clearly divisible into an Upper 
and Lower division each of which wherever developed has the same distinctive 
fonturcs. Fm·thermore, lithological units 110 ihicker than 5 to 25 feet may 
be traced along the outcrops for upwards of 10 miles. In the northeastern 
part of the district it did not seem possible to divide the strata into two hori
zons respectively equivalent to thooe found' elsewhere, but. the strata of this 
area are divisible into a number of horizons, some only a few feet thick, trace
able along the strike and possessing characters and thicknesses as uniform as 
the subdivisions of a normal sedimentary formation. Therefore, however 
greatly the strata may have been changed, the iron-fo1·mation is stratigraphic
ally similar to more normal sedimentr11·y gi-oups. Even the highly ferruginous 
beds ·.vbich might be assumed to be largely secondary, occur in each area at 
definite continuous horizons . Such a condition indicates that the present 
Ji tl1ologicu l characters are essentially original. Any mineralogical changes 
that may have taken place must have been almost contemporaneous with the 
£ rst laying down of the 'beds, or else, if they occurred long afterwards, they 
must have 1been accomplished 'by agents operating with almost uniform effect 
through each lithologically distinct zone. 

The elastic grains of quartz and feldspar are the only constituents that 
unquestionably are original. The uniform, clear, undecayed condition of the 
feldspar grains indicates that the;y are the product of a mechanical disintegra
tion of an earlier rock. But it is not clear v.ehether the granules of the granule
bearing rock types were at one time all composed of greenalite or some allied 
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ferruginous compound, or whether some were of irnu oxide, or of silica, or of 
carbonate, or of mixtures of various minerals. The thin sections alone give 
no certain ii1dicotion of the original mineralogical composition of the granule
bearing rocks. T l1erc is, however, a considerable body of evidence indicating 
that tbe iron oxides are at least partly replacements both of the .granules and 
of the matrix anrl of larger inegular forms of what. once was a green mineral. 

The non-elastic beds of the formation are composed of silica, carbonates, 
hematite, magnetite, and a green mineral or minerals thought to ·be in part, 
at least, greenalite. T·hese minerals were observed to occur in so many com
binations and proportions as to render it probable that there are layers com
posed of any one or of any two, three, four, or all five -0f the6e constituents 
in various proportions. 

The very :fine-grained strata so prevalent in the Lower Division w~re 
found in the few specimens microscopically examined to be exceeding•ly fine 
grained and composed chiefly of ~arbonate or perhaps, in some instances, car
bonate and silica. Dark dense strata of the Upper Division are in some 
instances largely of finely granular ~arbonate that in some ~ases forms the 
matrix in which lie elastic quartz and feldspar grains. The carbonate in such 
and related exumple;; has every appearance of being an originnl oonstituent. 
It is indicated to be ferrugioous by its turbid .appearance, the associated dust
like or very finely granular 11emntite or magnetite, or both, and by the charac
teristic yel!.owish and brownish, limonitic outer weathered zone6 of some of 
these rocks. Secondary carbonate was obser\•ed as vein-like agg·regates or erys
tulb in many thin Sf\:!tions. 

The silica was observed to occur in three general ways. First, as :fine
grained aggregates partly or wholly forming sphc1·ical, elliptical, and more 
irregular minute bodies or "granules." Second, as finely granular aggregates 
partly or wh'olly forming a matrix holding such grao ules. Third, rarely as 
granular aggregates ·holding -0nly fragments and mere traces of .granules as 
thougi.i the i·ock were undergoing a process of recrystallization. Though many 
layers were observed which bore a casual resemblance to dark chert or bril
·liant jasper, no undoubted example of ehert or jasper was found. The chert
like and jasper-like layers invariably displayed perfectly preserved granules of 
varied composition in, apparently, unaltered siliceous ma trices. In a number 
of examples the rocks consisted essentially of .gTanules of silica in a granular 
mntrix· of the same material. In many thin sections granules composed almost 
entirely of silica were accompanied by others formed of greenalite, others of 
iron oxides, and yet others composed of any two -0r al1 three of these main 
constituents in various proportions. Phenomena to :be referred to 111ter seem to 
indicate with a reasonable degree of certainty that much if not all the iron 
oxide is secondary. The debatable point is whether all or nearly all the granules 
were once composed of a single mineral, greenalite or quartz, or whether some 
granules were originally of greenalite and others of quartz. 

The grauule-bea1·ing rocks occur now with three main habits and form 
-definite zones alternating wirh dense strata. In the Upper Division the 
.granule-bea.ring strata form grey, nearly massive zones from a few feet up to 
50 or more feet thick. These rock.s are mainly composed of quartz and are 
relatively poor in greenalite and iron oxide. In the Lower Division similar 
rocks in different ·localities .form one or two zones. .A. second general type of 
the gr mule-bearing rockG occurs in the Lower Division. It is highly ferruginous 
and occurs in groups of definite beds of varying textures and mineralogical 
composition. A third general type occurs in thin discontinuous layers. It is 
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highly siliceous and usually red and jasper-iike or grey and chert-like, but the 
resemblance to jasper or chert is only superticial. These discont111uous layel'd 
in some cases accompany the granule-bearing strata of the Upper Division and 
always occur with these rocks where developed in the Lower Division. The 
tabular statement on page 40 indh'.)atcs the positions of the observed zones of the 
granule-bearing rocks in the generalized sections representing th'e various areas 
examined. 

If the gnrnu le-bearing zones in the Upper Horizon were once composed of 
granules of gTeenalite lying in a quartz matrix, it is remarkable that now, 
wherever the strata are exposed in the areas examined, the granules are essen
tially of quartz. 'I'he area examined is considerable, C-Onsisting as it does of 
three outcrops of the iron-formation, each 10 miles or more long, and with the 
two most distant outcrops 35 mile3 apart. Eminent authorities have shown 
thut lithologically essentially similar ro<.:ks in the Mesabi diotrict, M inne50ta, 
htll'e developed from rocks whose gnrnules once were solely or mninly composed 
of greenalite. Therefore, lacking evidence to the contrary, the analogous 
struta on Belcher islands also presum:lbly -0ncc contained granule;; only of 
greemllile. In the Mesabi district the alterat.ion of the greenalite rocks to the 
more purely siliceous rocks has ·been shown to be due to ordinary processes of 
weathering and circulnti11g surface waters. The same general agents may have 
produced ::uwlogous changes in the ro~ks of Belcher islands, but there is s-0me 
evidence that indicates that other transforming p1·ocesses were also active. 

ln describing the strata frequent reference was made to thin, discon
tinous hiyers of rocks that t;;uperficially resemble chert and jaspel'. These rocks 
are in part brig;ht red like jasper, in part of duller green and pnrple tones. 
and h.ve a slightly vitreous lustre and splintery or semi-concboidal fractures. 
Unlike; jasper or chArt, they nre composed of granules lying in a fine-grained 
siliceous matrix. Thin byers of these occur occasionally in the dense stl'ota 
of the Lower Division and are very abundant in the ferrugino·us zones, in some 
places representing 20 per cent of the rock volume, Similar :Jayers also occur 
in some dishicts with the grey, granule-bearing zones of ihe Upper Division. 
In the det:iiled description of the strata it has been s tated that in places these 
laycrt3 gi1·e el'idence of 'Laving been partly replaced by the rncks in which they 
occur. Examples have been cited of layers which for an interval are repre
sented by irregular bodies with curving outlines, so disposed as to indicate very 
clearly the former :boundaries of the layers. An example was described where 
the enclosing strata, being lined and streaked parallel to the bedd ing, retains 
this structure where it lies between the fragments of the once continuous layer. 
The lining and streaking tend, howe'ler, to be parallel to the irregularly 
curving outlines of the frag111<mts of th'e layer, and in places is parallel to 
planes at right angles to t'he bedding. The detached portions· of the once con
tinuous laye1·s are not products of contemporary erosion, for the:v still lie in 
tl1eir original position, and their outlines are frequently higl1ly irreirular with 
curving tongue-like 'Projections and deep emba.yments sometimes enlarging 
inwardly. All the observed facts indicate that these layers were unstable pro
ducts ,)f deposition subject as soon as formed to partial- perhaps :in many cases 
complete--re-absorp~ion of rcplaccmcn t. 

Since the somewhat jasper-like ond chert-like layers in all probllbility were 
absorbed or replaced as the strata were forming, it is not unlikely that other 
members, nlso, of the rock a0<>emblage were subjected to transformations 
during;, Ol' immediately following, their deposition. T'hus, even assuming that 
the granules of these rocks were originaHy largely or solely greennl ite, it doea 
not seem necessnry to suppose that all or any alteration of such granules took 
place after the £nal consolidation of the iron-formation. It is concluded that. 
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the grey granule-bearing strata that form the prominent, continuous zones in th= 
Upper Division and are uniformly deficient in greenalite and low in iron ox·ides, 
may have received their present mineral composition prior to the final consolida
tion of the iron-formation. 

The mode of occurrence of greenali te has been partly refen-ed to in the! 
preceding discussion. The mineral occurs forming the whole of granules and 
also in shred-like forms in siliceous granules. It occurs, too, in irregular forms 
through the matrix and is abundant in many of the dense, non-granule
bearing rock varieties. In many cases the greenalite appears as though ·partly 
altered to or replaced by hematite or magnetite. In many cases individual areas 
of iron oxide have outlines precisely similar to those of aggregates and films of 
greenalite, aS' they occur in granules or in the matrix of the granule-bearing and 
dense rock varieties. ·without doubt the greenalite bas been replaced in a 
varying degree by iron oxides. 

In many of the dense rol'.!ks, a green mineral .is very abundant and is 
supposed to be greenalite. Pc-ssibly this mineral has been wrong.ly identified; 
it may be a horn:blende. It occur& in matted masses, frequently wit.h much 
carbonate. It also, in some rocks, forms coarser, granular bands enclosing 
elastic grains, or occurs in ragged grains and more regular plate-like individu
als. Beds of th€6e dense rocks rich in the green minernl may be recognized 
in places in the fenuginous zones of the Lower Division, interbedded with the 
granu·le-bearing rock types. In such interbedded· layers, the green mineral 
appears to have been largely repla\)ecl by magnetite, still preserving the char
acteristic outlines of the individual aggregates of the green mineral. 

The iron oxides almost invariably appear to be secondary. In some cases 
they are undoubtedly a direct product of weathering, as in the case of the 
outer, brownish, presumably limonitic, weathered zones of many of the car
bonate-rich layers. But the hematite that gives the red colour to the bulk 
of the strata of the Lower Division does not seem to be a product of weather
ing confined to a shallow zone; instead, it s€ems to be an integral part of the 
rock which developed as each layer formed, or relatively soon thereafter. In 
the dense rocks, the hematite is for the most part dust-like. In some \)USCS it 
is so abundant that thin sections of the rock are opaque. No evidence was 
observed that indicated whether such hemati tic matter was originally deposited 
as such, or has been derived from ferruginous carbonate, or perhaps from 
original limoni te. 

In the coarser, granule-bearing rocks and in the dark grey, dense-grained 
t~·pes, magnetite is usua.Jly as abundant as hematite and often greatly prepon
derates. Some dark, granular beds are very largely magnetite. In the denser 
rocks the magnetite is disseminated dust-like, or as small, irregulflr gr;tins, or 
as minute octahRdra sometimes grouped in small a·ggregates. In the coarser, 
granule-bearing rocks, the magnetite may occur only as thin partial rims about 
or in irregular aggregates within the granules. ExampleiS are common show
ing a.Jl gr11dations from forms su•ch as these to others solidly composed of mag
netite. Examples of what appear to be various stages in the replacement of 
greena]ite and of the siliceous matrix in which the granules lie, are common. 
FCematite also shows the same phenomena. The relation of the hematite to 
the magnetite does not seem to be clearly indicated. It is not apparent, for 
instance, why in an outcrop of the ferruginous zone, some layers should be 
rich iu both hematit~ and magnetite whereas other layers with a high magnetite 
content should hold little or no hematite. The view is held by most writers who 
have dealt with the subject, that in strata s·uc11 as compose the iron-formation, 
the magnetite content is not ori:r6nal but has been derived from previously 
existing hematite or limonite -0r other iron-bearing minerals. Assuming- this 
view t-0 be correct and comidering the frequent intimatt> associatton of the 
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magnetite with hematite, and that both minerals hold the same relations t<. 
the other rock co11stituents, it c;eems uecec;sary to conclude that the magnetite 
was mainly or solely derived from hematite. The hematite may have been 
derived from limonite in whole or in part, but in either case most if not all 
of the iron oxide appears to be secondary iu nature, to ·have replaced other 
minerals. There is no available direct proof that the iron ox:ide did not develop 
1.ong ·after the laying down and general consolidation of the iron-formation, 
but certain considerations indicate this could not have happened and that the 
iron oxide developed at a very early date. 

The i ron-forma ti on is overlain by basaltic flows with thin, discontinuous 
sha·le partings. Sills of diabase, mineralogically similar to the basalt, intrude 
the iron-formation and underlying strata. These sills are not older than the 
fl-0ws. They may be of about the same age or considerably younger. In any 
case the iron-formation appear:> to have been sealed below a series of volcani<l 
flows which, apparently, were submarine, and formed immediately after the 
deposition of the iron-formation. So long as the iron-formation remained 
buried beneath the overlying basaltic CO\'cr, which may have ·been augmented 
by considerable thickneffies of younger formations since entirely removed, it 
is scarcely possible that any notable formation of iron oxides could have taken 
place. If any limonite or hematite had formed previously it i6 conceivable that 
during the volcanic period some or much of it might change to magnetite. 
Such a change might also take place while the iron-formation remained 
covered or as long as any part of the ferruginous portions were d:eeply buried. 
There is no evidence of the strata having been ·affooted by more than one gen
eral period of igneous activity. There is evidence of only one period of dynamic 
stress, namely, that interval when the strata were thrown into the broad, open 
folds now so clearly revealed. Subsequently erosion uncovered the iron-forma
tion along the axes of the major anticlines. Since then no recognized process 
capable of producing magnetite ha& been operative at or near the surface. It 
seems, therefore, that the magnetite so abundantly developed must have formed 
while the strata were deeply buried, or still earlier. 

The hematite so abundantly associated with the magnetite might be con
ceived as being secondary after magnetite, to have formed from it by the 
action of normal weathering agenl}ies and surface waters after the strata were 
exposed by erosion. Some small portion may ·have heen produced in this 
fashion, but it is improbable that the great bulk could •have so formed. .A.t 
present the iron-formation outcrops as narrow bands on the slopes or at the 
foot. of basalt-capped ridges beneath which the measures dip. The exposed 
width of the iron-formation is rarely more than 15·0 yards, and this narrow 
outcrop very nearly expre6ses the width of the catchment basin for surface 
water, some portion of which might find its way underground along the strata 
of the iron-formation. At ;present, therefore, the amount of water that finds 
its way underground is insignificant, and the rocks at the surfac~save for an 
oxidized film and the thin Iimonitic outer zone of some of the carbonate beds 
-are unweathered. Past climatic conditions may have been more conducive 
to surface weathering, but there is nothing to indicate that the present land 
forms are descendants of others that would have afforded larger water sheds 
to supply surface waters to the outcrops of the iron-formation. It is almost 
certain that the iron-formation was never exposed except as a narrow selvage 
along basah-capped slopes. It thus seems that the conditions always were such 
that 011ly a very insignificant amount of surface water was available to find its 
way underground through the iron-formation. It als-0 seems fairly certain 
that, even granting a large supply of surface water, the underground circula
tion would not be vigorous, for the iron-formation everywhere dips downwards 



under an imperviou6 1::over consisting of a diabAse sill o\·erlain b,y basaltic 
flows interleaved with thin, di6continuous beds of shaile. Furthermore, the 
rocks of the iron-formation are not now, and give no indication of eYer having 
been, permeable to water except along parting planes. 

Thus various independent lines of reasoning unite in indicating that the 
present content of iron oxides is not a product of superficial chnnges that took 
place after t)le iron-formation was uncovered by erosion, but, instead, resulted 
from procecses in action at the time of deposition of the bed.s or sho1·tl,y there
after. 

The foregoing account is mainly directed to offering explanations of various 
secondary charaders of the strata. It does not seem that any focts were 
observed that definitely indicate what was the ultimate source of the non
elastic ,content of the. iron-formation, how it was transported, or how its depo
sition was brought about. It may be, as Leith has cuggested,1 11 that the essen
tial requisite for the deposition of the iron-formation \\'i\S the event 
of great masses of basic lavas canyiug excess of iron salts, contributing the 
iron salts in unusual amounts to the shallow waters, which disposed of them 
ac best they could while handling the ordinary fragmental and chemical sedi
ments-." 011 the other hand Grout and Broderick/ in discussing the origin of 
the iron-formation of the Mesabi district make statements that seem equally 
appliiJable to the iron-formation of Belcher islands. These authors elate that 
in the strata "there are hundreds of aJternntions. Rhsthmic sooi
mentation is in some cruses due to a rhythmic supply of different materials. 

If the material lwd been derived from volcanic sources it 
seems improbable ihat these supplieis would alternate as many times as the 
sediments indicate. It is unlikely that there were so many succe5sive :flows. 
Volc,rnic rhythms should produce alternations on a large scale. Furthermore, 
climatic rhythms are also larger features. The detailed alternation of beds 
from -r'u-inch to 6 inche.s thick is more likely attributable to seasonal or other 
oiJcasional changes in conditions. These changes would affect a <!hemically 
depositing sediment only if in shallow water." As reg·ards the nature of the 
solutions contributing the materialc to these shallow waters, thes.e same authors 
write: "The soluti0n of silica may have been facilitated by the presence of 
allrnlics; that of iron would be more likely in the :p1·esence of acids. If car
bonate minerals were mo1·e abundant (as in some other ranges) an alkaline 
bi-carbonate solution might be suggested as the m-0st probfl ble combined solvent. 
This kind of solution is known to have .had an igneous origin in 5ome places." 

'Leith, C. K., "An Algonklan Basin in Hudson Bay, etc.," Econ. Geo!., vol. 5, p. 243, 
1910. 

2Qrout. F. F., and Broderic)<, T. M., "The Magnetite Deposits of the Eastern sfesabi 
Range, Minnesota," Minn. Geo!. Surv., Bull. No. 17, pp, 40-47, 1919. 
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CHAPTER IV 

ECONOMIC GE·OLOGY 

Iron-Formation Occurrences 

The most westerly investigated outcrops -0f the iron-formation on Belcher 
islands occur on Flaherty island (Figure 3) in a band that is probaibly nowhere 
more than 500 yards wide. T'his band runs southe1,ly from the northeast shore 
of the ii>land to and along the east side of Kasegalik lake. ·Only the south end 
of this band was examined, but iron-formation has been reported to occur on 
the northeast coast, and distant views from near the head oi Kasegalik lake 
unmistakably indicated that the strata continue northward along a nearly 
straight course probably to the reported outcrops on the northeast shore. 'Dhe 
length of this band is 16- miles -0r more. 

The northern part, so far as known, io largely drift covered, but in the 
last 7 mile;; to the south, commencing about opposite the head of Kasegalik 
lake, outcrops are not so rare. :Finally, along the sides of a narrow easterly
intrn<ling bay and for a mile south of this, the strata are comparatively well 
exposed. Along the east side of the .fake the land ris'es quickly, in places pre
cipitously, foT about 2{)0 feet to the €dge of an upland. This upland is in part 
fail"ly 1E1vel, in part much broken, and extends easterly to the shores of Kipalu 
inlet, or in the north to the northeast coast of Flaherty island. It is composed 
of the volcanic rocks, from beneath which on the west side the iron-formation 
outcrops along the slopes facing Kas·cgalik lake and along the sides -0£ the 
valley that runs northward from the head of the lake. On the east side of the 
upland the strata reappear on' the west shore of Ripalu inlet. The strata are 
nearly flat-lsing·, but on the whole slope gently to the east on the Kascgalik 
Lake slopes. The genernl structure is dearly expressed along the shores of 
the narrow, ea.;terly-exten<ling b11y of ithe lake nlready referred to and along 
the low valley which extends east from the l1ead of this bay to the shores of 
Kipab. inlet. In this stretch of about 2 miles the iron-formation is continu
ously ex1)()6ed along the lower slopes up to the foot of cliffs of the overlying 
volcanics. At the west entrance, the contact of the iron-formation with the 
cover of volcanic rocks lies about 220 foet above sea-level. Eastward it sinks 
to as low an elevation as 60 feet and then rises to a height of 180 feet on the 
slopes facing Kipalu inlet. AJ.ong this .Jine of s~tion the beds, therefo1·e, lie 
in a very shallow trough and doubtless this is the general structure of the whole 
of the upland area that lies between the valley of Kasegalik: lake and Kipalu 
inlet and extends southward for some 6-0 miles from the norr.heast coast of 
Flaherty island to the entrance of Ripalu inlet. But minor undulations 
affecting the strata and a general sou tberly slope of the whole., cause the iron
formation to sink below Juke level a short distnnce iSouth of the above-mentioned 
narrow bay. It is not known whether farther south the iron-formation again 
rises above the lake level. For several miles at least, the volcanics outcrop 
along t'he shore and 20 miles to the south they were seen again rising diredly 
from i.h water-level. If anywhere in this interval the iron-formation does 
come to the surface the probabili t ies fire that only the upper part rises above 
the water-level nnd does not remain long exposed. 

On the east side of the trough, that is along the western side of Ripalu 
inlet, the iron-formation outcrops at intervals for 35 miles to near the south 
entrance to the inlet. In places only the upper beds of the iron-formati-011 
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rise aboxe sea-level for distances of a few hundred yards, but at several 
p\a-ces the whole formation may lie above sea-level though it is alma.st wholly 
covered by drift. .At one locality in the south the strata dip at an angle of 
70 degrees. Northward the beds are less steeply inclined and near the head 
of the inlet where exposed for the last time on the west shore, they dip gently 
westward. 

The iron-formation undoubted;y underlies all of the ridge of volcanics 
between K·asegalik Lake valley and Kipalu inlet. In places this ridge is only 
half a mile wide, but in the north it is perhaps 10 miles broad. This ridge is 
estimated to occupy 125 square miles and consists of volcanic rocks resting 
on and concealing the iron-formation which, as already ex1J1ained, is only inter
mittently exposed along the eil'stern and weBtern sides. These volcanic ro>Cks 
are in places ·at least 200 feet thick and m some localities are presumably 
much thicker. 

Nowhere along the edges of this area is the full thickness of the iron
formation known to be exposed. Either the lower part lies below sea- or lake
level or it is concealed by drift. In the north, the upper part is well exposed 
along the east shore of Kipalu inlet, along the sides of the short depression 
that runs west from the inlet to Kasegalik lake, and for short distance€ north 
and south £long the lake. In all, the upper part of the formation is clearly 
exposed over a length of outcrop of about 5 miles and everywhere has the same 
general expression. The upper 120 feet to 150 feet consists of three members 
of which the upper and lower give no indic,1tion whatever of grading into or 
carrying iron ore-bodies. The middle member, about 25 feet thick, is a finely 
granular rock type such oo in the Mesabi iron range is believed to have been 
in places altered into iron ores. It is essentially what is called taconite or 
ferruginous chert. It is everywhere a greyish, •highly siliceous rock and is not 
now high in iron whatever its original composition may have been. 

At an horizon 12·0 feet to 150 feet below the summit of the formation lies 
a ferruginow zone at least 40 or 50 feet thick. On the Kasegalik Lake side 
this_ is the lowest stratum exposed, the remaining lower part of the formation 
being either drift-covered or below lake-level. On the IGpalu Inlet side, about 
60 feet of strata appear from beneath the ferruginous zone. These lower bed~ 
are fine grained and give no indication of grading into iron ore. The ferrn
ginous zone is exposed at intervals along Kipalu inlet for 2,400 yards. It lies 
below sea-level along the depreBsion leading west to the bay on Kasegalik lake 
but reappears on the south side of this bay and is exposed at interval;; for 2,500 
yards. It does not outcrop on the north side of the bay, being beneath lake
level or else drift covered. North of the mouth of the 'bay, it outcrops at wide 
intervals over a length of about 2 miles. Wb'erever it appears, the ferruginous 
zone has ihe same general character. It is composed of d1stinct beds, some black 
and largely of magnetite, others of _varying shades of red and purple that carry 
both magnetite and hematite in various proportions and amounts. Some of the 
layers are very fine grained, hut most are distinctly granular and resemble type•! 
'inch as yield ore-bodies in the Mesabi district. Interleaved with these measures 
are thin, discontinuous, inegular layers with a ver~' low iron content and so 
abundant that in faces 15 to 20 feet thick, these form one--6.fth' of the total 
,·olume. 

Four samples of different thicknesses of the ferruginous zone were taken 
and submitted to the Mines Branch for analysis. The results obtained are 
g-iven in the following table. Anab'sis No. 1 is of a sample representing a 
thickness of 2 feet of black, magnetite-rich beds at the top of the ferruginous 
zone. Anal~'sis No. 2 is of a sample from a thickness of 11 feet immediately 
below the blade, 2-foot layer, both being from exposures on thP shores of 
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Kipalu inlet., on mmmg location No. 13. Analssis No. 3 i·epresent<> a thick
ness -0f ,12 feet of the str.ata 'On the same mining location, commencing 6 feet 
below tl1e top of the zone and extending downwards. Analysis No. 4 repre
sents a thickness of 15 feet of the strata on mining location No. 20, Kasegalik 
lake, 20 feet below the top of the zone and extending downwards. 

2 3 4 

Fe,o,. .......... .. ... ......... .... · ·· · ···· · ·· · ·· · ·· · · 41 ·41 42·30 43 · 50 45·10 
FeO ...... . 29 ·92 J!).74 11 · 12 4.95 
Metallic iron ... .. .... . ... . ........ . ............. . .. . . 52 ·26 44·96 39· 10 35·42 
Si01 ... . 23·96 32·52 38·60 46·48 
Cao ..... . 0·36 0·40 0·64 0·34 

l · 00 l ·54 1·61 1·37 
0·64 0·64 0· 34 0·24 

MgO.. .. . . .. . . . .. . . ..... . . . . ....... .... .... . .. ... . .. 
Mn .... . 
Ti02.. . 0·04 0· 10 0·08 0-08 
8 .......... . .... . . . ' ......... , ' . , ,, ..... . . ....... ' O· 104 0·048 0·012 0·012 
P ............... . ....... .. 0·093 0·072 0·060 0·039 

T·he material represented by analysis No. 1 is exceptional since it occurs 
only sporndically at the top of the ferruginous zone. The beds represented b;y 
the remaining· three analyses are not commercial iron ore, for n-0t only is the 
iron content .Jow, ranging from 35 per cent to 45 per cent, but sili~a is very 
high, varying between 46 per cent and 32' per cent. It w-0uld be p0r>sible t-0 
improve the grnde by remo,·ing the more highly siliceous layers by hand-pick
ing, but though this in the case of the 11 feet of strata represented by analysis 
No. 2 might increase the iron content from about 4:5 per cent to 54 per cent,. 
it would not reduce the silica content by more than 12 per cent, from 32-5 
per cent to 2-0 per cent. It is questionable if it would _be possible to remove 
the siliceous layers except at a prohibitivo cost. These layer<> are discon
tinuous, vary in thickne::;-3 from a fraction of an inch up to f3 inC'hes, are tightl.Y 
welded t-0 the encl-0sing strntn, irnd in places constitute ns much as one-fifth 
of the total volume. 

This fenuginous zone, howe,'er it may have formed, now appears as a 
continuous layer. It<> ferruginous character is not accidental, but is due to 
the peculiar mineralogical nnd textural charActers of the strata. These char
aders are not shared by the bulk of the ass-0ciated strata, whi<:Jh gi,·e no indi
ca tions of passing into ore. A.ny ·ore deposits that may exist must, in aH 
probability, occur in connexion with this ferruginous zone or with any s imilar 
z-ones that may occur in the underlying pnrt, or in the overlying- part, as in the 
case of the 25-foot grey layer alre.ady mentioned. 

The next band of iron-fomiation to the east outer-ops on the east side of 
Kipalu inlet, Flaherty island (F igure 3). Commencing on the shore of the 
tidal basin at the head of the iulet, the band runs slightly west of south for 
10 milec before it again approaches the shore and posses below sea-level. The 
lower and upper bound1nier> of t he band are closely defined in most places, and 
its width, depending on the inclinatiou of the strata, varies between 80 yards 
and 160 yards. Between where it disappears below the sea at both ends, it 
ranges from S() foet to 160 ~feet above sea and outcrops on the we;;t face of a 
narrow ridge surmounted by volcanic rocks. The bedt; dip between 45 degrees 
and 55 degrees to the east. The total thicknei;s varies :(rom 320 feet to per
haps as mnch as 400 feet. Though the upper and lower boundaries of the 
band are m ostly closely defined by outcrops of the over1ying and underlying 
strata, the iron-formation itseli is largely c.overed by a thin mantle of drift. 
In the north and the south exposures are more frequent than elsewhere an<l 
indicate that the formation bas developed in much the same way as the band 
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-± miles to the w-e<>t on the opposite side of K.ipalu inlet. The:;e two bands occur 
on the limbs of an arch or fold whose axis runs north and south along Kipab 
inlet, an<l if no rupture has occurred along the central part of the fold 1:iooy 
must cun-e towards one another and unite at the head of the tidal basin at 
the north end of the inlet. The projected course of the greater part of the 
western bnnd and the extreme north end of the eastern band lie, however, in 
a low area without rock exposures und it is not poS"Sible to cl.et.ermine the pre
cise nature of the geological structure. 

In the band on the east side of the inlet, the iron-formation appears to 
be -composed of two di,·isions, as in the western area. The upper division is 
about 70 feet thick, irnd is divided into three membe1'6 of which the middle 
member is, as in the west, a grey, siliceous taconite. The lower division is 
about 250 feet thick and in it two ferruginous zones, 10 to 20 feet thick, occur 
at horizons between 170 and 215 feet above the ba,;e of the formation. These 
relatively iron-rich zone;i closely resemble the 40 to 50-foot zone found on the 
west sl1-0re of the inlet. and in the Kasegalik Lake area. Lower down in the 
formation, in the lower 100 feet, there are thinner ferruginous zones and bands 
of the grey siliceous taconite. The whole formation is fcrruginous, but only 
in the case of the thinner ferrnginous zones in the lower 100 feet and the two 
thicker zones :Jying between 170 feet and 215 feet abo~e the base of the for
mation where tihe strata lrnve the general character of taconite, do the beds 
even approximate an iron ore. The rest of the strata are either dense rocks 
or lenn. siliceous taconite. The different Yarieties of rocks appear to be 
grouped in zonee ea\3h traceable over the whole 10-mile length of the band. 

The eastern side of Kipalu inlet is a narrow peninsula chief!~, of volcanic 
rocks sloping t-0 the eastward. The peninsula continues southward for 30 mile;; 
beyond the southern termination of the above-mentioned 10-milc band of iron
formation. Along this 30-mile stretch the shoreline is nearly straight and the 
volcanics rise steeply from the water's edge e.'i:cept in t1nee places where, in 
each case for several miles, we.>tward projections of the land bring the iron
formation and underlying measures above sea-level. These three areas were 
not examined, but as ~wen in passing in a boat the impression was obtained 
that the iron-formation i;; Yery largely drift co~ered, e:x·cept perhaps the upper
most part. The peninsula is continued sonthward for 12 to 15 miles by one 
or more low-lying islands of the volcanic rocks, but there is no reason for sup
posing that in rhis direction the iron-formation again appears above sea-level. 

The ;-olcanic rocks and the underlying iron-formation on the peninsula 
forming the east si<le of Ripalu inlet dip steeply to the east and paSIO under 
Omaralluk sonnd, a body of water 6 to 8 miles broad. On the east side of the 
sound, the volcanic rocks reappear, dipping to the west and rising in a narrow, 
diseontinnous ridge on whose eastern slopes the underlying iron-formation is 
exposed. In the north this interm-pted ridge of volcanic rocks is represented 
by a line of narrow islands paralleling Tukllrak island and close to the southern 
part of its west coast; in the south it forms a ridge one-quarter to one-half 
mi-le wide along the western coast of Innet.alling island; and farther sou th it 
forms a long, slender island and se,'eral smaller islands to the sou th . The 
extreme length of this partly submerged narrow ;ridge is .above 40 miles and 
doubtless everywhere the westward-sloping volcanics are underlain by the iron
formation, but only on Innetalling island and on some of the small islands to 
the nort.h, over a length of some 30 miles, d<Jes the iron-formation lie above 
sea-level. In the northern islands, the outcrops of the iron-formation are 
mainly limited to the upper part of the formation. On Innetalling island, 
except in the extreme north, the strata are almost wholly drift covered and 
were not examined. In the n-0rth part of the island, where the strata were 
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examined OYE'r (l length of 7 miles, tbe upper part of the formation is fairL,
well exposed, but the lower part is everywbel'e concealed. The strata in the 
north are \'erticnl , but proceeding southward dip to the weot at progressively 
lower anglC's to 45 degrees. Of the €xpo-sed part, the upper 200 feet cons'ist 
of £dternatiol)S of thick zones of lean, grey, siliceous taconite and thinner zones 
of dark dense strata. Beneath these beds l-'\nd traceable for 6evel'al miles ill 
1he north part is a ferruginous zone about 30 feet thick that ]5 comparable in 
every way to the ferruginolllS zone of the Kasegalik area. A sample tal{en 
across a thickness of 24 fee t of this zone Wf\S submitted to the Mlnes Bram::)) 
for an8.1ysis and g ave the following results: 

FezO:: .... . .... . ... . 
PeO .. .. . . . . . ... . ........ .. . . . 
}"letallic iron . . .. .. . . .. ' . . . .. .' . . . , .' .. 
Si02· · . . .. .. .. .. .. . . . . .... ... . . .. . . . 
Ca() . . . . . ' . . ' . . . . ... ... . 
Mgu .. .. - .. .. . . . .... . , . .. .. .. .. . . . . ... . . 
NIn . . . ___ .. . . . . . .. .. . . .. , ... ' . . .. . .. . . . ..... . 
TiO~ .. .. " . . . .... ... . . . _ . .. , _ . . __ .. ........ . 
S . ... ' . ' . . . .. . ........... . ......... . 
P .. .. .. .... .. .. ......................... . 

SO -i9 
3·05 

37 ·&0 
42 ·12 

0·50 
1 ·{4 
0·35 
OOS 
O · O~ 
0·03 2 

A s(lmewhat similar fenup:inolls Zone, 15 feet thick, occurs lower in the 
forma tion. 2t-.O feet below the top. This second horizon is exposed c;,nly ill 
one Jimited fnea ; elsewhere it and all Jow("r beds are drift co{'ered. 

The band of iron-formation and overlying volcanics jUeL referred to, oeelH:; 
on the west limb of a lODf!: fold. Thc easternmost band of the iron-formation 
OCl"lll'S on tIle eflst limb of this fold on the opposite, eJ:lstern side of n. 10\\
lying area thl1t occupies tllf' axi t11 portion of t.he fold. This eastern b,\nd W3~ 
exa mined only on the northern part of I nnet3 lling jsland and the sou them 
ha~f or Tukarak island, but there is ever.v re;16on to believe that it extend;; 
almost the full length of these two islands, a distance of about 60 miles, 
including a water-covered interval of 12 miles between the two islandf.;. The 
irou-formation on tOCl'OPS on the western slopes of fl. di:;contlnuous ridge abou t. 
half a mile wide t.hnt extends to the sea CO('lst. The iron-formation dipe eflst
ward under the volC:Bnic rocks ilt angles varying from place to plnce between 
10 degrees and 35 degrees. On the southern part of Innetalling lsland only n 
narrow \'n]}ey [\ few hundred yards wide 6eparates- thj~ easternmost band of 
the iron -formatioll fr om t.h e previously mentioned band of the western side (If 
the island l:mcl in places t.he lower beds of the formation mtiy extend arross the 
va]}ey. Along the sides of this valley outcrops a~e l'flre and, so far a'5 blOwn, 
none occurs in the bottom. Northward the valley widens and expo;;lIres are 
more frequent. In this direction the 6tratn. rise from the shorf\g of 11 south· 
ward-e~tending bay and .fi tidal ·basln ilt its head. In places 'along this part ot 
the band, the ful1 thickness of tbe iron-formation of about 450 feet lip.s nbo\'e 
sea~level. Owing, however, to minor folds in the strfl ta, the iron-formation in 
places partly or wholly sinks below sea-level. At t.he north end of the islancl. 
the apparent thickness of the formation is increased by a .sheet-like body (If 
igneous rock. On Tukarak islaud, the iron-formation is poorly exposed and 
ill pla~es the drift-covering is thick. The boundaries wi th the overlyj ug and 
underlyin~ strat.a are usul111y closely indicated, but for stretches of a mile cr 
more there i.; s('arce·ly a single ol1terop of the iron-formation. 

On Innetal1illg isl rmd, at the north end, the iron-formation band was 
e.,amined for a lengt.h of 8 miles. The lo"{t'ermo-st and uppermost beds are 
w(>,1] exposed in places, but the middle p~rt of the strata is poorly 'e:"l:pose<l . 
The totnl thickness is nbout 450 feet; of this, the upper 200 feH ('orre:>pond~ 
",ioh the strata D£ the bAnd to t.he west and consists of heavy b~nds of gre," 
siliceons t(l.conitc with thinner sepaTflting zone.;: of den~e dnrk strata . Ee) otv 
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these is a thick ferruginous zone, the counterpart of that exposed in tlrn nearby 
west band. Towards the base of the formation them is a thinner, less ferru
ginoUB, but otherwise similar, zone and one or more additional zones may 
occur higher up. The remaining strata, though in part red from the presence 
of comparatively abundant iron oxides, are dense and give no indication of 
grading into even low-grade iron ore. 

On Tukarak island, the iron-formation was examined in two localities 
wihere it is locally partly exposed. One locality is ahout a mile south 0£ Laddie 
harbour and the other 6 miles farther north. At both places the formation 
was found to be 37·0 feet thick and to present the same general succession. In 
the northern section a ferruginous zone commences about 25 feet below the 
top of the formation and extends downwards for a thickness 0£ 40 feet. The 
counterpart of this zone, only partly exposed, occurs in the .southern section 
and on the soutih shore of Laddie harbom. The rDcks of this zone are unlike 
those of the fenuginous zones of the other districts. They are not ta°'"onites, 
but consist chiefly of iron oxides and minute, elastic grains of quartz and 
feldspar. Lower down in the strnta of the northern section, at an horizon 
about 100 feet above the base, is a still lower-grade ferruginous zone of the 
more usual type. The two zones possibly extend continuously along at least 
the son thern haH of the band. The rest of tihe strata in the two areas where 
exposures are at all numerous, give no indication of grading into iron ore. 
The extent and character of the band on the north part of Innetalling i61and 
arc quite unknown. 

Iron-formation has been reported to occur on the large island weEt of Fla
herty island where dark rocks of the upper pnrt of the formation are said to 
rise from the water's edge. Possibly the iron-formation also oc~urs in the 
southern part of Flaherty ir:land west of Kipa1u inlet, for strnta thnt underlie 
the iron-formation are known to outcrop west of the head of Ka~ega1ik lake. 
The overb·ing volcanies outcrop ea6t of t.hi;; along the wr;:t side of Kipa1u 
inlet and, therefore. somewhere between these two area-s the intervening iron
formntion must come to the surface unless it is drift covered or unless a fault 
Dccurs along the west margin of the volcanic-<2overed are~<. Since it is reported 
that dark rocks like the overlying volcanics form the southern pnrt of Flaherty 
island the strata are probably not faulted and an undii:;covered band nf t:he 
iron-formation is probably developed in this extensive rtrca. 

General Considerations 

Character and Distribution of tlie Iron-form1.tion. The iron-formation on 
Belcher islands is of a type that in the 1'.iesabi di-strict of the Lake Superior 
region contains large bodies of high-grade iron ore. It has been established 
that these ore-bodies of the Mesabi range and those of the other Lnke Superior 
iron ranges are secondary concentrations and did not exist when the enclosing 
strata of iron-formation were formed. Originally the iron-formation 12om
prised rocks of unusual types that contained much iron in various minernl 
form~; but too low grade to constitute iron {)re. Later in the history of these 
rocks, in certain localities, surface waters entered the strata, and b~· carrying 
away some constituents in solution and concentrating and redepositing othern, 
brought about the fornrnfam .of bodies of iron ore. One almost universal char
acteristic of this type of ore-bodies is that they extend to the surface of bed
rock, although the bedrock may be covered by a considerab1e thickness of soil, 
sand. g·ravel. etc. This out.cropping is a natural result of the ore-bodies having 
been caused by surface waters entering the rocks of the iron-formation and 
changing- their composition. 
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Since the iron-formation of Belcher islands is of the same general type 
as those of the Lake Superior region it is to be expected that if any bodies of 
iron ore occur, they will be local exceptional developments outcropping at the 
bedrock surface of the iron-formation, though perhaps concealed by drift. It 
is conceivable, however, that the iron-formation on Belcher islands may con
tain beds that from the beginning were rich in iron and that some parts of 
such ·beds were sufficiently rich to constitute iron ore-bodies. Such types of 
iron ore depoc>its oecm' in other regions and it is characteristic of them that 
the iron-rich beds vary from place to place in quality and volume. Since the 
ferruginouc> beds and any local parts of them sufficiently rich t-0 he considered 
iron ore were formed w:hen the containing strata were being laid down, the 
positions of the ore-bodies in the enclosing rocks is in no way connected with 
the manner in which the beds now may be ex!losed. It is a matter of chance 
whether the part or parts of such a bed entitled to be considered an iron ore 
deposit appear in the outcropping portionc> of the containing iron-formation or 
lie concealed in some part of the formation back from its outcropping edge. 

These two modes of occurrence of iron ore, (1) as local, exceptiona.J bodie<; 
or concentrations formed within and later than the iron-formation and extend
ing downwards from iJhe present bedrock surface, and (2) a.s beds formed 
within and contemporaneously with the iron-formation and only by chance 
outcropping at the present bedrock surface, are the only known ways applic
able to the iron-formation of Belcher islands. This formation varies in thick
neso between 300 feet and 45{) feet and is formed of beds of rock that differ 
from one another in composition and appearance, but nearly all contain much 
iron in various mineral forms. No heels were seen of sufficient thickness and 
quality to be properly called iron ore, although some zones up to 50 feet thick 
would, in .all probability, assay better than 30 per cent metallic iron. The bed.s 
compo1;ing the formation were deposited in' a body of water and were laid 
down on one another in horizontal layers of varying thicknesses. In Borne 
cases they extend continuously over large areas, in other ca.ses they are more 
limited in extent. After some hundreds of feet of such beds had accumulated, 
they were covered by flows of volcanic rock and into them in some places 
sheet-like bodies of similar rock were injected. One such sheet appears every
where at the top of the iron-formation just below the volcanic flows. At some 
period the whole group of rocks was bent into a series of long, broad fold'3 
that trend north and south and are affected by minor folds or crumples. Per
haps other rocks were laid down on the volcanic flows, but if so. they have been 
swept .away from all that part of the rocks now lying above sea-level. 

The s·trata eventually were raised above water-level. In the course of 
time the volcanic rocks were eroded in places along the crests of the long, 
north-south trending folds, and long valleys were thu.s formed revealing on 
tiheir sides and floors the underlying iron-formation and the strata on which 
the iron-formati-0n was la.id down. At the present time, the resi1>tant volcanic 
rocks stand up in pairs of. ridges facing one another acroos the axis of the long 
folds; along the inner slopes, or at the foot of each ridge, the iron-formation 
outer-ops in a narrow, partly drift-covered band. Away from these long val
leys, that. is, in the troughs of the folds, the volcanic rocks form a continuous 
sheet that rests on and conceals the iron-formation. 

Principles for the Prospecting of Iron 01·e Deposits. If. iron ore-bodie~ 
developed in the iron-formation as they have done in the Lake Superior region, 
they will occur along the band-like outcrops of the formation. If some parts 
of some of the iron-formation beds have been iron ore from the beginning then 
some of these richer, ore-bearing parts may chance to be exposed along the 
same narrow, band-like outcrops. Prospecting for iron ore-bodies should be 
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systematically planned on a comparatively large sCflle and shou1d ('ollBist of 
stripping at inte1'vals the whole width of the bands of the iron-formation and 
carefully measuring and classifying the strata of the cross-sections thus 
exposed. By comparing the thicknesses, lSuC\;ession, and kinds of rock found 
in anyone cross-section with the same featUl'e9 ns fonnd in the nel1rest cross
sections, it can be determined whether intermediate lines of strippiug are 
required. This method of prospecting is appl iea bIe becau6e the iron-formation 
is certainly ~m order1y s-uccession of groups of beds, each group having a 
genernl character which it maintains for long distam:es. Such work should 
precede ally search for ore-bod ies by diamoud drilling at local i ties back from 
the outcropping edge of the iron-formation because, in the writer's opinion, the 
present available informntioll dOe6 not yet give a clue to where 0re-bodies are 
likely to occu)." if they occur at fill. If, however, one or two drill holcSi were 
bored in the area between the heads of Kasegalilc l£lke and Kipfllu inlet, well 
back from the outcropping- edge of the iron-formation, they wonId definitely 
indicatp wllether the ferruginous zones outcropping .in this general district are, 
as in the Lake Superior region, the prod uets of age~t5 of ch .. mgc acting at the 
surface Or whether, as the writer be1ieves, they were always as tIley now ~He. The 
iron-fOl'rnation CHn ,be eXllminecl on both sides of this volcanic-cove,red area and 
the greAtest thicknes~ of -volcanic rocks to be bored through is probflblr not above 
200 feet. 

until the man ner of formation of these ferruginOllf:' zone", h(1S bE-cn dcter
minC'd nnd the variation of the iron-formation along its outcrop ;has hecn 
wOl·ked out, it 'Would seem unwise to commence aril1ing for ore benc~th the cover 
of "olcani~ Tacks. If the ferruginous zones are original fe,"\. t.urer:; fl nd t;OlTle~ 
where along their outcrop grade into iron ore, the ~'ystemati( study of suitabls 
placed cl'oss-6ectl{)lls of the strata will indicate the manner in \\'hieh these 
zones vary and t.he directions along which they grow richer or pc:wer in their 
iron content -and thus give some clue to the position of areas in which iron 
orc-bodies may occur. Drillillg operations phlnned accordin~: to .:::'ll~h infor
mn.tion would yield reasonnbly definite results and pro\-e tlle l)rCS('nre or 
nbscn-ce of commercial orc-bodies. If, on the other hand, the ferruginous zones 
repre:,;ent condition6 sneh as led to the formo. tion of ore-bodies in the Lali:(-' 
Superior iron ranges, it is' equally true that the outcropping edges of the iroll
formation should be examined, for according to both t.heory anti experience the 
enriched de"posi ts 6hou Id on tcrop there. Long s tretcl1es of the formation, 
tha t are wholly {)r 1 argely (16ft cOl'cred, should be tested, for if ore-bodies 
exist they should be le~s resistan t to wen thel'ing than the other rocks Dnd would 
teud t.o occur in re~es::ed areas which natural1y are likeiy to be drift covered. 
In places this covering must be £IS much as 50 feet thick, but in m{)cSt p£u:ts it 
pro ba bly a vernge-s less tbnn 10 feet. 

Possibilities of Secondm·y Ore-concentrat'ion_ Unless all competent authori
ties are at fault, the only manner in which secondary ore-bodies \;.ould grow 
in these rocks would be through the action of c;urface witters. This act.ion 
cou leI take -place only if there was an adequate, long-con tinned supply of s·uch 
wa t.ers. if the rocks were permeable, and if the general structures were such 
tha t the underground mo-vemcn t of the waters WflS :1ctive flncl localized so as 
to ah~tract certain impurities and I::oncentl'ate the iron {)x'ides. It is by no 
meall6 evident that these necec;S<11"Y conditions now prevail on Bebher islands, 
or that they ever did prevail, e..xcept possibls at some period so remote that 
any ore-bodies .then formed have since been destroyed. 

At present the iron-formation outcrops in narrow bands but .1i.t.tle wider 
than the thickness of the lron-formation-a few hundred yards at most. In 
every case the ou tcrops are on the sides or a t the foot of ridges into which the 
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strata dip llllel Dre overbin by volcanic rocks which form the upper part of the 
slopes Dlld the tops of the ridges. The amounG of surface water now available 
to produce any ehanges in the iron-formation is limited to that which falls on 
the outcrop or druins from the surmounting steep face of the overlying vol
canics. This supply is trivifll, 'and since tbe Glacial period it has produced 
practically no change. Not only is t he supply of Emface wa ter very slight, 
bu t ,the rock structures are not fa\'ourable to a vigorous underground water 
movement. The overlying volcanics wit.h their slate partings form an Dlmost 
impervious capping that prevents the entry or exit of water find must give 
rise to a condition of stagnation so far as regards any water that may 1'ave 
entered the iroll-formation by way of its narrow outcrop, 

The pre.~cnt situation is unfavourable to the development of ore-bodies 
through the concentrating action of surface waters and it is probable that 
similar conditions prevailed for a long period in the past while the present 
land forlTh3 were developing, The stages through which the land forms paS€ed 
are exemplified on Innetalling island where a valley has formed along the 
crest of one of the long folds in the strata. In the south this vaney is only 
botween one-quarter and half a mile in width, It is bounded by the steep 
L1ces of two parallel ridges whose tOp8 are composed of the volcanic rocke. On 
the opposite slopes of the valley, the iroD-formation outcrops from beneath the 
volcilnic w.::ks. Northward on the island, the valley widens to several miles. 
bu t tho iron-formation still ou tcrops as two narrow bands, one Oil. each side 
of the valley at the foot of, or along the steep sides of the slopes of the bound
ing ridges of volcanic rocks, This single valley illustrates the various stages 
in the growth of al1 the other valleys or depressions along the sides of which 
Ihe iron-formation at any 1'rtage outcropped. At very early dates in 
some localities the iron-formation milY nilve outcropped so as to favour the 
development of ore-bodies by surface waters, but that stage has long since 
passed, nnd present conditions hilve so long prevailed that any ore-bodies that 
might have been formed in the earliest stages of development of the land 
forms would have been deEtroyed, .As regards the formation of ore-bodies 
through the action of surface waters, three general types of structures exist on 
Belcher islands. The most common structure is e.~emplified along the eastern 
side of Kipalu inlet (Figure 3), where the iron-formation outcrops along the 
sides and foot of a steep ridge. The beds dip into the ridge at angles generally 
above 30 degreee and pass beneath a cover of volcanic rocks, In a distance 
of one mile or less .down the dip the covering rocks and the underlying iron
formation pass below the sea, In a few places where the iron-formation out
crops neal' the top of the ridge, the covel' may not be very thick, but in most 
places at least 100 feet of voleanic rocks, in places twi~e tllis amount, mtlst 
overlie the iron-formation. In 6\1ch circumstances it is difficult to conceive of 
nny active circulation of water within the iron-formation. 

A second gen,"ral type of structure is developed on Innetalling island and 
so far ilS known only there, The iron-formation au k.rops on the two sides of 
a long narrow valley. The beds slope in opposite directions away from the 
centre of the valley, the strata exposed being on the two sides of a fold and 
very close to its axis, In the southern part of the island, the general IDucI
level sinks,alld it may be that in some pla.ces the iron-formation forms the 
rock floor of the vnl1ey and thus is preserved on the very crown of the 'fold, 
In such a position, if Dnywhere, the surface wilters should be capable of pro
ducing an ore-body, for along the arch of the fold the strata are likely to be 
fractured and permeable to water, and the long, narrow valley wou1d afford a 
relatively larg'e water supply. Thi.s valley, so far 313 known, is floored with drift, 
At its north end the rock floor cannot be much above sea-level and may be 
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,~0nsiJerab]y below it. At the south end it lies below sea-level and it may be 
that throughout the entire length of the valley the iron-formation has been 
brgely or wholly removed. If so the special opportunity for ore formation 
does not exist, since the conditions along .the valley sides are only a repetition 
cf the general case exemplified along the east side of Kipalu inlet. 

The third and only remaining type of structure is that prevailing between 
Kipalu inlet and [Kasegalik ,Jake and not known to be developed elsewhere. 
In this district the strata have a basin-like structure, the reverse of that referred 
to as yielding the second type. On the west side of Kipalu inlet near its head, 
the exposed iron-formation dips .gently to the west beneath a ridge -0f volcanic 
rocks, and reappears several miles farther west along the margin of Kasegalik 
Like where the beds slope to the east. The structure is not symmetrical. 
Northward from a valley that extends west from Kipalu inlet to a bay on 
Kasegalik lake, the strata form a shallow basin which widens northward and 
is tilted to the northeast; southward the basin is tilted sou th westerly. Such a 
;;tructurc in conjunction with other conditions would be favourable to active 
underground water circulation and the development of ore-bodies. In this dis
trict, a zone rich in iron oxides and 40 to 50 feet thick, occurs at a constant 
horizon in the iron-formation, about 120 feet below the summit. This zone out
crops on both sides of the basin-shaped area and its existence might ·be taken as 
.'Satisfactory evidence that surface waters influern:~ed by the favourable general 
rock structure had favoured a partial concentration of the iron contents of the 
~trata and that somewhere along the outcr.opping edges of the iron-formation, 
or. perhaps down along this zone beneath the cover of volcanic rocks, bodies of 
h igh-gracle iron ore may occur. 

Several features, however, indicate that the iron-rich zone is an original 
feature of the strata. In the first place, this ferruginous zone is not ex'2eptional. 
Essentially similar zones occur without definite relation to structure wherever 
the strata are well exposed. Wherever this rock type wns observed below a 
certain marked level in the iron-formation, it was found to be comparativPlv 
rir>l1 in iron oxides. Secondly, th:ere are above the level of the ferruginous zone 
usually one or more thick 1nycrs of rock essentially simibr to that of the ferru
ginous zones, but always relatively barren of iron oxides. Thie constantly 
recurring -contrast suggests again that the ror-ks do not owe their main features 
to r-hanges produced by cir..::ulating waters originating at the surface. 

Thirdly, the top of the iron-formation is everywhere largely composed of 
iron carbonate, and these I"ocks are relatively easily altered and, of nll the 
.,trata 0f the iron-formation, show the grente»t amount cf weathering. At the 
wrface they have a brownish coloured, decomposed, limonitic (iron oxide plus 
water) outer shell in pln('e lrnlf an inch thick, wh€renB the other rncks aI"e 
quite fresh. These iron carbonate rocks wou1d be much altered if surface 
waters had freely circulated through them for a long period of time. But 
except for superficial \\·ea_thering they are always fresh and unaltered. It is 
difficult to understand in these ;;econd and third cases why a lower zone should 
have been altered to a relatively highly ferruginous condition, whereas over1ying 
zones of the same character 01· rich in the leBs stable carbonate should remain 
unchanged. The condi·tions suggest that circulating surface waters had little 
or nothing to do with the development of the iron-ri-ch strata. 

There is yet a fourth condition which does not seem to accord with the 
idea that the ferruginous zones owe their .high iron content to the action of 
.'lurface waters circulating underground. A large pa-rt of the irnn oxides is. 
in these zones, in the form of magnetite. In places there are hyens several 
feet thick mainly of this material. 80 far as known, surface waters could 
not form magnetite. Nor could this mineral have been produced from 
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iron oxides formed by the action of surface waters, because no agencie;:· capable 
of producing magnetite have acted since the strata have been accessible 
to surface waters. The presence of abundant magnetite is evidence, there
fore, that much of the iron .content of the ferrnginous zones is not a produet 
of the action of surface waters, and it would be strange if the other intimately 
associated iron oxides had been produced by surface water;; which left the mag
netite untouched. In other words, if surface waters have had any effect at 
all, they have merely changed some part of the magnetite to other irnn oxides. 

The writer is of the opinion that the zones relatively rich in iron were 
so from the beginning and that considering the extent of the iron-formation and 
how little of it has been examined, it is not impossi·ble that some
where one or more zones may grade in to iron ore-bodies of commercial size 
and quality. If, however, .these zones are secondary products, the rernlts of 
the action of the surface waters, then it is evident that such acti\· ities ha,·e 
been widespread, ·and considering that for t.hicknesses of 50· foet. the strata are 
0£ rocks that elsewhere ha•e been replaced in part by high-grade iron ore. it is 
not unreasonable to suppose that somewhere ·high-grade ore-bodies l1l<1Y Or'::IH. 

In any case, it is certain that further prospc~tini should take the form of 
methodical examinations of cross-sections 0£ the outcropping b,rnd;, of the 
iron-formation, and this work-if the results obtained warrant the ac tion
should be followed by drilling. 

Summary and Conclusions 

The iron-formation is known to occur in five bands, as follows, com
mencing with the meet easterly. 

(a) A band in the south part of Tukart1k island extends probably for 
,1bout 25 miles along the whole east side of this island. It reappears 12 miles 
to the south on the north coast of Innet(llling· islnnd and extends south ·along 
the east side of this island for perhaps 18 miletS. In the northern 5 miles of 
this stretch it is in placEt3 partly or wholly below sea-level. South of this, the 
formation 1 ies below 'ea-level (Figure 3). 

On Tukarak island, in two places the formation is 370 feet thick; on the 
northern part of Innetalling island it is 450 fee t thick. 

The strata for the most ·part are heavily drift covered, but are definitely 
Jrnown to outcrop in a band rarely more than 300 yards wide. The strata dip 
easterly at angles varying between 10 degrees ancl 30 degrees and pass beneath 
volcanic rock,; that ri se in .a ridge which extends to the -coast -and i:i seldom 
more than a mile wide, usually considerably less. 

The Lrnd area occupied by the iron-formation and by the volcanic.s with 
the iron-formation bene(lth them, is estimnted to be 30 square mile.;. 

(b) A band commences in the north on a small island close to the west 
shore of Tukarak island, and appears at intervals on some islands that extend 
in a line southward for 12 h1iles. It reappears on the north coast of Inne
talling island and extends south along the west side of this island for perhaps 
18 miles. South 0£ this the formation lies below sea-level. On one of the 
smaII islands in the n-0rthern 0hain, the whole formation may for a short 
interval lie above sea-level; on the other small i·slands only the upper part of 
the formntion anywhere rises above the sea. On the northern part of Inne
talling island only the upper half is exposed; southward few outcrops occur. 

The strata dip westward at varying Angles and in plm~es are vertical. The.y 
pass beneath volcanic rocks that rise in a ridg-e, seldom over half a mile wide, 
that extends to the coast. 

The land area occupied by the iron-formation and by the volcanics with 
the iron-formation beneath them is estimated to be 10 square miles. 
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(c) A band commences in the north on Flaherty island at the north end 
and on the east side of a tidal basin at the head of Kipalu inlet, extends south 
for 1'0 miles to where on the east sh-0re of Eipalu inlet it sinks below the sea, 
to reappear three times for lengths of 1 to 2 miles in a further distance south
ward of 26 miles. South of this the formation lies below sea-level. 

The strata dip to the eMtward at from 30 degrees to 75 degrees. They pass 
beneath volcanic rocks that rise in a ridge seldom more than half a mile wide 
that extends w the coast. 

Tlie land area occupied by the iron-formation and by the volcanics with 
the iron-formation beneath them is estimated to be 18 square miles. 

(d) A band ~ommences in the north on Flaherty island, on the west side 
of Kipaln inlet near its head, and for 3-5 miles southward occurs at intervals 
along the coast in stretches varying in length from a few hundred yards up 
to 6 miles. In some places a comparatively small 'Part of the higher beds rises 
above sea-level, but in the northernmost stretch about the upper ·hail£ of the 
formation rises above sea-level and in some of the longer stretches the whole 
formation is above sea-level, though almost completely drift covered. Th"' 
formation doubtle&S extends northward towards the end of the band on the 
east side of the inlet, but in this direction lies bi>neath drift-<:overed flats or 
the waters of a tidal basin. 

The strata dip westward at low anglr,s in the north, at high angles in the 
south. The;y pass beneath volcanic rocks that rise in a ridge which extends 
to the shores of Kasegalik lake and to a valley extending north from this lake 
to the northwest shore of ·Flaherty island. In the south the distance across 
this area in places is only half a mile. Northward it increases to as much as 
4 miles, and still farther north the width may 'be 6 or 8 miles. 

The fand area occupied by the iron-formation and by the volcanics with 
the iron-formation benP.ath them is estimated w be 100 square miles. 

( e) A band commences on the northeast coast of Flaherty island and 
passes southerly along the east side of Kaseg-alik lake until, about 5 mil-es south 
0£ the head of the lake, it sinks below lake-level. The length 0£ this band is 
about 16 miles. Whether it reappears w the south is unknown. 

The strata dip easterly at, a6 far as known, low angles. In the south only 
the upper part of the formation is exposed, the lower part lying below lake
level or being drift covered. Northward the number of exposures decrease and 
beyond the head of the lake, for some distance at least, outcrops are rare. This 
band is the western edge of the above-mentioned 100-square-mile area. 

In addition to the definitely kJlown bands, the iron-formation is reported 
to oocur on a large island •lying west of Flaherty island and probably it out
crops on the southern part of the island west or south of the valley of Kase
galik lake. In the southeas·t, although the iron-formation nowhere outcrops, it 
undoubtedly is present there beneath a cover of volcanic rocks which project 
above sea-level and occupy a further estimated land area of 50 square miles. 

The total estimated ·land area occupied ·by the iron-formation and by the 
Yolcanics OYerl_ying the iron-formation is 198 square miles; the total outcrop
ping area of the iron-formation is not greater than 15 square miles. 

The volcanic rocks overlying the iron-formation occur in osheet-like ·bodies. 
They form in each -area practically continuous exposures and doubtless it would 
be possible to determine the approximate thickness of volcanics in any given 
locality. In plaees they are known to be 200 feet thick; it is reasonable to 
supp-0se that the maximum thiekness is not greater than 400 feet or 5-00 feet 
and that the average thickness is less than 200 feet. 
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The total length of outcrop of the iron-formation, exclusive of the prC'
blematical areas in the south part of Flaherty island and on the island t-0 the 
west, is estimated to be 110 miles, of whi>0h it is· estimated only 10 miles all 
told are sufficiently wen exposed to permit of unreservedly stating that iron 
ore beds are present or absent. 

No iron ore deposits of commercial value under existing conditions were 
seen after traversing in all 40 miles of the various bands. Over most of this 
length it is certain that no iron ore~bodies occur in the upper one-quarter of the 
formation. 

In each area examined on the several ontcropping bands of iron-formation. 
highly ferruginous zones were found, and where the formation was fulls 
exposed two or more such zones were always in evidence. With the exception 
of one horizon in the eastern band on Tulrnrak island, these zone;; everywhere 
have the same general characters. The positions of these zones in the iron
formation (Ind their individual thicknesses vary from area to area, but in each 
area these chara"3ters are remarkably uniform. 

In thickness the individual zone.s vary from 10 feet to 50 feet. Assay<\ 
of samples representing thicknesses up to 24 feet and the examination of the 
material itself indicate that the zones are composed almost wholly of silica antl 
iron oxides; the silica is largely in the form of quartz, the iron oxides in the 
form of magnetite and hematite, but a small proportion of the silica and iron 
oxides is combined as an iron silicate. Four representative samples gave the 
following results: 

Silica.... . . . .. . ... · · · · · · · · 
r ron oxides. . . . .. . . . . .............. . ... . ..... . ..... . 
Metallic iron .. . . .. .................... . .. . ........... . 

32·52 
62·04 
44·96 

46·481 
50·05 
35.421 

42· 12 1 
53 ·84 
37 ·80 

38·60 
54·62 
30· IO 

The individual zones consist of distinct beds, almost al0l alike in general 
characters but varying as regards their iron content. In general about 20 per 
cent of the volume consists of thin, discontinuous, highly siliceous, very lean 
layers. If by hand-picking these layers were l'emoved, the metallic iron con
tent could be raised to 50 per cent and more, but the silica content would still 
be 20 per cent or greater. The more purely siliceous layers are tightly welded 
to the other rocks and do not form zones that could be eliminated as one body, 
hence hand-picking would be a heavy charge against the ore produced. 

The ferruginous zones represent groups of beds of rooks having· many of 
the essential features of the rocks which yielded the iron ore-bodies of the 
Mesabi district, Minneaota. The associated strata are also ferruginous and 
might under some conditions yield an iron ore. The iron-formation has not 
been metamorphosed in such a fashion as to prevent the formation of ore
bodies in the way those of the Me:;abi range originated. 

The ferl1l3inous zones approximate nn irnn ore and this may indicate tb>1t 
the prQcesses which gave rise to ore-bodies on the :Yfosabi range also operated 
on Belcher islands. The failure to find ore-bodies on Belcher i.slands may be 
due to the heavy drift that covers the outcrops. 

If ore-bodies of the :Me.s>1bi type are present, then by theory and experience 
they should occur outcropping at the bedrO\'.!k surface of the bands of the iron
formation and not within the iron-formation wholly concealed by the cover of 
volcanic rocks. 

It is cons·idered to be improbable that the formginous clrnracter of these 
zones is due to causes such as operated in the Mesabi listrict. It seems rather 
that the ferruginous zones possessed their present characters when 
first formed· or very soon t.hereafter. If this i~ so it is not impo,;~ible that 
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i>omewhere they m;1y grnde into ore-bodi&3 which, 'hiwing formed when the 
rocks first developed, £\re not connected in origin with the present land surface 
and, therefo1·c, may occur wholly concealed beneath the cover of Yolcani0 rocks. 

The above-mentioned two general modes of occurrence of iron ore deposits 
are the only known ones applicable in the case of t-he iron-formation on Bel
cher islands, and in either case it is not impossible that deposits of iron ore 
may occur. 

Considering the, so far as known, only two possible vrnys in which iron 
ore deposits may c~ur on Belche1· isla11ds, the general conformity of the geo
logical structure.s, the orderly fashion in which the strata of the iron-formation 
are grouped and succeed one another, and the regularity and constancy of the 
more forrug·inous zones it is evident that proopecting should consist of 
methodical geological examinations of complete natural or arti£cially-bared 
cross-sections of the iron-formation made at intervals along the ~ourse of ea12h 
outcropping band. Such cross-sections need be made only at wide intervals 
of say 1,000 yards or more, but would have to be supplemented by the examina
tion of intermediate, part.ial cross-sections of particular 'horizons. In places, 
because of the thickness of the drift cover, diamond drilling instead of trench
ing or test-pitting might prove the most economical fashion of obtnining the 
desire.cl information, but, in any cac>e, drills should not be used to pros·pect. 
for ore-bodies in localities back from the outcropping edge of the iron
forma tion until these edges have been systematically and fully examined. 
Until such an examination is made, the essential information requisite to 
ensure the success of any rensonably extcnsi1'c drilling campaign \\"ill be Jacking. 
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